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k4‘ Aim Of the slag
1 • To suggest the contrihutiou of astronomy to & program of 
religious education;
2, a?o demdnstrate the use of such material in program-hullding;
B. Scone of thesis;
ti A “brief survey of the historical relation of astronomy 
- and religion:
2, Purpose 'Of thesis;
\ s. ^ ‘
3* Blhiidgraphy of source material for use in program-*uilding; 
4« Material and methods*
XXf Main hodv of thesis:
•^4 Hlstorlcai relation of astronomy and religion:
f* Aim of this section; To show how religion and astronomy 
have developed together heoause of certain elements
of mystefy and infinity:
a; Astrondijy defined;
h. Primitive interpretations of natural phenomena; worship 
of heavenly hodiesi
c*- Origin of the scientific method ^ ohservatlon*
2* Historical develotment;
a* Origins of astronohy;
t);4 imong the Chaldeans; ’
2j* Among the l^ptians;
5)‘, Among the Chinese;
4) --’ Among the Hindus;
5) 4 ternary ; Astrology*
(2)
V 4)
"b« Primitive Deriod; Earlieflt cosmological- Ideag;
1) . Cosmology ajid cosmogony;
2) * BaTDyioniaJi opsmology;
3 ), "Reb rev/ ,oq smplogyj
4) . Egyptian co^ology;
■'5), Creek cosmology;
a), lithology: Homer and Hesiod;■bV, Phe transition: Thales#
c • Ancient cosmology: Geo^centric theory:
1) . Cosmology separated from mythological cosmogony;
2) 4 Philplaus - Fifth centui^r B.C. - lythagorean School;
5) # Aristotle - 584-322 B.C#;
4) # Aristarchus - 510 - 250 - Heliocentric theory
Hipparchus - 190-120 ?<C#;
6) 4 Ptolemy r IOO-17O A#D. Epicycles,
d> Mediaeval cosmology: The Dark Ages:
1)< Death of science and philosophy;





7) . Ecclesiastical sanction given to the Ptolemaic, theery;
8) . Dante: Summary of Ifediaeval cosmology#
e • Modem cosmology: Heliocentric theory:
1) 4 Renaissance:






hreal? with ecclesiastical authority;
- 1475-^545 A#P*; Heliqcentrtc theory;
_ 1546-1610 A.D.;
- t564eit642 AiD;; Copernican thepry;
_ 1571-1650 : Laws of motion of the planets;
- 1642-1727' ; Law of gravitation;
- 1758-1822 : Our universe one of many*-





B# Purpose, of thesis:
1. ajh show how the experiences of yduth may he e^^larged so as to 
increase in his environment testimony for religion;
2.* To shov/ the influence Of th& heavenly bodies upon the thought
k. Safi
. and religious life of people ‘thrcrughouj the ages}
3. To tie the ” stars" to thoughts of God in the minds of youth;
4* Experiences to which astronomy may make contrihutiohSf
ta. Mature r a manifestation of the glory of God and a symbol of 
man’s experiences}
h. The priceless privilege of knowing the stars;
0. Friendship with the stars: omnipresent, constant, " friends'* 
transcending time and space;
d. The stars as heralds of the seasons;
e. Contrihution of astronomical information to the joy of travel} 
to an appreciation of literature;
f. !^e prevailing deafness to the message of the stars.
5« Conclusion,




4, Mature in Literature;
5» Biblical Literature;
6* Miscellaneous program-aids : B^mms, Songs, Prayers, Art,
Material and methods: 
t. Statement of aim this section ;
To suggest methods of organizing material;
b. To build typical programs,
2. Suggestions for organization of material according to: 
a, Type of services
1) . Vesper or sunrise service: devotional;
2) . Informal: hike, campfire, etc,; informational, inspirational
3) • Week-day school-of- religion: educational.
Grouping of material about selected celestial objects:
t). Astronomical data: star-names, storied, scientific data;
C.5)
2). Supplementary materia^:




e) • Bravdngs •
^0 Programs!
a* "Hie Eoya^ Family”, ( Week-day School of Eeligion).
■ h, "Polaris- A Friendly Star", ( Vesper service in the open).
c, »' When the VAiale Swallowed the Moon”, ( Campfire Story),
d, ” 0 Thou Suhlime^ Sweet Evening Star ", (Venus; Vesper),-
e, ” The Galajcy", ( Vesper Service)





Ihe aiin‘pf this thesis-is liov;\astronomy could "be-used
in a program pf religious education as. a meang of deWlOplng. the
religious impulse in youth. Astronomy l^s a ii^^ue coutrihution to
make, to such a progr^, o'vlug to the attributes of avre and reverence^
the intellectual and aesthetic experiences that come from contemplation
at infinity, Thinking high thoti^its leads to living higher lives. The
study of astronomy gives one an acquaintance vsrith-a subject ^1411011 has
alvrays "been noted for Its lofty and. unselfish ideals,- Its subject-
matter gives a. breadth of vision not qtherv^se obtained- ‘
** the irresistible forces V/hich elevate the mountains, br the ma­
jestic mdtions of the stars bpen.an Intellectual horizon far 
beyond that'vftiich belongs to the ordinaiy’afrairs of lifeV The 
constant-and deliberate search dror tJeuth. and the.,contemplation 
of the wonders of nature, change the mental habits of man.
They tend to make him more honest, with.nlmself,- Just In nis-judg­
ment, and Serene in tae midst of petty annoyances.*' t
Or to note still further testimony of scientists v/e find such exhorta­
tions as the following:
** To those vjho vrould i-ound out their spiritual being with some 
kuov/ledge of Hatupe on her mosdb- majestic aM yet mbtst winnind 
side.:.** 2 . , V
** 'No other science go operates to give us on the one hand ,ju3t 
views Of our real insignificance in. the universe-of sp^e, matter,' 
and time, or tO 'teach us on the other hand, 'the dignity of the 
human as "^he offspring, -and meagurabiy the counterpart of ^he 
Divine; able in a sense to 'comprehend* the universe,- a-nd Inoow 
its -plan and meaning.»» 3
Those vdio have spent countless hoars studying the structure 
of the cosmos, ^ch. as Dr, 5Vo^| Director of -the Yerkes ObserTpitoyy, 
tell us that ** there is an element of the greatest audacity in the at­
tempts of "tde human mind really to grasp such questions as -the stnuqjrure
of the universe. To aid us in comprehending the magnitude of the cosmos.#
1 Moulton, Forest Ray, An IntrDeletion to Astronomy. p,3^
2 ^rvigs, Gapett iRpund the Year With.the Starsi^.p.p Intr,
3 Young, Charles A,, The Elements br Aa-h-rnrinny^ pp, 5^4^
Dr. Frojgt calls (y\xc attention to our xmlts- of measurement! our xmits Of
length, had their origin in the siae of some man's fQOt, the. length of
his arm or the extent of his stride; as he traveled more^largpr imlts
as"became necessary suchathe distance vMch he WfSiuid usually walk in an 
hour or a day. Ihe imit of measuring astronomical objegts is the dis­
tance from the earth t© the sun,. 93,000,Q,00 miles. An average satellite 
like our moon has a mass Of 75 million million tons; the ijiass pf the 
brain of the average adult human being is about three pounds, Ihit the 
brain dares to attack problons o.uite out of proportion to it's josaisraass,
Kie astronomer takes as his unit the mass of our sun which is 330,’OpO
«
times that of our earth; and the earth,in turn,,has over ei^ty times
the mass of our moon. In out ordinary human conceptions of time,, one
turn of the earth on its axis makes a day vfliich is a convenient unit,
in human life; another is the period Of revolution of the earth about
the sun, a year vdiich is the loggest natural unit of time for hrnipn
affairs. But vjhen we examine the history of the earth and of celestial
objects we must accustom puxselves to .a.unit like a million ye^s#
As one gazes into this celestial sphere^ -yrond^rs vAiat it is and.hov/ far
away, learns that some stars are millions pf miies farther aW than.
others; that hundreds of ye_ars are required for li^,trayeiing at the
rate of t86,000 miles per second,, to reach the_earth from^ these stars;
that our universe or solar system is ogly one of millions vdiich make
up the celestial realm^ he begins to comprehend the meaniiig^ of the
terms "infinity", "vetemity", and **depth", "PeOiple do not like to
.... ' ^ '2
look into depth too Ipn^, it makes them feel small,"
Not Only is the subject-matter  ̂of astronomy lofty ah^ ©nr
t- Prostj Edvdn :Bi,"The Structure of'thp So^ps", In'^^thOw's* p^iler,
Ooiltributions of IBigJience to Bellgionr. pp,66‘,6i,
2 Bri^iam,' Professor,Bo3tou^University,-^ Class Lecinire, ‘i.
notiing, but also eniiglit^ing* It is the oldest’of the sci^ncef^and 
has been called 4;he **parent” Of many of the'others: its "method of ob­
servation, compiiati^, and comparison became tne'^asic method of dll' 
scientific Study; facis and"*laws" derived frOm the study of astronoigsr 
became the'basis'or Succeeding sciences :-physics*, cfi-emistry, geology, 
botany, biology, psychology, sociology and the many other derived and 
specialized branches of kn^v/led^, all of vdiich are studies of some 
small part of the earth,-its constitution, its environment, its products, 
and its inhabitants* The interniependence and inter-<iction of the 
various bodies of -the S.olar system and the relation of our solar system 
to every other solar system of "the celestial .sphere symbolizes for the 
sociologist the interdependence and inter-action of the various member^ 
Of society* ,, Great moral*'laws should operate in society as great physical 
laws operaTie in the cosmos;'
Dr. Dreyer says that ** among the various branches of physical 
science there is no other vdiich in its historical developnent reflects 
so closely the general' progress'‘of civilization as the doctrine of the 
position of the earth in space and its relation to the planetary system. 
In this v/e may follow man’s gradual emancipation from primitivO ideas 
during thd rise of Greek philosophy and science, his relapse into those
ideas during the ages foll^vdng the destruction of the seats of Greek
*
culture, and the rapid advance of knowledge after ^the revival of lea'm-
A ■
ing at the end of the Hiddle Ages*" youth .of tCday in order to be 
at hoiae upon the ea'rth, 'should be able to call ’the stars by n^e,-t6 
realize something pf the dinmensities by \Mhioh this spinning planet is 
surrounded, to trace* in imagination the growth" df stellar’systemdj the 
history of our ear'th, evolution of plant and animal life , man’s triumph
T Dreyer, J.L.E*, History of Plane-fcary Systems. Preface.
over nature and other animals, and his achievement of civilization; As 
we glance over the historical development of astronomy and its relation 
to the historical development of religion,- see the persecution and mar­
tyrdom of those vdLO have ever “been heralds of a neYtevj fuller truth, yet 
in spite of these the inevitable persistence of truth and its pOwer to 
make men free, we say with Tennyson:
Our little systems have their day.
They have their day and cease to be;
They are but broken lights of Thee, ■ , -
And Thou^ 0 Xord, art more than they.
As Itnowledge grows from more to more, so more and more reverence does
in us dwell, that God has given man a mi^id with vdiich to comprehend thfe
wonders of His universe-. With the Hebrew. Psaliaist we b'ow before him
and exclaim: *
0 Jehovah, our hord^
How'eaccellent-.is thyv^name in all the fearth,
VIhen I consider thy heavens, the work of thy fingers.
The moon and the stars, ^'hich thou hast ordained;
What is man, that thou art mindful of him?
Andjthe son of man, that thou visitest him?
For thou hast made him but little lower than God,
And crownest him with glory and honor.
- Ps. 8
Thehprimi$ivhiiDlaidOQflaiiaho®asoin4vB^ tgaawetand v/orShip by strange pheno­
mena ifihich it could not understand, - by disorder; the scientist today 
is moved to av/e and worship by the order of the universe.
.^ppe: Hie scope of this thesis includes a brief summary of the historical 
relation of astronomy and religion; a presentation of the purpose 
of such a study; a bibliography of scfurce material from the fields of 
descriptive astronomy, .mythology, comparative religions, nature in lit­
erature, and Biblical literature; and the -building of a fev/ tjEgJ-caii 
programs, suggesting methods of using the material;
II. MAIIf BODY OF a?HEgIS
gHE RSLAglON BEa?\YSBK ASTBOHOMT AJTO RELIGION.
B'. PCTREOSE OF OHESIS,
C. BIBLIOgRAPHT OF SOOHCE MATEBIAIi.
D. MA.TERIAL ABB MHODS.
THE HISTORICAL RELATION BETWEEN
ASTBOHOMT ARL RELIGION,
{THE HISTORICAL HELATIQU BETVmf A^BO^Om AJTD RELIGION
Astronoiny, ^u(^T/oaV sr»r+ hag "been defined ag the
law of the gtarg, or the geience T^ich deals with the celestial hodies*
©lese comprise all the various "bodies distributed thron^out the uni-
verse, each as the earjh^ moonj- sun* planets, planetoids, comets, and 
' • r ‘
meteors, fixed stars, and nebulae]* lEhe most accessible and best known
astronomical object is the earth - the field of all other scientific
investigation. No other branch of physical science has been so closely
related to religion as that of astronony^ Attempts of the unscientific
minds of the past to interpret the phraomena of Nature in terms of 
; • I S
personalities are to be found in the mythology of all primitive peoples. 
Sun, moon, and stars were worshipped as deities. Manifestation of any 
miraculous power vdiich the unscientific ahd untrained mind of that day 
could not explain, became a deity ^diose wrath was to be feared and gdod 
will sought by means of offerings and sacrifices. About these mysteri­
ous celestial bodies they wove stories - their explanations of their 
position and permanency in the sky. The Pleiades, for instance, were 
said to be a group of dancing children who wandered so far away that 
they could never return home, or Cassiopeia, the beloved queenj immortal­
ized by transference to the realm among the eternal stars.
’’Among th^ various branches of physical science there is 
no other T;*.ich in its historical development so closely reflects the 
general progress of civilizs.tion as the doctrine of the position of the 
earth in space ahd its relation to the planetary systems. In this we 
may follow man*s gradual emancipation from primitive ideas, through 
the rise of Greek philosophy and science, his relapse into those Ideas 
during the ages following the .destruction of the seats of "culture, and 
the rapid advance of knowledge after the revival of learning at the
1
eM of the Middle ” So. old is the study o?-astronomy that'there
^3 no trustworthy account of Its orlgi4» Alino4t .evexy f^ou.3 nation of
antiquity has claimed^thg- honor gf originating It, Mbst thou^tjsi
structures', Jiowever, are the jmtcome^of CQOpei:4tlon, Ifo pyramid ,or
cathedral emhodies the labor gf.-«o many generations Qf artificei^s
• 2
as the science .of astronomy^*' To primitive people the jnpfft'Sti^ikiag. 
.phenomena was the reoccurrence of-the succession of day and ni^t - 
the one lifted by the brilliant sim^ the other dark or feebly lifted 
by the wonderful stars and. the ourignsly changing moon vihlchrwa? the 
only means of dividing time^ Since there were no books. peop.le .depended 
upon observation .for'gathering information and the heayenlX-^,"^Q^i®8» 
distant, mysterious, and splendid were amoi^ the firet, objects ydioh 
drew.'-the. studious thbu^ts cf .meni The careful observers of the 
no-doubt, Were the shepherds vdio watched their .flocks l>y aighji, the 
mariners whose little craft hugged the shores, the desert tra4prs - 
men.of the caravans*’if^o'resting in, the heat of the noon^iay, 
traveled on in the quiet coolness of the night as is true today in 
Egypt* ^ria, and Palestinei To all races and classes the rising and 
setting of the sun was a matter of common observalion. They soon arrlTCd 
at the conclusion that there was not a new sun every day, but that the
i.
same orb disal>peared in the West and rose again in the East, They noted 
the varied positions of the sun In the Sljy during the different periods 
- of the year,, marking the changes of the seasons: the mid-summer high 
over head at noon vdilXe the mid-winter sun was low in the sljy even at 
nooni They observed that the sun had a yearly as well as a daily move­
ment, .,Men vdiose‘business gave them oppQrtunity to watch-the skicS-'by
t Dreyer, J.L,E,, History of the Planetary Systems^ Preface^
2 Boss, Edward C-., Principles of''^cioloay. p* 28jS, Hev; York:
The Century Company, 1923«
4 TO
ni^t noticed that as the year passed, on the positions of certain stars 
in .the sfey varied^ Eecords v;ere kept of these ohscrrvations and it vt^s 
discovered that the yearly journey of the sun ms an invariable path, 
moving through the domain of certain constellations and these they 
named the zpdiao, and divided into twelve signs or stations for the year» 
Since the heavens were sapposed to dominate the earth,they governed their 
affairs and employment by these " zodiacal” signs.
Among these early observations were also those of the moon’s 
jouxneyr among the stars, and of its various phases* ®iey finally dis­
covered five bright li^ts in the celestial dome, i/^ch unlike those 
vhich held their places or moved only as the ^ole concave sensed tp 
move slowly'about, ^re wanderers among the stars; these they named 
planets or rovers, The tendency to worshib these heavenly bodies led 
to a careful study of the heavenly bodies by priests or other ministers 
Of religion,and many of the religious feasts of the Hebrews, ^s v^ell 
as of other races v/ere held at the time of the new, or full moon^
Chaldeans? Creek historians name the Chaldees as the first astrono­
mers, Th^ were the inhabitants of the Suphrates galley ip Asi^ Kinor, 
in and about the city of “Babylon* By keepipg pare|t4 records of the 
movements and phenomena of the heavenly bpdies, they discoyered that 
the eclipses of the sun and mom are almost exactly repeated every 
ei^teen years, and thus they successfully predicted eclipses^’ But 
of the cause or nature of these phenomena, the distance or real motion 
of the heavenly bodies, these ancient astronomers Imew nothing^
Egyptians? The Egyptians likewise studied astronomy in very ancient 
times^ “It has been thou^t that the construction of the -pyramids show
T1
great astro^iom^cal knov/ledgj^, "but there is little knov/ledgp about this 
or their advancement in astronomy^’
Chinese; There is evidence that the-Chinese had a Imowledge of .astrpnO|qy
very ^arly* more than four thguSaud years ago* according to their .claim,
hut evidence of tMs extren® .agera^ng th^ is douhtfui* Their xedords
relate that about that time'Ho and Hi were the two ^oyal astronomers,
vhose duty it was to predict all eclipses, hut that giving themseltes
up to the pursuit of pleasurei they neglected their duties and an eclipse
of the sun occurred without' having heen predicted# The vfliole nation.
was thus exposed tp the* apger-.pf their gOds, because of the^-bmission
of the religious ceregionies always-performed upon mch Occasions, The
t' ’
.unfortunate astronomers-v/ere' iimnediately put to death#** Greelc hi^erians 
tell us that the .Chaldeans were ac3.xiainted with the year of three,hundred 
.sixty^ive and one-fourth days, that we owe to them the invention of 
the sundial and the qlepsydra for measuring time, that the Chinese were 
acquainted with certain elementary -forms of the calendar and have left 
authentic, observations of eclipses, comets, _etc,, extending bach at. 
least a thousand years before our era. Their, most, notable, achievement 
seems to have .beeu. the determimtion of the obliquity of the ecliptic 
abqut eleven hundred BiC< The CHadnese did nmhe reliable observations ,
.some ’Qf ^vdiich are of Tj.se today,- at least tvrehty-fiye. hundred years agq*
Hindus; The Hindus, too, have proved the^r claim to an extensive Imow-
ledge of the subject, but ^-^ether they gained it from observation or
2
borrowed it from their neighbors is uncertain# ^
Summary; Astrology, a form of divination, had been eagerly cultivated
1 Sharpless And Philips, Astronomy For Schools Ahd General Headers.up.10.11
2 Sharpless And Hiilips, Astronomy For Schools And General Readers, p. 11,
during the .early developnent of Babylonian civilization for many cqi»
turies before it ms found necessary to make a careful study of the
(
motions of the heavenly bodies in order 'to place the predictions on 
a more secure base* !I!he Babylonians gradxially ac(iuired such an accurate 
knowledge of the periods of the sunj moon, and planets that they vrere 
able to foretell the positions of these bodies among the starsj vdthout, 
so far . as v^e know, formulating any kind of geometrical theory of the 
celestial motions* Eie observations of the Hindus and Egyptians were 
connected mainly with their, religious ritual* Mr* Chambers gives the 
following record of the early developieut pf astronoiqy: Ihe Chaldees 
attributed their science to' Cannes - supposed to be’ Kpsljl Egyptians
.1 • .'i >
derived their astronOcy from the Chaldeans; the Creeks froni the Egyptians 
and Chaldeans; the Arabs and Brahmins from Abraham through Ishmael and 
the children of keturah; the Etruscans from the As'syrians; the Romans 
from the Etruscans; the English from the Homans and Cfeeks* Dhe 
Reverend Hector Maepherson says that the names of the first students 
of nature must remain in obscurity since from the earliest times the 
human mind has been confronted by great problems presented by the natural 
world* Ihe earliest theories probably grew up simultaneously among 
various peoples ‘since we find traditions of early astronomers and 
astrologers in China, in India, in Egypt, and in Babylon, for early 
astronoiry was inextricably mixed up with astrology and religious cere­
monial, and thus the priests Of ancient religions were in many cases 
^ : 2 
the pioneers qf agronomical observation^
Earliest -coSmo- While astronpmy as a science thus came Intp existence 
lo^cal ideas:
on the banks of the Euphrates^ whence it eventually 
t Chambers, Geoj F., Ihe Story of the Stars, p* 42
2 Maepherson, Eevi Hector, Ihe Influence of Astronomy on Hiiman Hhou^'fcy
13
exercised a powerful influence on the development of Greek astrononjr# 
outside the ranks of priesthood, however, there ms nb attempt at study
pk * ' ft
of any kind, so that speculations on the origin and. constructibn of the
A * ••
world were always Interwoven with nytholbgical fancies to the exclusion 
Of independent thou^t. Cosmography is a general description of the
* j „ , ~
world or of the universe. Cosmology treats of the character of the 
universe as an orderly system, - a cosmos, A world-concept or cosmology 
Invariably accompanies an intelligent study of nature, The mind of man 
has ever desired”to penetrate behind the veil of appearances?* and to 
know things as they are. In very primitive times men fOrmuiated
I X
theories of the natural Order and of the relation of our earth to the
outside world as a vshole, ** Every ancient people had its cosmology or
concept Qf the ordei^of the world,-and accompanying this, its cosmogoi^ ,
_ ' . -1 ^ ^ 
or theory of the world’s origin,” PrOfessor Pflelder has pointed out
that among early peoples *• cosmogony is at the same time theo^ny,” and
we mi^t also say that cosmology is at the same time theology. Both
religion and science were bom of a crude cosmo-theology, - largely the
prodtLct of wonder and fear. Early races - Chinese, Hindus, Egyptians ,
and Babylonians, - .seeip to have made considerable progress in astronosl-
cal observation, but they never advanced beyond this confusion of theology
and science. Among the empirical facts observed and recorded by them
are: the five planets, the laying down or the path of the sun and the
moon,9 a large number of interesting fact0 were ascertained and thei'e
the achievement ended; world concepts were not the result Of observation,
but”guesses at the riddle of the universe" - a'fumble of p»gan ^theology
■ 2
and astrological superstition, ^ ^
t Macphersbn, Eev, Hector, The Influence of Astronomy on Human ojkiu^t 
2 ISacpherson, EeVk Hector, The Influence of Astronomy on Human Tjioughti
Babylonian. Babylonian cosmology is a compound of the ideas of Eridu. 
Cosmology':
on the shore of the Persian Gulf and Nippur iii Northern
Babylonia^ ” According. tO’ the C^osmology of Eridu^ water .was the origin
of all things; the inhabited world sprang from the deep and is still
encircled by Khubur, the ocean stream, beyond vdiich>the sun^od pastures 
1
his cattle.** According to*?Nippur** the ^rld had the. form t5f a movintain 
and there is nd mention of an encircling, ocean. Later, as the domin-. 
ions of heaven spread far, both East and West, the heaven appeared to 
be a solid vault, the foundatlon-'ofilifliichcrdstedvvon the vast ocean, 
vdiich also supported the earth. Above the vault were the upper v;aters, 
and above them, again the interior of the heavens'*,, the dwelling of 
the gods • the sun-illumined house, from v/hich the sun comes out through 
a door in the East every morning and into which it enters every evening 
throu^ another door-. The earth was supposed to be a great mountain 
hollow underneath. In the East is the bri^t mountain or the great 
mountain of sunrise; in the West the- dart mountain or the mountain of 
sunseti The northern part of the earth is unknown and njysterious. In­
side the crust of the' ea#th, above the great hollow interior, is the 
abode of the d'ead, the entrance to vhich is the West, thus the exper­
ience of death has been referred to as ^ going West**. The vault of 
heaven is not supposed to be moving, but the son, moon, hnd stars 
are living beings or deities moving along in paths or orbits.
HebreTT cos- Injnany. respects the Old Testament ideas regarding the 
Biology :
construction of the vrorld are the same as those held by 
■ 2
the Babylonians^- As to its shape ive find the following ideas i
t Dreyer, J.LiE;^ History of the Planetary Systems, pi 2 
2 Dreyer, J.L.E., History of the Planetary Systems., p. 2 ff»
-•» ’He'hath descril)ed a ‘boxindarjr upon the -face, of the wat^r^. 
Unto the confines of li^t and darkness^**
-^.JOh 26tt0
«'When he set a circle upon the face of the .deep,”
- Proverbs 8:27
" It is he tiiat sitteth above the circle-of the earth,”
- Isa, 4-0:22
With referrace to-ita size we find^e follovdng stat.emehts:
” Hast thou comprehended the earth in dts breadth?
Declare, if thou knowest it all.**
- Job 40:22
” For he looketh. to the ends of the earth.
And seeth nnder the vdiole heaven; ”
-Job ^8:24
” And Jehovah will scatter thee amon^ all peoples*, from
the one end of the earth even unto the other end of the earth;”
- - ^ ' «- Deutr 28:64 -
Jerusalem v/as thought to be the center of .the earth:
" ^ChuS saith the-Lord-Jehovah; This is Jerusalem;
I have set her in the midst Of the nations, and 
• countries are round about her*”
- Ezek. 5:5
A small stone ball in a cement um marks their traditional spot of 
the center of the earth* A stone near-by in Jerusalem today is known 
as Adam’s stone a-nd is said to mark the spot vfliere God took the dust
of the earth to create Adam.
According to the early cosmolo^ of the Hebrews the earth 
rested on pillars:
” For the pillars of the earth are Jehovah’s 
And he hath set the world upon them.”
« I Sam, 2:8
” The pillars of. heaven tremble 
And are .astonished at his rebuke.”
- Job 26:1t
On the other hand-we read:
” He stretcheth out the North over empty space, 
And hangeth the earth upon nothiiig*”"
- Job 26:7




Under the surface C5f the earth i'3 ” the great deep" from iiifliich foimtains 
pnH rivers spring and viiich:. play an important part in‘.the accoimt. of
the deluge as do also the" "windows of heaven" i
",'.‘,the same day were all the fountains of the ^e^t deep broken 
up, and'the windows *of< heaven were 6pehed^ "
- Gen< 7* ^ ^
" Ohe fountains also of the deep and the vdndows of heaven were 
stopped, and the raimfrom:heaven*v/as’restrained;"
- Gen. 8:2
Under the "deep" is sheols
the land of darkness and of the shadovf of death;
IThe land dark as midnight.... without any order and where the 
li^t is as midni^t." - Job 26:5
-under iihich Ezekiel apparently supposes the "pit", the nether part 
of the earth, to be the destination of the uncircumcised heathen 
after death;*! then^wilL^I bring thee dov/n^vdth them that,descend into 
the pit, to the people of old time, and will make thee 
toJ dwell in the nether parts of the earth* with them 
that go dovfli to the pit."
• Ezek. 26:20
V.. vhbse grave § are set in the nethermost parts of the .pit."
-Ezek, 52:23
Above the earth is the solid firmament:
" Canst- thou with him spread out the sky,
\?hich is strong as a molten mirror?"
- Jab:'375^8
supporting, the upper v^iters:
" And ye waters that are above the heavens"
-Ps, 1^:4
an idea which is more distinctly set forth in Geh. t:6,7 :
" And God said. Let there be a firmament in the midst of the 
’\mter3, and let it divide the waters from the mtersi And 
God made the firmament, and.divided the \mters vAiich were 
under' the,firmament from the waters vdiich were above the 
firmament.^,j*. And God called the firmament Heaven.
C”' "nd moon arc said to bo yl. ocd " in the firm^ioent^',
The sun andbrnijon^arertaid to be placed "in the firmament", but no par­
ticulars are given anywhere as to their motions, The stars are generally 
referred to aa tlie"hoat of heaven'; an expreaaion alao uaed in Bahylonia,
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viiere tiie**moon-^d” ms the ”ldrd of hosts”<
While the surrorUlding nations worshipped these heavenly 
bodies as deities, the Hebrews worshipped the God who had created them; 
they were mmifestatiOns of His glory, majesty, and wisdom,- In the 
nineteenth Psalm we find a suggestion of 'the personification -of the .Etun 
as he cometh forth as a bridegroom out of his chamber^ and rejoic'eth 
as a strong man to run a race,’ Any apparent disorder dn the natural 
phenomena vra,s attributed to Jehovah, In the Song of Deborah, Judges 
•V, we have a very vivid picture of the early Hebrew conception of“ their 
^od> Yahwehi Ihe Children of Israel had left their covenant ’’God,'** 
Yahv/eh, in MtJ Sinai vdiere throng their leader Jfcises”, he had given them 
the basic laws of their covenant with him; - that they -should have h6 
other ^d before him, and that in retiim for their vrorship he^rwould 
protect and lead them in their v/ars. After twenty years of oppression 
by the Canaanites, under the inspiration of the prophetess Deborah and 
her aSlsistant‘Bara£, thb forces of Israel vrere summoned for a final 
victory over the Canaanites the battle of Ifegiddo, Deborah's rally­
ing call was that 'of loyalty: to their national-god-vdio had delivered 
them from the'-hands of the Egyptians ; they were summoned to 'aid in 
the cause of JehOvah, According to the Son^ of Deborah, Jehovah marched 
forth from-Seir, -out oT the field of Edom, and as he strode from moxaitain 
top to mountain top
♦J-The earth trembled, the heavens also dropped.
Yea, the clouds dropped v/ater,
iPhe moxuitains quaked at the presence of ’Jehovah,
Even yon Sinai i ”
-Judges 5:4-,5
Jehovah, or Yahvreh, had summoned all ‘forces of nature to aid thO Israelites 
A great storm came -up and'threv; the forces of the eneiqy into’ confusions 
From heaven fought the* stars.
From their courses they foiaght against Sigera,(
^Dhe river Kishon sv/ept them away,
Q?hat ancient river, the river Kishon*/ v - -r
- Judges'5s 20, 21a-• r ^
Egyptian There is less similarity-hetween the Hebrew *^l;Le Egyptian 
cosmology;
co^ological ideas# The Egyptians imagined -universe to 
be like a large box, nearly rectangular in form, -vlts ^greatest ex-fcent 
being north and south, the direction in vdiieh their -own cp-untry ex­
tended. The earth formed the bottom of this box, - a narrow,oblong 
and sli^tly concave floor-with Egypt in its centers The slty stretched 
over it like an iron ceiling, flat or vatated’. Its earthward face' vas 
sprinkled, with lamps hung from cords, or more generally supposed to be 
carried by deities, -extinguishable or unpercei^d by. .^Lay, but visible 
to us by night. At first, it-v/as thou^t-that-this ceiling Y^as. supported 
by four columns, but afterv/ards these were superseded by four lofty 
mountain peaks rising at the four cardinal points and connected by a 
continuous chain of mountains# On ^ ledge a little below the tops 
of these flowed a great river romad the earth, hidden from us towards 
the Horth by intervening mountains^ behind which the riyer flowed 
through a valley vAiich was shrouded in eternal night. The Nile is'a 
„br^ch of this river# The river carried a boat in which \vas a disc 
of fire, the sun, a living god called E^, bom every morning, grovdng 
and gaining strength till noon, then changing into another boat whiph 
carried irim to the- entrance pf the Northern Valley whence other boats 
carried iiim to the 'door of the East during the night. Occasionally 
duting the-day, .the; boat is attacked by a. huge serpsntj vdiereby the 
sun is eclipsed, for a short time# ^Puring th© sunmer months Ea. gomes 
nearer to Egypjt, ^ue to the fact that the solp-v barX alvrays keep.s. close 
to that bank of the celestial river vdiich is nearest to the abode of
1
men, and at the annual inundation, the mm is carried along'v-dth .it 
outside the regular "bed of the stream and hrou^t yet closer to Egypt,
-As the inundation abates the bark descends and recedes, ©le same stream 
carries also the bark of the moon, vAiich comes out of the doof of the 
East in the evening. Like the sun, the moon has its enmnies; a soi?/ 
attacks it on thelfifteenth day of each month "and after a fortnight’s 
agony and increasing pallor, the moon dies and is bom again* Sometime^ 
the sov/ manages to 3vra,llov/ it for a short time, causing a lunar eclipse.
Of the star lamps, some never leave the slsy 5 dthers do* 
Jupiter, Saturn, and Mercury steer barks strai^t ahead like Ea, but 
Mars sails backvirards* ^
'5 « ^ ^ ^
The Mllsy Vl&y is the heavenly Nile, flowing'throti^ the
land where the dead live in perpetual happiness, under the rule of
*. / ^ »OsiriSf
The Egyptians believed that the origin of all things
was the primeval v^aterj the NU| i^ich v/as s!^ouded with darkness but 
^ # 
contained the germ of the world, which at length the spirit called
into existence by uttering the word* ' This probably came to Egypt 
from Asia^ since in Egypt the desert mi^t have been expected to rep­
resent tie unformed beginn^^. of things.
Among the many Egyptian gods were tv/o vdiom they worshipped 
above all others: Ea, the sun, and the river Nile* Ea vra.3 their greatest 
god. Their most splendid temples were erected for his v/orship. The 
pyramid^ is said to be a symbol sacred to the sun-god. The river Nile ,
- the soil vdiich he refreshes, the green life which he brings forth , all 
these the Egyptians considered as one god, Osiris - the imperishable
life of the earthy, vdiich revives and fades every year with the changes 
of the seasons. The Egyptian'*m3 comforted by the thought that the same
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liferrgiTing power \'!4iicli funj^ahed him hia food in this -v/orld wonld care 
for him also ^in the next*
Greek coa- In a stxidy of comparative religions we are greatly im- 
mology : pressed with the similarity of primitive religious ideas 
all peoples^ — the chief differences "being in the details of their 
legends, due principally to reflected differences in their physical 
environment. Since the Greeks are the first to have produced a science 
of astronomy independent of nythological ideas, and since their primitive 
religious ideas have "been so v/ell preserved in the mythology of their 
classical literature v^ich has "percolated” through all succeeding liter­
ature - Roman, German, English^ it is of interest to review briefly the 
influence of the ’Oieavenly bodies” upon the thoi;^t life of the people
tracing it from the myth61ogical^eligiou3 stage to the birth of thfero:: 
science of astronomy separated from mythology* Qlhe Hebrews who had 
little interest in natural science, disentangled religion from crude 
naturalism and^pseudo-science,. vdiile the Greeks were the founder^ of ^ 
actual scientific observation, and. ba^ed their theories on actual fact,”
At first the Greek cosmology, like that of the eastern nations 
proceeded on purely nythological line^. The origin of the world was 
sou^t for in a childish manner x supernatural beings vrerC invented 
and earth, sea* and sky were believed to have been generated by them', 
aims Ih*ebu3 begat vdth Hyx the ether and the day; the earth also pto-
duced the sea. Like all primitive men, the Greeks once thou^t that
trees springs, stones and hilltops-, birds and beasts, were creatures
possessed of strange and uncanny povrers. They thou^t that there were
spirits in the dark receases of the earth \^4iioh caused the grain to
sprout, and flourish; in the gloomy depths of the waters, vdiich sv/ayed
the great sea; and still another in the far sweep of the overhanging sky^ 
T .Macpherson, Rev. Hector, " The Influence of Astronomy on Human Though-t':
Ter!rified "by -the jagged lightning and the tumultous thunder, or gratferol
for the gently falling rain, the dreek peasant lopked up into the misty
cloud-land of the Sky, and sav/ the solitary'eagle soaring across the
vast and lonely expanse like a fni^^ty spirit of the sky^ Worship and
its customs arose from offering gifts, especially food, to friendly
and hostile spirits, in‘order to gain their favor or avoid thiir
angerj For instance the earth-spirit might he reached hy slaying a
sheep and letting the hlood flovf into the earth, while the sky-spi^^it
would he won hy hutnihg a thi^ and letting the odor rise to the sky
- 1
with-the soaring smoke, These spirits became gofi.s and goddesses and 
worship with its sacred customs began in the out-ofnioorsi For-alrl 
peoples, the groves vrere-'the gods'first templeSi
Just as the HeT)rew3 hrou^t into Pal^est'ihS with them 
their Great God, Yahweh', so the Greeks brought into the Aegean vrarld 
various ideas about the Sl^-god whom they had already worshipped in 
earlier days. In different valleys various names were applied to him i 
such as ^ Eain-giver”, and ” Ohunderbolt", but he was finally knovai to 
all as 2eus, the Greek fom-of the vrord for ”Sky” in the language of 
the -Cndo-European people, Zeus'became the highest of all dreek gods 
and goddesses - the fa;ther- of the gods-* -The Greeks found the AegeanS 
v/orshipping gods and goddesses such as* Demeter, fhe great EarthJfother, 
who made the earth bring forth grain and fiUit, aiid theif accepted the 
gods and goddesses of the Aegeans as the Hebrews accepted the Canaanite 
Baals;
We ^find reflections of the beginnings and early ’development 
of Greek religion in the Homeric poems — the earliest literature of the
t Breasted, James Henry, Ancient Times, Paragraph 414.
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Greeks* They are a pollec.tion of the songs of- hards, who looking at
the clond-Teiled summit of lfe»u©t-O-lympvis, the home of the g5ds,_ sang
soi^s and told stories of the. feats of. gods and heroes* -Tague memories
of-remote wars^vrere wpven intp these* songs.’ To Homer has been accredite'd
fMLIliad-, the ^tory of the Greek expedition against Troy; and the Odysspy-
the ^v^derings of .Odysseus on his retvLm from Troy,- These Homeric sohgs
became the veritable*5Bible** of Greece and gave the disunited Greeks a
common literature and the inspiring belief of participation in a consndn l'
war against As^* Just as devout Hebre?/s were-taught nnich about their 
God. in.the historical narratives of their forefather^, so the Homeric 
songs brought vividly before the Greeks the lifo of the gods^ Homer 
•became the religious teacher of the Greeks f -^Do us he reveals a great 
chapter in the sto^^ of Greek religion. For like that, of the Hebrev/s,, 
the religion-of the Greeks v/as a slow grov/th, passing-gradually from 
a low stage to ever higher and nobler beliefsj What spot of earth iS 
such fert^e soil for the development -and play of imagination as the 
” Mediterrane^ v^orid** - the sapphire blue of its v/aters, the rugged 
irregular-coast line, the jagged rock-dslands lifting their heads » 
from the deep, the contrast of calm-and turmoil of its .vra-ters, the 
glorious sunrise struggiling through the cloud-veil of those rociy 
peaks or the star li^t so brilliant that, it seems to .rival the moon 
in-casting A silver ray across-the waters - the whole softened by balmy 
breezes \ Ho wonder that to the early peoples, nature was full of 
deities^, gods of land and-sea* .of sun and stars, of storm and tempest*
As vre follow the grbv/th, of- the responsive, active Greek mind from its 
primitive to its scientific stage.we begin to appreciate the world*s^
\ Breasted, J.H., Ancient Times* pp 274-276
priceless herit'age from these lovers of tinth and "beauty*
Occasionally in Homer we find a reference to the earlier 
animal forms, as isfeen he speaks Qf a goddes$ of "Qwi-fac6d” or ” cow- 
facpd” fom, ^Hxe SatyrS, merry spirits'df the forest, always had 
goat’s hoofs and homd, v*.ile the Centaurs”were men with the "bodies of 
horses^ Buf those nature ^irits vfliich gained a hi^ place as gods and 
goddesses appeared in the Homeric songs as entirely hurwA In fdim and 
qualities, possessing more power than mortals and enjoying the gift of 
immortality. Those vftio possessed more than human power and ability 
were considered the offspring of a god and a hrmian "being.
According to Homeric song and primitive ii^yth, the gods dv/elt 
in veiled splendor among the clouds of MCmnt OlyrapusJ OJhere seated in 
'hiS cloud-palace'; Zeus; the £Sjy?^d, with the lightning in hi's h^^ 
ruled the gods like an earthly king. EeCch o'f the go'ds' controlled a 
realm of nature or of the affairs of men, Apollo, the Sim^od, the 
deadly archer of the gods, shielder of the flocks of the shepherds 
and of the fields of the plowman, was a v/ondrous musician. He knew 
the future ordained by Zeus and vdxen properly consulted could reveal 
it to anxious inquirers, Thus he held a larger place in the hearts of 
all Greeks than Zeus’himself and became the most beloved god of the 
Greek world; Athena was the greatest goddess - the goddess of wisdom. 
She 5ems^t‘6ohave ruled the air at one tin» and to have swayed the. 
destroying tempests that swept the Greek lands. Thus the Greeks lov^ 
to think of her as their warrior goddess with shining vreap<Jns, protect-
r
ing the Greek cities and their inhabitants^' It was she had brought 
than their olive tree; She had sprusig full-armed from the head' of her 
father Z^s and she was the divine foster-mother of all that was best
in Sreek life - the lovelieat of the ^protectin^ powers vAiich-the quick- 
and sensitive imagination, of the (Greeks, felt everywhere watching over 
the life and works of inen. Ihege tlyree* - Sens, Apojllo# a^d-Athena,- 
■became the leading divinities o.f the Greek wor^.
inhere v^ere other controlling spirits. In a hraien paiao^i* 
deep finder the waters, Poseidon-role^ the'Sea* ®ie ancient‘EarthiJtothey, 
Demeter, "brought forth the produce of the soil} .Dionysus was. the givef 
Qf the grape vine and of wine; an old MQon-spirit had now become Hermes, 
the messenger of the gods, with winged feet, also the patron of the 
intercourse of men - the god-qf trade and conanerce.’ From the Homan 
name*tMercury*^copes our word concnercej" The" moon above the forest had 
represented to them a divine huntress riding-throu^ the forests At 
night ■?! Artemis or Dianai- ^Others had landed the moon to be .the v/ife 
of Seas, whom they called Hera, the protectress olmarri^* The 
Semitic goddess of love, Ishtar, passed over from the Syrian cities 
by of CypruSHand-'became the Greek goddess of loVe, Aphrodite*
Aurora vas the dawn and HeliQS another name for the son*
Greek divinities possessed hot bnly human form but also 
human traits of character, : jealousy, anger, revenge, deceitfulness * 
and the likej Tk'e family quarrels betv/een 2eu3 and Hera were like 
those in the households of the Greeks; Such divinities could not lead 
men io nobler charaQter# At death mep. passed Into a, gloomy kingdoid 
beneath the earth,, known, as Efe-des, vdiere.-the fate of the good was not 
different frptg that of the wi<^edr Over this realm Pluto and his v/ife 
Persephone ruled, As-^ a special favor Of the gods, heroes and men of 
mig^ity deeds were endojTed with immortality .and permitted to enjoy a 
life of endless bliss in the beautiful Elysian fields - the Inlands 
Of the Blest - somevdiere in the far West toward the unexplored ocean.
The Greeks had kn ancient custom of huming their dead; they also adopted 
the Egypti^ custom of hjirying the tody, and sapplying it regularly^with 
food pntd drinS, Otas'tombs of ancestors hecamo sacrgd placed#
Eestia, goddess pf the hearth, guarded the safety pf .the 
household^' S^hols of the -great gods were set up Iji every hogipj itiilec 
In the- dv/elling q£ the king therje was a fecial room vdiich aei^yed as 
a shrine# {[here vra.S also an altar in the forecourt where .sacrifices 
could he offered under the open sTsy# Among benefits granted hy the gods 
was the ability to foretell the future and one of these means vjas hy 
the position of the stars and planets# Certain men whp were thou^t 
to possess rare knovdedge of the desires of the go.!iS ^nd were- frequently 
■consulted hy those more-ignofcaiit of the proper ceremQnlp.s of sacrifice 
■and* worship^ ‘gradually hecai^e prieStc*
" Later literature and. painting show a growing sense Of
*•1 ‘
ri^t and wrong and punishment hereafter^
” Men could no longer believe that the gods led the evil lives pic- 
tured'-ln the Homeric songs# -‘Stesichorua had so hi^-an idea, of woman­
ly fidelity that he could ngt accept the tale of the beautiful Helen’s 
faithlessness^ and in his festival songs he- told the ancient story 
fn another way. Men now felt that even Zeus and his Olympian divini­
ties must do the-rl^t; Mortals, too# must do the same, for men had 
now come to believe that in the world of the dead there was punish­
ment for "the evil doer# Hades became a place of tom^t guarded by 
Cerebus, a monstrous dog, one -of those sentinel animals of the 
Orient of vftiiC^ the Sphlfix of Giaeh, also guardi|ig the dea^, the 
oldest example^
Likewise it v/as believed that there must be a place of 
blessedness -for the good in the ^ext world. In .the temple of El^sls 
scenes from the mysterious earth-life of Demeter and DlonySus, to' 
viLom men Owed the fruits of earth, were presented by the pplests in 
dramatic form before the Initiated, and he who viewed them myster­
iously .recetTed Immortal life and mlsht be admitted IntCt the Islands 
of the Blessed#" t
1 Brea&ted, H#J## Ancient Times # Paragraphs 488, 489.
faimary of To gufnraarize the cosmological ideas .of the Greeks’"before 
cosmological
ideas of the the days Qf the first philosophers or even in the second 
Greeks prior
to the Philo- or third .centoriep immediately preceding Thales, we-turn 
sophersi
to the Homefic poems: The earth is represented as a 
flat circalar disc, snrroxmded hy the mi^ty river-OkOanOs, vMch start­
ing nprth j!^f'the pillars Qf HeraKfees winds its way'Ndrthj East^ and 
South, of the earth, hack into itself vdiile the hehvens Aike a.huge 
hell cover the ^ole* The earth is partly covered by the sea, In 
the far East is the lake Of the sun, a large lake of pkeanos, evidently 
the Caspian Sea, South of Egypt and lyhia, the land reaches to Okeanos 
and includes the land of the pygmies, rumors of v;hich beings have 
reached Greece from Egypt, vhence expeditions to the land of the 
pygmies had been made as early as 3300 B;C. Beyond Okeanos to the 
South West is the dark and mysterious land of the Kimnerians, yAlo 
live next door to the land of the dead,. Erebus, stretches westYnard 
from Okeanos in deeper and deeper gloom, but is otherv/ise not unj^ike 
the earth, having hills, plains, and rivers, according to the Odyssey, 
Book XI, In other passages Hades is beneath the surface of the earth, 
at equal distances from the hei^t of heaven and the depth of Tartarus 
below. Above the earth is the region of the ether over which again 
the brazen vault of'heaven is throvan) under vAilch the sun, moon, and 
stars are moving, rising from Okeanos in the East and plunging into 
it again from the Westi In the East, before sunrise, Aurora, preceded 
by the mor^ii^ star rises from Okeanos, after which Helios makes his 
appearance from the lake of the sun, Tartarus is never illuminated 
by sun, therefore the heavenly bodies canhot have been supposed to 
pass under the earth, Erebus, and the land of thO-Kimmerian? appear
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to "be. a -kind df appendage to .the earth - like-A 3aia4 plate, as Drj Dreyer 
saya - since they'are .“beyond the place vdiere the sun sets,v;htle thick 
tbg hides even the getting' sun from tbenfi Elysinm, the home ef' the 
Blessed, ia also at the ends of * the earth, free Jfrdm rain and snow, 
vdiere a gentle west .iiHnd Isrfblibwihg^ These Insulae FOftunataq are the 
Canary Inlands* At the vrestem extremity of the earth* are the sources 
of Okeanos of vdiich the Styx, a “branch, leads to HaddS, The comological 
ideas ot Hesiod are very similar to those of Homer*
Thales: Men turned to the gods more and more for a knovdedge of the
future in this vrorld# It v/as “believed that the oracle voice Of Apollo 
revealed the outcome of every untried venture, and his shrine at Delphi 
“became the national religious center, to izfiiich the vdiole Greek world 
resorted. Oh the other hand some thoughtful men were rejecting the “be­
liefs of older times, especially regarding the world and its control 
“by the gods* The Ionian cities were in constant contact ^vith Egypt 
and the Phoenician cities, and gained the “beginnings of astronomy^-and 
of mathematics as known in the Orient,* One of these Ionian leaders v/as 
Thales v4io had traveled widely and had received from Ba“bylonia a list 
of o“bservations 0^ heavenly “bodies, according to v/hich he announced 
to the people of Miletus that they mi^t e:Kpect an eclipse of the sun 
“before the end of the year 585 B*C* When it did occur, the fame of 
Thales spread far and widei The most important conseq^uence was the effect 
this had on thO mind of Thales* Hitherto it bad “been “believed that 
eclipses and all other strange things that happened in the skies were 
caused “by the mOmentaiy jahto'-of some angry god, Hov/ Thales “boldly pro­
claimed that the movements of heavenly “bodies were in accordance v/ith 
fixed lav/sj' Thus the gods were banished from control of the sl^-^’/orld 
vdiere the eagle of Zeus had ruled; When Thales visited the pyrgpiids of
Crlzeh or the vaat huildings of the-Orient, then oy^t two thousand years 
old, he saw that the gods had not heen wandering on earth dnly a few 
generations "before his own time, (Ehis fact seemed to b^ish the gods 
from the past and likewise from the beginning of the worlds (Chis period 
In Greek n^ythology is paralleled in the Teutonic by what Yilagner has 
called ” Die Gctterdajmnenmg”«”Eie Waning of the Gods*^,
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Ancfent Period .
Oosmology Distinct from Mythoiogigal Cogmogoay.
To the Greeks more than to all other peoples of anti(iuity 
is due thd rise of astronomy to the positihn'-of an exact science* The 
Greeks freed th^selves f rSm mythfilbgical trammels' and endeavored-16 
find* the law& which regulated the phenomena of nature withdut contin-p* 
ual interference from supernatural and capricious heings, and they
1
reasoned with freedom <5f thou^t -to v4ilch the Orientals had not ri^, 
Thou^ astrdnomy sprung fr0m BahylOh, 'cosmology distinct frOm'niythology, 
dates from the Greejcs, \^o sou^t laws regulating the phenomena of 
nature.
Thaies of Miletus, c, 640-546 B.C., is generally called 
the founder of Greek astronomy# likevdse the first Greek phiiosopherj 
This is a modem date in comparison with the heginnings of civilization 
in Cfhaldea, l^ypt. and lands surrounding the Ae&ean Sea, OSiales taug^llt 
that, the stars Shdne By their Qwn light, "but that the light'Of the moon 
•was derived from the sun*, and that the earth is a sphered -Some Of the 
earlier astronomers occupied themselves principally vdth imaginary systems 
Of the universe "based upon abstract speculation rather than accurate 
observation, but others made real contri'butionsi 'To tlie former belonged 
Euddxud of CniduS'. according to Dr. Dreyer, vjhd has made a close study 
of the Eudbxian theOry, Eudoxus first observe'd'then tried to explain 
his observations of the phenomena o’f the heavens. He advanced his 
famous theory of hombcentric sphefes* vdiich accounted fairly well for ‘ 
the observed celestial mdtions. -and formed the basis of Aristotle*#
t Dreyer, J,L,Ey. History of the Planetary gystems. 5
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yrorl(3.-concept* OJhe astrononor of the day formed, the scientific hasia 
of .the theory of taan and the nniv^rse vdiich held mvay so many centuries 
over the human intellect.
.j^ildiaus; Phiioians Qf the E^'fth century a Greek philosopher
of the I^hagorean. school was practically the’first to advance the theory
that the earth is the center of the universe* Ihe I^ythagoreans made ^
important contrihutions to the philosophy of the science hut very few
to its data;' " ®iey believed that the earth was round - a theory which 
some are inclined to think originated vdth Columbus,- Immovable,at 
the center of the universe, and that the heavenly bodies moved round 
it on crystalline' spheres.”*
She v/eakness pf their'm'ethod was lack of observations to substantiate 
their Imaginations, "Kielr theerires have since proved to be surprisingly 
correct altliou^’ they made littfo" effort i:o prove' them* After the time 
Of Philolaus ■we hear nothing further of the crude notions of earlier 
ages.
Plato and Aristotle^in the fourth century before the Chris­
tian era, matter is not moved by a force within itself,-as v;as advocated 
by the^ atomists about 450 B.C,, but by mind"^ Mind is the agent that 
has produced the world from the original chaos by altering matter,not 
(Qualitatively but merely mechanically, and by startipg that rotation 
in it vAiich has resulted in the orderly arrangement in the v/orld vdiich 
we see^' Obey believed that the planets were arranged in the order of 
moon, sun, and outside these. Anaxa^ras, vdio in some respects was 
the forerunner of Plato and Aristotle with respect to tho place of mind 
in the creation and control of the uni verse,Icnew, that ihe moon ^ was, 
illuminated by "the sun and gave correct explanation of Its phases epid* 
of solar and lunar eclipses* Such speculation on heavenly bodipa was
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too daring for the people of Athens, y-et unaccustomed to hearing philo­
sophers an.d Anaxagoras vra.s convicted of a crime against religion^— impiety— 
and died in exile at Lampsakos, 4-28 b;C, In the history of nstronony 
Plato plays no important part hut-his conception of the world as a kosmos, 
the divine vfork df art; into ^vdxich the eternal ideas have breathed life, 
and \-diich possesses the most god-like of all' sauls, is a leading feature 
of his philosophy, -His widely read hooks helped to spread Pythagoreans 
ideas of the spherical figure of the earth and the orbital motion of 
planets from East to Westj
Aristotle: Aristotle is the earliest author who gives freq.nent refer-
?8A-322 B.C, ences to the speculations of his predecessors^ His "Plaoita 
PhilosophOrum^ consists of separate paragraphs arranged according to 
the suhjedts.' It eonsists of the opinions of philosophers on all con­
ceivable matters from the rising of the Hile to the nature of the Soul, 
Aristotle recognized the value of both theory and observation. His 
greatest "weakness lay in his tendenOy to se'ek for principles of Natural 
Philosophy by .considering the meaning of words ordinarily used to describe 
the phenofienA of nature, Ohis appeals strongly t6 the mediaeval mind 
and unfortunately helped to retard the development ofscience in the' 
days of Copernicus and Galileo; Some Of the contributions Of Aristotle 
are:
t. He gave voice to the theory that the earth is spherical; he ob­
served its shadow on the moon;
2. He noted that stars changed altitudes as he traveled farther North 
or South;
/
5, In regard to the diurnal motion of the stars Aristotle noted two 
possible explanations ; either the sky spun around the earth; 
or the earth rotated on its axis;
4, He argued against the"dotation of the earth around an orbit, for
he thoxi^tj'if it were trjie, v/e oia^ht to “be able to diecbver 
" parallax”i
Arl star chug. Aristarchus, for vhom the hri^test spot on the moon
310-250 B.Q.; , , , . .
$s fittingly xiamed, was the only scientific ’G-reeh vdio
“believed in the rotation of the earthj He “believed that the son was _
the fixed center of the celestial sphere, and that the earth rotated
on its axis and revolved about the sun on its orbit^’ He aftempted
to measure the distances of the sun and the moon from the earth#
Aristarchus was a member of the Alexandrian School under the patronage
of the Ptolemies vrtiere strict observations were made and mathematical
reasoning founded upgn these observations took the place of vague
doctrines and generalizations. Here Buclid’b geometry ^s so splendidly
Si^stematized that almost ho' modification has been'niad'e in 2000'years.’
Simultaneously the Stoic philosophy arose and astronomy benefited by
this tendency to get on more solid ^ound^’
Hinnarchus. Just prior to the timfe of Hipparcnus, in most respects 
T80-110 B.C,;
the greatest astronomer of antiquity, Apollonius of
Perge invented the famous theory of epicycles vfliich superseded the by-
pothesis of Eudpxis. ” The idea of concentric spheres was abandoned. 
-Sun, moon, and stars v^ere assumed to be in motion round the earth 
in circular orbits. But explanation had to be giv^ of the irreg­
ularities of celestial motions* In essence the system of Apollonius, 
Hipparchus, and Ptolemy were identical, but the latter v/Qrked the 
epicycle theory to its fullest perfection, ” t
The pbservations qf Hipparchus bqth'in accuracy and extent, had never
been approached before his time, nor were they again equalled until
a
the time bf the Arab, Albategnius, 850^29 A.D.« i
t Macpherson, Rev, Hector, ^ Influence of Astronon^y on Human Thought"
2 Mdulton, P.R.i Introduction to Astronomy, p. tl7
contrilmtions of 'Htpparclnis aro:
t. He discovered the precession of the eqixinoxes;
2, He made a catalogue Qf about 1800 starsj
He. discovered that the earth’s orbit ms not a circle - that the 
distance from ihe. sun to -the earth varies: throu^out the year;
4-# He made studies bf 'Previous observations, compared ^d analyzed 
them;
5, He invented trigonometry; first used latitude and Idngitude 
to determine -positions of places -onithe earth;
6, He developed skill in predicting eclipses;;
7# He determined the length of the year'within about foxir minutes 
of its present time length;
8« His opinions had great weight
Hipparchus’ trouble lay in the fact that he decided on the wrong ex­
planation pf cosmology. He assumed that the earth is stationary, the 
center of the solar system, and that the moon, sun, and planets cir^ 
culated about the earth on epicycles. He explained the irregularity 
of the sun’s motion by supposing that the earth was not situated exactly 
at the center of the sun’s orbit. He found the positions of apogee 
and perigee, constructed the first tables of the position of the sun 
among the stars at any time, discovered the regression of the moon’s 
nodes, and the revolution of the line of apsides,
Eratosthenes! name stands fOr the first measurement of the size of the 
earth about the second century B,C, At noonday at sunmer solstice, 
the. sun shone vertically down a well at Qyene, in upper Egypt, vMie 
in Alexandria at the same tine, the angular distance of the sun from 
the -zenith ms found to be approximately seven degrees. If S^ene is 
assumed to be dltectly south from Alexandria then it follows that the 
distance between them is seven degrees of the earth’s circumference 
( -one-fiftieth). Our method is practically the same today; our de­
terminations are “better only “because we can make more accurate ©“bserva- 
tions and measurements*
Ptolemy. “ Ptplemy is chiefly known-^or hls.*'l Alma^st** •-.a digest 
100^170 A.P* 2
.Of ancient astronomy .centeri^jg a“b,put Alexandria, _-He 
adof)ted the geocentric theory and completed -the theory of ©picycleg^ 
Olhls Planetary system teaches that the- sun and planets move in circles 
vdiose centers are themselveS in motion upon other clroleai, the earth 
“being considered at rest,' The Ptolemaic system holds that the earth 
is a sphere, that it is the. center .of the-universe> that it is station- 
arjTj while all the heaveniy “bodies revolye about it every twfnty-^bnr 
hours. His.system explains the apparent.,.motions^of the suq-, moQn, and 
stars fairly .well, “but npt. that Qf the planetsj ilhesei he concluded, 
move not in circles “but in very complicated circular paths composed 
of series of loops,' This theory of the universe was accepted everywhere 
without question until the sixteenth century.
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The Dark Agea. 
Mediaeval -Coamologyl*
Pto^l^ny ms the last great name In ancient astronomy, The
great days of Science seelned to "be at an end, Hellenic culture had
largely exhausted ‘itself. An air of hopelessness and futility had set-?
tied over the world; the Stoics concerned themselves with the prQhlem
Of conduct rather than v/ith questions concerning the natural vrtjrid*
OSie early Christians expecting the early return of Christ did not bother
themselves with things of this world. Thus science and jhilosophy alike 
■ t
seemed to die out, beaming seem^ to have gOne ^nto nearly total
eclipso during the fourteen centuries known as the Dark Ages# One of
the principal reasons Is the powerful influence of the authority of
Arlstotlsf vho ms a great philosopher hut npt a scientist since his
method of procedture was thOu^t-analysis untested hy experience,' His
influence vflas so great that no one seems to have dared question his
dlcta^ ** No one seems to have dared to think. No wonder the people
2
were in the Dark Ages,” Following the destruction of the Homan Bnplre 
in 476 A#D,, ruin and devastation reigned everyvAiere, There seemed to 
he an end of civilization as the cohQ.tierors v/ere utterly xuitouched hy 
ancient culture of Asia or hy the learning of their new sahjects? Ifost 
of the teachers of the Christian religion v/ere devoid of sympathy for 
anything that emanated from the heathen Greek and Homan vTorld, thxLS 
little effort was made to keep alive the traditions of the past. Even 
hefo,re the fall of the Hpman Snpire a fierce attack on the results of 
Greek thought had contoenced vdthin the Itapire, The Church, leaders
1 Macpherson Rev. HectorJ”Influence of Astponomy on Thou^t
2 Stahl, T,A,, Lectures in Astronomy, p. tJO,’
ingtsted on a narrov^ minded literal interpretation of every gylla'ble 
in the Scriptnreg and anythii^ v5i}.ch, could not he reconciled therev/ith 
wag rejected with horror and gcOn^, In thie way Church Fath^rg aided 
harharia^g in wenphing hack the hand df time about a thouaand years*" 
The point of strongest attack geerngd the Grreek lemming regarding the 
earth’s figure and the motion of the planetsi The pages of these.
Fathers feveal ideas exactly the same as thpSe of Bahy^onian priests 
a th^sand years Before the hirth of Christ, At first there seemed 
to he no enmity exhibited by follov/ers of the apostles: Clemens 
Eomanus in his epistle-to the Corinthians* ^TrittOn about 96 A^D*, 
alludes to the Antipodes as dv/eliing in a part of the earth to which
none of our people can approach and from vdiich no one can cross over
» >to US. An expression often found in classical writings is that the
y
** sun, moon, and dancing stars, according to (zod’s appointment circle
1
in harmony within the bounds assigned to them without any sv/erving aside," 
In Alexandria the Christians were familiar vdth philosophical speaulAtions 
and seemed to feel no desire to oppose science. The desire to find 
allegories in the ScriptureLS v;ag carried to excess by Origen, v/hich 
was one means of harmonizing Scripture with pagan learning. For instance 
the separation of the waters above the firmament from those below it, 
mentioned in Genesis, he interpreted to mean that vre should separate 
our spirits from the darkness of the abyss, where the Aiversary and his 
angels dwell. There was blind opposition to anything that came frjsm 
the pre-Christian world^ Lactantius’, 302-.523 A-D,, In his third book 
"On the False V/isdom of the Philosophers" devoted the tvrenty-fourth
t Breyer, Planetary Systems, p 207 ff«
chapter to rixLicule Of the doctrine of the s^erical fjg^re of the earth 
,and the existence df '^tipodes,’ hrushes" aaide'the argument of philo­
sophers-that hehTy-’hodies seefe the center of the earthi and remarks 
about the absurdity of bei^ieving that there are Psoplq vfeoge feet'are 
above their heads, -and pl^es Tfihere rain^hailiaahd" fall'upwards,
Basil, the (xreat;* ms mdre moderate "ih'his'Vtews - tgo SehHbi^'tp 
deny results Of seieutific investigation, and too timid-to advocate thhm 
openly, *^0 he merely mentions them without comment, or endeavors tQ 
sh6w that a Christian may accept them Without danger to his fai-th,
Basit'ms a'compariti-Tel  ̂^prejudiced thin^ker,
COhe leaders of the Syrian church wonld hear of no cosiiiogeny «■
or system Qf the world but that of Genesis, Even St. Jerome v;rote v/ith' -f
great viQlence against thpse who followed the *lstupid wisdom of philo-* ^ ^ ^ ^% i
sophers," He, too, explained that Jerusalem ms the navel of the earth.
In the V/estem Church more .sensible opinions prevailed at that time,
St, Ambrose of I.1ila?i, mentions repeatedly the heavens as a sphere, Augustine, 
^54~4?0, a disciple of AnjbrQSei student of Plato, also of St, Paul, ex­
presses himself with,moderation : he Says that it is merely a conclusion 
that the opposite side of the earth vdiich is suspended in the convexiti^ 
of heaven cannot be devoid of inhabitants; but even if inhab'^ted; that 
it is too absurd to imagine -that people from our parts could have naHgated 
over -the immense ocean to the other side. Or that people over there 
could-Have sprung from ^dam. With r'egard to the heavens, Augustine wa‘s 
like his predecessors, bound hand a^d foOt by -the unfor-tunate v/^ter^ 
above the firmamenV, He says’ the ^ter' may be in the state of vapor,
Ifut we must not doubt that 'It' £s there for the authority br the Scripture 
is greater’‘than the capacity Of the'hunan mind, 4'‘^igustine appears to
’ r f1 Dreyer, J'iL.E,, Planetary Systems, pp. 2*09 ff.
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have had- a wish to yield to Greek science ” vhenever Scripture did not 
poll him the other my, ^and in times of Tjtgotry and ignorance this is 
deserving of credit.”
IThe Fathers of the Churnh did not ^11 go etjually I’ar in 
condemn^ig Greek astronomy, and none of them worked out a detailed 
system to take the place -of- the doctrines of pagan philosophers. 
^Throughput the_ Middle Ages, even ampng those vho aknowlOdged. the 
sphericity of the earth, few had courage to confess openly that there 
ms nothing impossihle in assuming the .existence of human heings 
on the other side of-the sjihere* But in the-peaceful retreat of the 
monastery, stijdy Of ancient writers tbofc root and the geocentric 
syst^ slov/iy resumed itis place among generally .accepted .facts.
Another aid in- reinstating the sphericity, of the earth ms the spread.
Of Christianity to the Orkneys and to Hmlo - Icel^d ^ and the .obser­
vations of those vAio had made a pilgrimage to the Holy Land, In Iceland 
they say? the sun barely hidden at midni^t, in mid-summer, as if ^t went 
behind a little hill, bo t%.t there was nearly as much light-as in 
raid-^ay, vAiile-at and near the winter solstice the- sun is visible for 
a very short time only, vAille it is nqOn at the middle of the -’earth.
From about the ninth century-the rotundity of the earth and the geocen­
tric. ^stem of planetary motions v/ere reinstated in the places they, 
held amoi^g Greek philosophers.
Oriental Greek astronomy was carried into India, in the meantime, 
astronomers!
vhere the Arabs came in contact with it, ^o translated 
Aristotlei EudQxas, and Ptolemy and others into the Arabic language* 
dhe Arabs vrere very competent observers. Qhelr Instiuments^^v/ere circles
j. ■ . - -
and quadrants. They established observatories. Bagdad became the 
center of the study of astronomy. Early in the eighth century the ’
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Aral)s 'brd-u^t astronomy 'back into Europe. Ei&yhad kept it alive* "b^t 
progressed little. Marks left by the Arabs on astronomy are seen in, 
the names; Hadif, Betelgeuse, Vega, Eigel, Altair, 'and Aldebaran, The* 
improved methods df observation-resulted in. increased'aftcnrady of as- "
s
tronomical tables.*
.^holdsticismg^ •iThomds AJiuina^ Iji his commentary, on Ari^otle’s bqok ^ 
Qn the heavens showg that vast'strides are beiug.Tnade-fromrdarkness 
to light. Though Aquinas vra,3 deeply convinced that revelation is a more 
important Source of knov^ledge than human reason, he considers both to 
be distinct and separate iSays of finding truth and in expounding Aris­
totle, is not disturbed by the difference betvreen hid doctrine and that 
of the Biblei but assumes that- both .vrere“ultimately derived frOfti'tEe 
same scfurcew. .By the'Scholastics Aristotie ms held to represent.rthe 
last'wpossibility of wisdom and learning, Scnolasticism v/as at. its height 
at about the end of the thirteenth century. Men now desired- to look 
at the vTorld as it .was and not as theologians thou^t it ou^t to have 
been constructed; - ’In'the fourteenth century the desire to.-know Greek 
began to spread. Scholasticism ms succeeded by humanism - the acceptance
of this world as a I” fair and goodly place given to Aan to enjoy and to
1
make the best of". ; In Italy this movement left lasting monuments in
art and poetry, but in Germany it brought about the revival of science
and later on the reb^llOn again^ spiritual authority,
Dante*^ "Divina'Commedia", according to Dri Dreyer,represents
the prevailing cosmo^aphltal ideas of his time, the view regarding the
structure of the world-at about I3OO A.D, In general he considers it
a risfey thing to draw conclusions .from astronomical allusions in poetical
works to the state of scientific views of the time.' For instance, the
novels -of the nineteenth century would lead one to think that* nothing 
t Dreyer, J.L.E,, Planetary Systems, pp 217 ff.
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ms laiovsn a't the tinje, about the motion of the moon since it is quite 
a common thing to read in them of a yoxmg moon rising in the evening, 
the fall moon sailing high in the heavens in summer, etc, ‘Dahte, however 
show's himseif fully equipped Vri'tfi. tlie learning then attainable. In his 
poem, hell is a conical cavity reaching-to the center o? the'earthi 
Afouhd the sloping sldeS ‘the-places 3f punishment are* arranged in circles 
of gradually decreasing diameter, so that the'^fTOrst sinners are placed 
nearest the'apex of the cone, vdiere Lucifer dwells in the very center 
of the earth, YZhen Dante and his guide continue their journey straight 
on beyond the b6ttom of the abyss, Dante looks back and Sees Lucifer 
upside dovTn vdiereupon his guide explains that they have begun their 
ascent-to-*the other %lde of’the earth, Pdrgatory is a large conical 
hill ari'slng out of'-the vaSt odean at a point di^etrical'ly opposite 
to Jerusalem, -the navel of the dry land* Having passed over the 
seven terraces of the mountain and reached the earthly paradise at 
th'e tip, the poet is permitted to rise throu^ the celestial spheres, 
(Ehese* are ten in-^number, to vAiich thd blue air reaches: the moon, the 
spheres of Mercury, Venus, Sun, lilars, Jupiter, Saturn, Each' sphere 
is a temporary abode of spirits v*.ich appears to Dante to illustrate 
the ^adually ■ increasing glory Yhich they have been found worthy to 
enjoy, and d:o indicate their former earthly characters and tempera­
ments, vhi'ch 'had been chiefly influenced by one. of the seven planetsj 
Ihe eigjith‘sphere is that of the fixed stars, the ninth is the Primum 
Mobile, the tenth the Hnpyrean - the dwelling place of the Deity, The 
nihe spheres are moved by three triads of angelic intelligences - the 
seraphim guiding, the Primum Mobile, the cherubic the fixed stars, the 
Thrones the sphere of Sa'tum, and so on down to the moon’s sphere viMch 
is in charge of the angels. Allusions are made to the precession of
4-1
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the e.qTainoxes and slight-allus^orj to e^icycl-es.^ The sun’s motion v®s 
Stat^ to he along splrafs,^ ^oSt ^ thousand’years after Oonstantine '
^ ^ -M
had. made the Christian faith the st^teReligion of the Roman Ihipire,
(julture ms at the s^e piacs, as at the. beginning*
Justinian in suppr.^ssing the ITeoplatonist schools merej^
gave legal sanction to an accompiished fact'* ” The long night of the
so-called Paris Ages had hegun.... As the church grew morO and more
powerful* as it became gradually not sq mubh the Christian church as
the Church of Rome, the Ptolemaic vrorld-view ms stamped with the approval
of ecclesiastical authority. And so for hundreds of years this remarkable
system held sway* over the minds of m^i and ms used to support and to
• 1
demonstrate the Reman Catholic view of life* ”
Cubberley in his History of Education says regarding the 
Christian reaction against inquiry : the Christian attitude toward 
inquiry ms from the first inhospitable and in time became exceedingly 
intolerant. The tendency o'f the Western Church v^as to reject all 
Hellenic learning and to depend upon emotional faith and the enforcement 
pf moral life* By the.clpse of the third century, hostility to pagan 
schools and Hellenic learning ms so pronounced that the " Apostolic 
Constitutions" ordered Christians to abstain from bopks, which could 
contain nothing of valxie and only served to subvert " faith of the un­
stable* *T In 401 the Council of Carthage forbade the clergy to read 
any heathen ,autlior,. and 'Creek learning now rapidly died out in-the Westfc
" Q?he history of Christianity throughout all the Bark -Age? i0 the history 
of the distrust i)f inquiry and reason and the emphasis of blind pmo- 
Oftibnal faiths, J. Interpretation of natural phenomena as manifes-
1 Macpherson,' Rev, Hector,^Influence of Astronomy on Huipan Thought",
tations of Divine Will ueceived^Jfojrge epiphasis* During the Middle Ages 
the niiracu^C^S floiiriahed.* Most e:rtreme superstition pervaded all .ranks 
of society. One’s future vn^s determined hy the .position of the 
heavenly hodies at the tiflie of" "birth, Eclipses, meteors,-mid con^ts 
vrere,fpar|Pl portents of Divine displeasurq:
Eight things there "be a comet brings.
When it ;bn hl^^ dpth. horrid rdge;
Wind, Famine, Plague, and Death to Kings
'War,-Earthquakes^-Floods, and- Direful Change." 1 * , ‘
t Ca‘b'berley,E.P,, History of Education, p. 583.
( From a collection of doggerel rhymes ^put out hy two pastors and 
doctors of theology at Basel in I6I8, hy^the name of Crasner and 





Copemicqg, Copemicua atanda oat oonapicuoualy aa the author 6f the 
1473,154-3: , , ^ .
modem thepry of the uni verge,- He v;as'a Poli^alu^tudent
". ‘of aatrOuony v4io atudied in Italy, read the’v/rltiuga of the ilreek*" 
philoaophers vMch had “been made acceggihle hy the invention 6t the 
printing isrea^' in ahout f'450, V/e^recall that Ari’atarchua taughf the 
trae theory of the heavenly "bodies, "but suhSiahtl^ted "by ne'proofs 
and home down hy the great authority of Ptolemy, his teachings had heen 
forgotteni Copernicus became convinced that the suggestion, that the 
sun is at the ^center, and that the earth both rotates on its axis and 
revolves around the sun,‘explains in the simplest pdss'ihle way all the 
observed phenomena* Hfe had no* rigorous proof 'that the earth revolved, 
but the great merit of liis v/ork consisted in the minute care and faith­
fulness vrith which he showed that the heliocentric theo'ry ^ffeuld satisfy? 
the pbservation and ms more plausible than the geocentric theory. At 
the end or the fifteenth century, Copernicus gave to the world the Second 
great astronomocal classic, - the De Revplutibnibus Orbium Celestium, 
in which he discussed the pros cons of the heliocentric and geocentric 
planetary systems as Ptolemy* had done, but came to a different conclusion, 
Copernicus held that the sun is the center of the universe and the earth 
and planeVs revoivd about the sun ir^sircular orbits; he kept fev/ epi­
cycles and said that the earth rotated on its ^is. Truth shov/ed that 
it explained more accurately the observed motions of the planets. The 
conservative .scholars and churchmen broke with Copernicus, Inxther, vdio 
had had so great a part in releasing the people from the authority of 
an infallible church, had tntum bound them to a^^ltiSrAliinterpretatlOn 
of an infallible Booki
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It is difficult for us today, to realiae tiie magnitude of 
the scientific revolution vdilch Copernicus initiated. Prom time irame- 
morial all responsible thinkers had believed the earth to be the center 
^f the universe, the end and aim of crj^ti'on; Only the earth ms in­
habited and for the eaiHih's inhabitants the other bodies in the utiiverse 
had been created, - the sun to giva li^t and heat t6 the earthly an^'the 
moon and stars to be convenient Secondary ii^t-^vers In the absence 
of the sun. This conception had been adopted by the Soman Church, and 
by scholastic philosophy. Ohus the work of Copernicus in 1575 caused 
no small stir. At first it ms treated by the authorities v/ith contempt, 
and tiien with forious'vindictivehess..'Copernicus died on the day of its 
publicatiohr jnst iidien the EeformatiOn sti^gle ms at’its fiercest. 
SrotesWts'as well as Catholic’s denounced a theory vjhich tfiey felt to 
be subversive to the " true faith”, Luther referred to Copernicus as ^ 
an ” upstart astrologer, who strove to shov/ that the earth revolves.”
” This book”, he continue,3,^*widhes to revere the entire science of 
astronoigy, but sacred Scriptures tel.! us that Joshua commanded the spn 
to stand still, .and not the earth!! Even the educational loader Melancthon 
suggested the forcible repression of such views. Bruno, owing to his 
advocacy of the new view, ms condemned to death aM burned at the stake 
in Home 160D •
Tvcho -Brahe'. QJychq Brahe was a Danish student. His contribution ms 
11546-1610 tT chiefly his most valuable observations tojAiich Kepler
fell heir. His interpretation of those observations v;as not particularly
valuable 1 He rejected the Copemican theory because :
1. He could observe no parallax;
1 Macpheraon, Eev. Hector,. " Influence of Astronomy on Human Thbught,"
2, It seemed to him that the Ptolemaic theory mg more .in;harmony 
vriLth the Bihle, ag he imderstood it and interpreted it;
He had a theory Of his.Ovai accordipg to ^Mch the earth v/ad ^statioimry#
the ceiegtiai stars revolved ahont it,, -? thfn it ms possible for
Joshxia to coBcaand th^ sun tO stand still, 4s an Observer of tireless
industry his mrk had-never been equaled in qm^lty. or q-uantj."^*^ Pqr
instance he determined the length of the year Qorrectly to vdthin-one
second of time. But he lived during a transition period vjhen the system
of Copernicus had not yet been purified and strengthened; viien Rome
and the Protestants absorbed the raenta| energy Qf Europe; vflien theology
vra.3 thou^t of fjrst and lastj and theology had cbme to mean the most
lateral acoeptanqe of every word/pf ^ripture. lEh^re vjas an. end of a^l
hope of reconciling faith and reason; a new spirit had arisen ^ich
clairaod absolute control for church authority. Bp, ^Dreyer ipentiohs one
Augustinfean monk, Didasus of Spain, 1584, viho did attempt to prove from
Scripture that the earth moves. He wrote a commentary on the Book of
Job in which he discussed the passage, ” v/ho shaketh -the earth out of
her placq and the^ pillars therpof trembled
^cho Brahe* ms succeeded by two great contemporary astronoy
mers:. Galileo and Kepler, who though working in different dtrjgctions
ied to the compete, bye^bhrow of the Ptolemaip theory^
Galileo, Galileo vas born in Pisa, Ital^,' of Florentine family*
1 564 - 1642;
and directed his early studies to medicrino and- to the 
Aristotelian philosophy and dogmas, vdiich he soon came tq-disbelieve*
At the age Of- eighteen-he discovered ” the pendulum*^ by'happening QXl 
one occasion to observe iu the cathedral of Pi$a>- the osqillatipn' of
V *
a lamp casually set in motion. He ms struck v/ith the apparent regu-r 
larlty of its vibrations; and having t5a^^B«kedidm;feate-si$a.tBMa:* pbser^
vation "by comparing the heat of his pulse with the action of the 
pendulum, he concluded that hy means of this equality of oscillation 
a simple pendulum mi^t become an agent in the exact measurement, of 
time. He applied the pendulum in the construction Qf a clock for
*' ■ i
astronomical purposes, A vague report of the invention of the first 
telescope in Holland in 1608 reached Galileo and he was able to con­
struct one vAiich magnified objects three times. He soon published an 
accoimt of thO ^ronderful discoveries made v/ith the new telescopes the 
Six mountains on the moon; the four satellites of Jupiterj the discovery 
of the sun spots which put an end to the Aristotelgan doctrine of the 
immutability of all things celestialj the discovery Of the phases Of
, - fc. *.
Venus vdiich deprived the opponents of the Copemican theory of a favorite 
Vfeapon, the fixed stars in the telescope appeared as mere luminous points 
Some of the conservative scholars^refused to believe that the telescope 
gave accurate images, or even to look throu^ the telescope were con­
vinced of the accuracy of its revelations by the fact that they were 
able "by aid of the telescope to see far out at sea an approe,ching ship 
two days before it eould be seen from the harbor vdth the naked eyei 
Galileo‘s'brilliant dasooyeries convinced people of the.'truth of .t.he- 
Copemican theory, and likewise brought on him the condemnation of the 
Church for teaching'heresies. He openly advoc^ed the Copemican 
system, Q3ie‘ Vo^e^, throu^ the famous Cardiml Bellarmln, a sincere 
friend of Galileo's, commanded him to abstain frOm all future advocacy 
of heretical doctrines. He tried to obey", but along came three comets 
vdiich bore further testimony to the tmth-^^fthe Copernlcan ^stepii- 
Some time afterward Galileo tried to write tactfully another'book,- his 
most famous v/ork in the form of a dialogue "between three fictitious
interlocutors, - the one ir^avor of the Copernlcan system^ the secofid 
an advocate of the Ptolemaic, and the third a satirical personage vdio 
begins by agreeing with the Jtoiemaic arguer, but usuaily'ends by'being 
convinced by the Coperhicai; advocate, and then assists ip belaboring 
poor SimpllcioV the supporter of the Ptolemaic motion. He obtained 
papal permission and published his vrark under the title, ” Dialogue 
On {Phe' ^Pwo Chief Systems Of The V/orldV Immediately after- its 'issue 
it v;as given over to the jurisdiction of the Iniiuisition* Pope Urban 
VIII,, until now a friend and eulogist of Cralileo, vjhs led to believe' 
that Galileo had satirized him‘in this work under the name of Simplicio, 
as one \^o is careless about scientific' truth, and \Vho timidly adheres 
to the '"sav/s" Of antiquity. On September 1632, Galileo wan cited^
‘to' appear for the second time before the Inquisition, iiter a 'pro­
tracted trial his judges condemned him to abjure his scientific theory. 
The touching story is told of the old man, seventy Jears of age, vdien 
adjured vdiile on his knees to curse and detest the belief in the motion
Of the eartii, then vAiile rising from his knees, murmuring to himself,
1
and yet it moves,**
The Copemican system had from its beginning been viewed
Tdth extreme dislike by the theologians,.. " In the.course of'a-hundred 
years; theologians had retreated step by* step, from the st^dpoint of 
the Fathers of the Chxirch; the Babylonian! system of the world favored 
by thern had given vm.y to the Ptolemaic antipodes and pther abomina­
tions had been tdlerated, but when impious hands tried to push the' 
earth put of .its imposing place in the center qf the v«3rld and make 
it' travel amotig the stars, though they were moved by angels and the 
earth had the .^evil as its central occupant, the theologians turned 
fiercely to bay^ Action was taken v/ithin a few years Qf ther inven­
tion of the telescope. On Pebruaiy'24,14.16^, the consultors of-the 
Inquisition at Home declared the doctrine of the earth *s motion tp 
be heretical, and on March 3,. folldvdng,the„*Sacr4d. Congregation* 
solemnly suspended the book of Copernicus, and'the Oonenentary’on 
Job until corrected,** 2
1 N,I.|:., subject, **Galileo", p. 410.
2 Dreyferi J.LijE., History of Planeta'ry Systems, p.* 417* '
Galileo’s ” Dialogae" marks one of the greatest epochs in “
^ * 
the development, not only of astronomy, hut in the whole realm of thoii^t
The Henaissanoe prohahly began in the fifteenth century hut the rapid
revival began \7ith Galileo# The dicta Of Aristptle had held sway over
the world’s thought for fifteen centuries, Galileo let fall from the
tOp of the tower of Pisa simultaneously two bodies, one large and heavy
the other small and li^t. According to Aristotle the heavy ou^t to
have reached the ground much sooner than the light one. But the astonish
ed people saw the two falling side by side and landing at the base pf
the tower at practically the same instant, "’ With the fall of those
1
bodies, fell the influence of AristotJLc*' in matters apientifi-ci” With 
the -di-sproving-Of one of ;his-dicta, .tfee others* icpe'iia'te'ly^came-into- 
CftgStiphi! Irtvestigators in all lines-qf thcju^t: soqn liegan to^appe^r , 
and the rapid revival of learning was on,'
Though each of Galileo’s new discoveries was doubted^ dis­
believed, and minimized, yet each was influencing human thoxight. The 
^tal, point of the new doctrine was not the mountains in the moon and- 
spots- in the .sun bu$ the fact that the earth ms no longer the center 
of the universe. If this be Jjue, $hen the whole outlook on the universe 
is changed: the earth is no longer the only vrorld and man’s supremacy • 
becomes less certain^ Copernicus opened up boundless possibilities, 
revealed a vast extent of universe and thus vitally affected the scieu- 
tific,philosophic, and theologic thou^t of the day< In spite of the 
protests of the schola.stics and theologians* the nev/ system of the world 
w^ being established on a firm theoretical basis. The opposition of 
%he Church did not retard the progress of astronomy though it did make 
difficult, its recognitipn outside the circle of professional astronomers,
Des Cartes intended to prepare his work ” On the World" founded on the 
1 Stahl, T.A#jrl^etures In Astronomy.
Xlopernican systQii,'but viSien he heard of Clalileo'a trla^-and ah juration
4
he gave up the .idea,;a±er published in his " Prlncipla Philosophiae” 
his account of the origin and present state of the solar system. He 
believed space to he filled y/ith matter which in the heginhing ms set 
in motion hy Gdd. TUe Vortex theory Qf Des Cartes - the result of the 
next fifty ycears labor - helped the- Copemican system to become more 
and more accepted by educated people at large, Milton in his^Paradise 
Lost** speaks sympathetically about the Copemican system^
Kepler, Prom -Thales tO‘Kepler philosophers had searched for the true 
t ^71-1630;•planetary system. Kepler ebmpletedhthedsHarOhnand Nevcton ms to prove 
that the syst^ founded by him not only agreed with observations but 
that no other system was possible^ Kepler had early adopted the Coper- 
nican thedry as the. best explanation of na-fcural phenomena and confined 
his attention to a "search for laws of motion attempting to analyse Q^ycho 
Brahe’s observations. After nearly twenty years of computation t seek-
‘ing tp' discover hov/ planets revolve around the sun, and viiy they revolve
he.'evolved three laws of planetary motion vdiich'paved the-way for Hewton
That the prbit of wach planet about thef sun is an ellipse 
with the sun at one focus of the ellipse;
2, That the radius vector of each planet sweeps over eq.ual areas 
dn e^ual times;
The:harmonic law,- that the squares of the periods of revo­
lution of the planets about the sun are proportional to the 
■cubes of their mean distances from the sun.
He believed that th^ force controlling the planetary motions ha?, its
origin in the sun, but he reached no definite conclusions.
Hewton, Kepler’s laws were made intelligible b_y Hevrton’s law of 
1642—172^5 gravitatiop,’ Hewton proved that the force mich brings the
apple to the earth hinds the planets and s^n into one system; that “ 
"every particle of matter in the universe attracts -every other particle 
with a force that is directly proportional to the product-'of their 
masses-or-inversely proportional, tQ the square of. distance between 
them,"
Centrifugal ^force - the tendency to fly away from the center of motion- 
is all that keeps the planet from "being plumged into the suij»" The deli­
cate balance between centrifugal force and the force of gravitatioii ^ 
the force vdiich draws the planet to the sun - gives us the beautifui 
picture of a force vhich keeps the system in its motion, Yihereas the 
Church fathers even to the Reformation, including Inither, marvelled 
at disorder and called it a miracle, such as the literal interpretation 
of the primitive cosmological ideas of the Hebrews afforded; tod^ as 
the student of science pondersoupon the wystem of the xuiiverse he mar'^ls 
more and mbre at the beauty of the order*
The Rev* Hector Maeiher^on- io his article " The -Influence 
of Astronomy on I^^inan Thoxi^t,"- has v;ell summarized Hevrtoh’s contri'bw- 
tion ?jot only .to, astrononjy but to all hnman thou^t in the following 
statemeiit^: .,Hewton. demonstra.ted the -simplicity ^d uhity of the kj^own 
universe - the planetary system was now seen to be ruled by one
law; it ms i;ow clear that the. fixed and law-a^biding, law .of nature 
p^vails not Qnly here on this earth but also throu^out the untverse>-< 
the world was nqw seen to he a huge machine and the scientific doctrine 
of the unifo:^Qi,ty Qf nature# so much heard of-in philosophic and scieus 
tific thou^tr v;as aow definitely established; the era of the ©eOhstni- 
cal conception had now dawned eind had an abiding influence over h-qman 
thought* He refers to the fact: that Hoffding pointed out the remarkable
connection between Hev/ton’S religious conpeptidns and his doctrine Qf' 
m^hematicai"physics’#— a cbhnection-'^Which aro^e thrdu^ his concept of
space as the organ' “by means of vfliich (jQd v/orks- ^s omnipotent in the
world# Kewtonrproceeds-to prove from the purpose .^d order pi the world; -
the existence of CJod. The world is a great m^hine# set in motion "by
God, v*.o hy supematorai means has arranged the masses^ digtances^ and.
velocities of planets, “blit the interference Qf God is req.uired frOin
time to time, Qv/ing to the irregularities arising from actions 6f
various "bodies on one another^ Deism In the religious^ sphere "conceived
of God as external to His workO; Newton and his foiiowers evidently
regarded the Creator in a similar li^t# Some men, like Ferguson,
.1 “ . " “never got "beyond the idea of the world-system as a great mechanism.
This mechanistic conception of the universe vdiich v;as prevalent in the 
ei^teenth century, had a profound influence on hi^er thou^ti Laplace
" T ' , ^ r 5.is ue^iOrted to have said, ** I have no need of the hypothesis 6f llpd,"
Herschel, Since the time of Newton astronomical oliservation had fQt 
1T?8-1822;
its end and aim the confirmation and perfection of the 
Newtonian theory.. Attention was directed chiefly to the "bodies of the 
solar system^ their motions and mutual |)ertur"bation34 The stats were 
5"bServed chiefly as convenient reference jioints "by vdilch positions of 
moon planets could "be accurately fixed* There was no data, on which' 
to base a theory of the cosmos external to .our splar system* In 178!
William Herschel, the pioneer of modem descriptive astronomy, discovered
the .I. .iCt Jthe planet Uranus, and in 1846'Adams .and Leverrter independently dis­
covered Neptune* Hersbhel's contri"buti6n tO cosmological thought 
includes;
j. A demonstration of the essential kinship of the sun with the 
stars;
2# That the.law of gravitatldn holds sway throughout the depths
df §§SC«f
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5*. iUhe -yaat scale on whlcli the \iniverse is hTillt: " i have ohserved 
stars, of vhich the-light, it can he proved, mast take, two 
million years to reach this earth,”
As Copernicus showed that the earth instead of being the center of the
uhiverse, is hut one planet aAong others in ceaseless revolution around
the sun, Herschel nov/ proved that the sun itself is not the central body,
hut merely one star among others j.n ceaseless motion through the depths
" of space, Herschel*s epitaph in the churchyard of Upton near Windsor,
claims that ” he broke throu^ the harrier of the skies,"
In the M^teenth century the Scotch astronomer Ferguson
threw out a hint as to the building up of the solar syst§in as a result
A
Of gravitational action — the"'idea that in the beginning God hrou^t
all the particles of matter into being in those parts of open space
■^^ere the sun and planet 3were to be formed endowed each particle
with an attractive power, by vjhich these detached particles v^ould in
time come together in their respective parts of space and v/ould form
1
the different bodies of the solar system^ Ohe nebular hypothesis 
as we kndv; it originated independently in the minds of three men;
Kant, Laplace, and Herschel. Kant and Laplace proceeded on the deduc­
tive method - their theories were pure speculations, but iJerschel vra.s 
led by his observations of nebulae and nebulous stars, to postulate 
the gradual development of nebulae into stars and planets. He pointed 
out that such, gaseous, taasses are actually in existence in the heavens 
in all stages of evolution,
At^ first theological writers and scholars bitterly opposed 
the nebular theoiy,'.and. even the average scientist of the tinn v/^s 
still at the mechanical conception of nature. But the mechanical-con­
ception was passing. Even in theology deism ms giving place to the 
1 Macpherson, Rev. Hector," Influence or Astronomy on Human Thou^t"
new sejtis© vdxicii v^e find in Coleridge and Schieiemacker, of Divine Im­
manence* In philosophy the empiricism of the French School ms giving 
way "before the idealism of Fichte, Schelling, Hegel^gafid Goethe, vAiile
r ' ^ f
in physics the concept df en^ty ^ace and isolated bodies ms disap­
pearing, In 1801 Ihomas Wung revived the wave theory of light - vihioh 
assumed the existence of a luininlferous ©iher* Ihis new theory of life 
ms actually proved by the marvellous revelations of spectrum analysis.
In 1859 the spectroscope became the adjunct of the telescope. In 182^ 
Comte had declared that one thin^ that man could never know was the
chemical composition of the celestial bodies, " Ohe history of astro­
nomical science in the last half century has been the record of the 
triumph of telescope, spectroscope, and camera,”
William Joseph Shovra,iter in his article ” Exploring the Glories of the 
Firmament” sitows in a fascinating manner hov; the "layman” may know 
that the astronomer knows \'diat he is talking about; hov/ necessity l^s 
led to the invention of these instruments by means of ^vhich the astrono- 
mer finds his facts and how they in tom become of practical usefulness 
to the laym^.
According to txur viev/ today the earth is merely one of the 
planets revolving around the sun and the sun is one of five hundred 
million or more shining specks " in the jev/eled casket of heaven,”
The nineteenth century astronomers have shown the universe to be a 
unity,
” To the hi^er thou^t the chief contribution of modem astronomy 
is this sense of infinity of space and eternity of tiimr'. And. 
theology vftiich fou^t for-so long against Copernicus, Newton, 
Herschel, realizes noi^-that it has reasons to revere the memory 
of the-astronomers vdio first ^unveiled the great truths of the im­
mutability of natural law, the unity of the universe, and its 
subjection to one great lav/ of nature, the inf ini ty .Of pi».ce 
and the eternity of time^ for in the contemplation'of these great 
themes, science, philosophy 1 and theology find their meeting place,'
1 Ifiacpherson, Eev. Hector, " Influence of Astronomy on Human Thought,”
Summary of Part
Every ancient cosmology included a cosmogony, an attempt to
%
explain not only the construction of the world hut also its origin.
With the rise of a school of exact science, cosmology and cosmogony 
parted company: HlpparchuC and his followers did not concern themselves 
with the origin of things,and sp the Idea of evolution or the develop­
ment of things vdiich had its appearance in the guesses of the Ionian 
philosophers ms almost forgotten^ After the conversion of the Roman 
world to Christianity the Hehrev^ cosmogony of the first chapter of 
Genesis was accepted throughout Christendom .as the final v/ord on the 
method of creation, iEhe theory of six literal days of creation and 
a ” carpenter God**" was accepted without question for hundreds of years^ 
This was the period of "Dark Ages" ^en the science of astronomy aliliost 
entirely died out, The two chief causes v/ere: the Christian cosmology 
mingled vath a strange mystical theology, and the attitude of the Church­
men toward " learning" vAiich had been produced hy a pagan civilisation. 
They were sincere hut we should profit hy their mistakes. In 1678, 
after the old geocentric theory of the wdrld vjhich had its basis in the 
ancient astronomy had heen superseded hy the Coperuican theory,- the 
heliocentric theory, a theologian, Ralph Cudvrorth in his " Intellectual 
Astern of the' Universe” argued against the prevalent mechanistic theory 
of a literal finished creation and .In fahor of development in acoj-rdance 
vdth an immanent principled Galileo's "Dialogue " and Kepler’s ” EpitomS’ 
were ** ^t On the Index in I633" and not released for almost two centuries’ 
By. that time the ” odium theolQgicum" Was tunned to geology and after 
1859 the theory of organic evolution came to occupy in the theological 
mind the place once held hy tha Copernican system,’
B* PURPOSE QF THESIS*
FTOPOSE/OF THESIS*
” To him ^0 in the love of nature ^hpl<is 
Cpraoiunion T/ith hpr visihle formal spealce 
A-various'langoa^; for his gayer honrs 
Sh.e 'has‘a voice of gla^ess, and a smile > 
Aad» dioquenoe of 'beauty';" and shfe -glided 
Intp 'his darker musings* with a^mil^ 
healing sympathy, that stealp away'
Their sharpr;e^^» erp. he iS'aware-. •
i .*• .i
Go forth, under the open sky, and list 
To ITatura’s teachings, while from all aroundV 
Earth and her waters and the depths 6t air - 
Comes a still voice -
-** OhanatopsiS”, Bryants
The purpose of this thesis is to stimulate interest in a 
rich' field- of source material for the field ©f religious education vdxlch 
will enlarge and ^enrich the experiences Of youth so as to i'hcrease in 
his envifonmeht testimony for religion; thihhlpill 'S© associate thou^ts 
of God with the everyday experiences of ail yduth ad to make them-hecJ&ie 
Symbols and therefore constant rminders pf the Creator just as the " shep­
herd” of Palestine hecamo the favorite symbol of the God of ttstpeoj^Oyy 
The purpose of this thesis then v/ill be tg make the heavens f- the sun, 
moon# and stars, tell of the. glory of God; to trace the influence Of these 
heavenly bodies upon the thought and religious life of mOn throu^out the 
ages, and today a*ii^Ut5Slinfinit'e wisdom, majesty, and glory of ’the Crealpa: 
Almost all nature p6etry expre'sses symbolically the fexperiendes of nian in 
his relationship to the universe# as is true of Bourdii^^dB'Siiines;
'The Ni^t has a thousand eyes,
4nd the pay but ouej
Yet the li^t of the bri^t world dies
With the flying sun.
lie mind has a thousand- eyes^
Shd the heart but one;
Yet the light of a vdiole life dies 
When l^ve is done*
- Francis V/illlam Bourdillon, I852
w
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IPhe charm and inspiration of the stars has heen ^7ell -expressed ■by,Bjn:on:'
Ye starsl vAiich are" the' poetry Of Heavenl 
If in yOur bright leaves we- v/otild read the fate 
Of .men and empires, •• * ti^s to he forgiven,
Qhat. iji onr aspirations to he great,
Qur destinies o*er leap iheir mQrtal^state.
And claim a kindred with you; for. ye are 
A'Beauty aijd. a.J/ly^tery,^^d, Create In US' such love ahd reverence from afar#
That Fortunei?*.Fame;- Powers- Iiife, have 
named themselves A ©lar,
* ^
No branch of science takes Us into the realm of -the -infinite and the
ncrstefious, and at the same time the superbly beautiful so much as does
astronomy,’ It cultivates the habit- of looking upv/^rd, not dQvm^/ard;
it "furnishes men v.lth ah idea of the"'Wonderful universe 'in vAiich they
\live and of their position in it." *
Another-reason .for the use of aStronorpy a me%ns of de­
veloping the religious impulse- of youth is its universal accessibility’^ 
It is available to all**vho are willing to believe that sogie of the most 
exquisite jOyS of life are to be fonnd, like scattered and unregarded 
geiQS,. waiting to be picked up by any chance wayfarer i.'dio.,. will simply
turn his eyes to the sky and open his rpind to Its plain teachings and
2
supernal inspirations;” • There is an"endless procession of marvels
?Thich stream before him v*.o.lm6v;s and loves the stars." No other part 
Of the individual’s envirqnmenJ:j.,r3 so strlkibg» S0 provocative pf 
thought, and so, much Ob^ec'fc^ common notice as the phenomena of as- 
tronoi^*
For some the chief- charm of the study of the stars does
not reside in the v/onders revealed by science, but in the lore ^d le-
t Mptilton, f;e., Introduction to Astronomy, p,l8 
^ ServisSj G^P., Hound the Year with the gtars. Introduction p, 9 
^ Serviss, G.P/J Eoimd the Year with the Stars. Preface, p.,7
gend? connected v/ith its history, -the strange-fangies jsdth Tihioh iix^lden
timed it has he^ associated, the half forgotten Iryths tO vSiich it has 
i , ^
^ven hirth, Walt Whitman has" expressed' the nnfOrtni^ate experience of
toocmany stndentd of adtronony in the foilo^rig
When I,heard the learn'd ^Btronomer^
When the proofSj the* figures wefe*; ra^jiged in cdltonns "before.me; 
When I'-^s ghovjn the charts a^d the'’diagraitSi "fco addj dividei 
and measure them;^
When i, sitting, hgard the astronomer, where he lectured tdth 
much applause in the .lecture-^ooni#
Hpw Boon, tmaccouhtahle, I "became .tired'and sick;
"Till riding and gliding out, I wander'd off "by myself,
In the mystical moist night-^ir, and from time to time.
Looked up in perfect silence at the stars,
Bnerson has 'very fittingly said that ” if the stars should appear one 
nt^t In a thousand years, hqvir would meh 1)611678 and adore 'and preserve 
for many generations the remem"brance of the city of God vdiich had "been 
Shovai," ®ie modem emphasis upon the material things of life to the 
sacrifice of appreciation of the "beauties of nature has "been well ex­
pressed "by William Wordsworth in his ' Sonnet > *' The World is too much 
with Us":
The wbrld is -too much with us; late and soon,
Getting and spending, we layv-iaste our povfers;
Little, we see in nature that is ‘oipi'S^ 
we have given our hearts away", a sordid^ "boon!
Thi"s sea that "bares her "bosom to the moonj 
The v/inds that vdll "be hQv/ling at all hours,
■And are up*^thered how like sleeping flowers;
For this, for everything, we are out of tune;
It moves’ns not, - Great ’GodI ltd rather "be 
A pag$n suckled ih a creed Outv;om,
$6’mi^t 1', standing on this pleasant lea^
Have glimpses that would make me less forlorn;
Have si^ of Prgteus rising frOm the seai 
Or hear 6ld Triton "blow*his wreathed horn.
Lot us heed the warnings of Wordsworth and respond to the summons of
Corinne Eoosevelt Eo"binson:
Stretch out your hand and take the v;orid*s wide gift
t Proctor, Eichard A.^ Myths and }fe.rvel3 'of Astronony.-p, 15
Of <foy ,and Beauty, Open wide your 
‘ Down to its ttepst dep^Jhs^ and Dare tiie whole
Q?o Earth* s prophetic dower of clouds that, lift 
Thfir clinging "3l3£,^dv/S frOm the' 'sunlight*^' ftft,- 
She sapphire symphony of seas that rolD 
^ JFull-Dreasted auguries 'from deep i;o Shoal,
Borne froit’dim caTeias (^n the gait spray’s drift4 
Open 'the' \^lndowS' of* yoi^ v/on^ering heart'- 
To G^d’s Supreme Creationj make it yours,
And‘'give'to (^ther hearts'your ample St0re;
For vdien the vdiole of you is hut p^rt ^
Of 'joyods Deauty such sts e’er ehd'03:eS| ^
Only Dy givii^ c^ you gain -^Ixe morel
**There is one glory of the sun, and another glory of the moon, 
and another glory of the stars; for one star differeth from another star 
in glory.” Those v^o associate clpsely with the stars soon discern
j *
differences in colorlustre,, size,'and-twinkle, and this e'ver-changlng 
•'mood" make the#i i^preasingly interesting fri'endd, ^^erviss tells^how
j i
many a lonely nigiit, \TLtlr all terrestrial friepds far a^^^, has^Deen V ^ ^ ^
lighted Dy the fraternal presence of Grldn or Bootes, Of the Inexpres- 
sihle comfort in seeing familiar constellations flashing recognition 
and giving assurance of their^imfailing nearness, Aratos, the Greek 
singsr of stars, expressed the experience Of many individuals when he 
wrote 'that from all q.uarte'r3,heat53n hpeaks^o The friendship of
Polaris', ^Sirius, Arcturus,’ 'Eegulus, Vega, Splc^ and Eigel means that 
you will never he left aioi^e ’and unfriended, TO know the stars is 
to carry the map-of the v;orld in one’s head,« a hook older than Homer
alvays open, - a gallery of pictures containing the iioasterpieces of
t
human imagination.
Because of'the infinite distance of the stars, they are 
always at hand; 'they are the One part of our environment vdiich re­
mains constant regardless of the extent to vdiich v/e m^ shift Our 
place upon the tiny earth) If, vheii we travel into strange lands*
X Serviss, G.'P.^ Astronomy vd-th the Uaked Eve, p.3
the familiar "aljars vanish'fed- and 4ev/ oi^ee took their place feeling 
of remoteness from home would hecoine ipibearahle...It was the friendly 
stars that led men rpund the gloliej - that gave them courage ’to ^ On’." 
®ie youth vAio "frdm childhood has lbo*lced‘'a,p''intQ the Starry heavens 
and^heheld them as the handiwork of God, ^vil'l ever h# reminded hy them 
Of the abiding care7 v^tchfulnessV and nearness-or God. 5bey are the 
One part Of our environment v^iich transcend space and hew Often has ' 
there come to the hearts 6f mothers, fathers, loved ones, a feeling of 
consolation in the entrusted guardianship pf fiioon 'and stars OvOr the 
absent loved"OnesV Such’a feelii^ is expressed by John Hd^-^rd Payne, 
ah Merican v£o spent most orhlslifo a vande'rer. Ov§r ^Europer^nn 
his famous home-song" vjhen hh think's bf Kis mother- " aS she looks oh 
the mobn frofc her" 6vM bsttage' door-^'i also in the Old Y/elsh sdng, ^*All 
Tbrongh the Ni^t": -^IGeop/my child, and- peace att'oncTthee'.-..-
Ydiile the moon her watch is keeping 
All throu^ the ni^t;’'^
In the beautiful American sqng,^ the words of ^ich are from Longfellow’s 
"Spanish Student*^, the grief stricken Iqver commits to these eternal
friends vigil over his. lost love:
Stars Of the_summer night,
'Par in ydh a^urO ‘
Hide, hide your golden light,
- She'Sle^spray'lady sleeps, -- -*
She slebpSi she sleepp, -my lady sleeps.
Moon -Of the,- summer n^^tv 
Par'stem ste'eps^’ 
Sink,^ sii^ in silver light, 
"She- Sle^OpS, ii§r lady sldeps'j 
She’ sleeps, she sleeps, 
^'".my“lady- bleeps."
Dreams -of the summer- night $
Jioil Her, ,hbr lover keeps 
Watchv^hild^in’slumber light'.
She sleeps, tmy, lady sleeps, sleeps, she-sxeepSr i -
my lady sleeps.1 Serviss, G.P., Astronomy v/ith the Naked Eve, p. 5
Each season has its Qmi charapteristic starsj and we 16ok
-b ^
forward to the rettim of each \7ith the same Jjoyous anticipation as to 
the return of an absent friend: to the dazzling'hrilliancy'and .spifen-
- V. V ^ -'■ * sL,
dor Qf Orion - the hunter, as he appears early in December , sp in 
accord with the sparkling snow and the envigorating atmosphere of 
winter, Likevdse in spring vdien the earth begins to take on a differ­
ent form Of beauty, Orion, declining to the V/est is a ^'dethroned moparcin 
But vdth the advent of spring the charm of the heavens passes to another 
set of constellatioasi the mild light of Virgo appears when earth takes
on her milder colors, and " Silvery Spica be^s in placid rivalry vdth
the goldrorange radiance pf Arjotums.... 6 ciuiet beauty that harmonizes
— ^ *
with the seasonSV, The constellations that announce the %iOrning Of 
the year" are as much a part of the season and as prophetic of its de- 
lights as are the first rhodPra or the coming of the bluebird* .With 
summer pomes another pageant ; Scorpio, Antares, Vega, Sagittarius, 
and Coronas The autumn brings the return of the constellations vdiich 
are'knovm principally because Of their brilliancy: Capricomas, Cygmxs, 
Aquarius, Pegasus, Gepheus, Pisc^rs,’ ipdrpmeda, and Cassiopeia,
The names of the constellations are universal friends vdxom 
we meet in all literature, throu^ \^ich vre have inherited the inf licence 
of the stars and heavenly bodies on hum^ thgu^t throu^Out thp ages'. 
That vdiich the ancients" deemed most worthy, they immortalized far better 
than they knew by transplanting it among the stars. That vdiich has exer^ 
cised the imagination most, nq doubt, is the grouping Of the stars,- the 
invention of the .constellations, apd the sugge^^ion of spmq law of Pon-» 
nection : " the belt of Orion vdth its surprising straightness, and the 
notable equality of its stars, vhich resemble carefully matched g^s set
on a bar...beem3 hundredth time of vievdng as the firstP
W© are thrtiled vath this royal Jtoter with hi^ jev/eled sword and heit 
” lifting his starry clnh to meet the Bull, ciiarglng headlong down the 
curve Of the Zodiac;" Or hy the picture of AndrOmediJ’ chained, and Per­
seus vdth diamond s\7ord speeding to her xes'cue, VTfliile not far distant 
her mother, Cassiopeia, sits in her ivOry chair. We are told that 
the bnandoga Indians'have a sto>y that the PleiaUes are a group of 
merry'children, vdio Once with shouting and lau^ter, danced avjay into 
the sky and could never find their way hack to earth. Perhaps no group 
is more suggestive of -its name than Scorpio crawling along the verge 
of the horizon.
Literature is enriched ndt only with the nythological notions, 
of the ancients, hut'it reflects also the scientific theorie's of its 
contemporary age such as has been mentioned in the previous chapter,- 
the cosmological ideas revealed in Dante’s'works or "in Milton’s Paradise 
Lost: in Book VIII, Adam inquires concerning celestial motions] is 
doubtfully ansv/ered and is exhorted to search rather things more worthy 
of knov/ledgei
" An acquaintance with the stars helps on© to transcend not 
only space hut also* time and adds to the exquisite enjoyment of impres?- 
sive and historic''scenes in foreign lands] Who could travel ”^th‘e Modi** 
terranean by day or by night, by moonlight *or by starlight, vdiose memory 
would not be flooded with legends of earth] sea; and si^ vdilch were bom 
therel Serviss recalls an experience on Mt, Etna, bjeyond the .Gulf of
* I •
Erebus, tov/ard the Strait of MeSslna] vh'ere mo'dern guide-books ihoate 
the seats of Scylla'ahd C^jybdis, and Afcbove the dimly visible mountains 
Of Calabria, rose 'a reful^nt proce'ssion, J'ir^t' the .'starry prov/ of Argo, 
Jason’s Ship] in v/hichhe chased the^Golden Fleeqe; 'then Canis Major 
With blinding Sirius'in: his'-ja^i^g; ’then Oripni magnificent vdth his
jewels as I had never heheid him; Eri^anus wind'ing in streams of golden
stars and Taurus ahlaze with the ^lender of the Byades and Pleiades.
' ■ * ^
,Parallel with this train of celestial pageants was stretched the lustrous 
scarf of the Galaxy, and from another point on the horizon tov/ered the 
Zodiacal Ll^t^ a gleaming portent with Jupfter -glowing calm and -steady 
at its apex, as if Zeus On Olympus Avdre presiding a^in Over the feeds 
and heroesr The vdiole shy ms u: pictured scroll of (Tfee^ lithology. 
Yonder, just under the colls Of the celestial }^dra, was the Slope 
where the heedless cbmp^dms of'Ulysses hunted the oxen Qf the sun, 
and dayii^t would reveal at the edge of the sea the hlack rpoks that 
Polyphemus is said'to have hurled after the escaping shiy. df' thO 'cun­
ning hero vho had blinded him.... Southwest under the Star-shod feet 
of PegasiVs,‘v^as the sacred hill of l&ma, ^ the'hecroii&tic lake vhere 
Aidoneus cafrled off Persephone to the underworldj until Pemeter found 
and rescued her* Thus the memories Sihat r'Ose in crowds from'the* storied 
lanA below; answering to the emblazoned legends u^ritten with Starry
‘fires overhead, afforded an hour of romantic contemplation v/ithout a
\
parallel in my experience.
Sirius, " that aS^feddthe land of the ancient ITile" and In 
vAiose honor the oldest temples were erected, or Arcturus of vhom the 
poet Job v/rote:
Canat thou bind the cluster of the Pleiades,
Or loose the bands Of Orion?
- Job 9:9
r< fhmr lead forth the MazzarOth in their Season? 
Or^cansx xhou guide the Bear with her train?
- J6b38:32
That commandeth the sun; and it riseth not 
And seaieth up the stars;
That alone stretcheth out the heavens.
And treaieth upOn the mves of the sea;
That maketh the Bear, Orion, and the Pleiades;
-'Job 9:7-9
T'^^Viss.G-.P., Astronomy with the Naked Eye_,p. 4 ff.
dll these up6n vdilch we look tQday are the same as when seen "by that 
ancient poet, Cassiopeia had prohah^y foimd her place and had hedn reco^ 
nized among the stars "before Homer’s songs T;rere sung.
It is to he regretted that the proportion of ac-
q.uainted~with the starry heavens and listening to their voices Is smaller 
today than it was 2000 years ago. Unfortunately as astronon^jr has become 
more scientific in its aims and methods, it has lost its appeal to the 
popular mind* Tb.e real contribution of astronomy to a program of reli­
gious education consists a synthesis of scientific datd and the 
charm of the lore and legends connected with Its history, culminating 
in J:he spirit of the Hebrew Psalmist vdio saw in the heavens and their 
wonders the handiwork of GOd; V/hen we realize that it takes ten thousanl 
years for the light of certain stars to reach the earth, we take courage 
that the ll^t of the ideal of "Peace on Earth, good^vill toward men", 
vdiich has been on its vjay only tvro thousand years, will eventually pene­
trate to the hearts of men.
C. BIBLIOGBAPHY OF-^OUECE MATSBIAL
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‘THE gPA£3«
TOie titieg.'of the stars Eave coijie to us ciiiefly from the
Arabs,"Tvhose Desert life and clear skies make them veiy* farailiajMdth
the stars, as Al‘Biiuni v/rdte: » He'vdidse roof is heaven,- vAio'Tias hd
other cover, dver'vAiom the stars continually rise And 'set Andon'e and
the same course, makes the beginnings of his affairs and hiS knev/Xed^
of time depend upon themi’ So that the Shaykh Ilderim well told Bbn
Hot at the Orchard of Psalms: ’ Kiou canst not know how macn we Arabs
depend upon the stars# We horrow iheir naraeS'in gratitude," and give 
1
them in love#*” Yet many of these so*^alled Arabian names are trans­
lations of the Grreek terms adopted from Claudius Ptolemy’s **3?he Great
I
Astern Of Astronomy”' of the second^’century Qf'the Ghristian Ora#'
The Latin version became the first complete printed' ”Aima^'^*®, pub­
lished at Venice in t5l5, vhich was so composite in Its origin that 
'Idfeier and Smyth always referred to it as the^AraDo^atin AlmagOst#” 
During the sixteenth century the Greek test of Ptolemy’s "^rntaxis** 
was translated into Latin from a Vatican manuscript# From these and 
other kindred works'have come to us the Graeco-Jiatin-^abi^s stamames# 
Many of the titles are pastoral in their character, such as the words 
for ” shepherds and herdsmen with their maidens; horses, horsemen, 
and their trappings; cattle, camels, Sheep, and gqats,” birds* 'and 
reptiles. These titles indicate that the stars were 'first nanfe'd-by 
the common people generally, - herdsmen, hunters, and husbandmen, 
sailors, and travelers, ” rather than by the learned and ,scientific; 
and, that our modem lists are the gradual accumalati(^ of at least 
3000 years from various nations ,” from Arabia, Gree'ce,’ and Rome#
I ^.Xen, E.H#, Star'-jJames and their Meanings# p, XII
- #- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - a:
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Mythology ” serves to’ elucidate the literary history of the 
stars.” As stated in the previous section, Proctot* wrote that the chief 
charm of this study does not reside in the v/onders revealed to us hy the 
science, hut in the lore aijd legends connected v/ith its history, the 
strange fancies with vfliich in olden times it has been associated, the 
half-forgotten nyths to vdiich it ^9 given hlrth. Yet the study of 
mythology discovers the origin of myths in " serious connection with 
the most ancient of ee,rthly religions, long antedating Moses, - • at­
tempted explanations of natural phenomena,’ drawn from observations 
on the earth and in the sly of the pQV^ers of natxire and of natin^e’s 
God."
gtar-worship was very general in antiquity*' It is probable 
that every nation on earth has had a solar zodiac, and generally one 
of animals-. Che introduction of the twelve figures into the v/alls, 
pavements, or floors of early churches, cathedrals, and public edifices, 
and sometimes private hou'ses is often to be noted in Europe even today, 
and still more frequently in the temples of the East.' It is thou^t 
that ,the Inmar Mansions » vdiich lay for the most ’part along the celes­
tial equator or inlthe zodiac and was supposed to represent the length 
of the moons daily motion in its orbit, twenty-seven or tv/enty^i^t 
in number, long ah'^edated the general constellations or even the solar 
zodiac. In Arabia they were known as "O^he Mansions" or "Eestlng-J’laces" 
of the moon, signifying the noOn-^ay halt of camel and rider in the desert. 
Reference.isaiiisdbotCIithis in Ben Hur where Balthasar, the Egyptian, met 
the Magi in their search for Him " that is bom King of the Jev/S,” after 
they " saw his star in the Easty and are come to worship him," also in 




To-da^y a conatellation includes every star within the limits 
of a certain area of the slsy-j hut in ancieijt times it v;aa confined within 
th© outlines of the forms th©t they-were sappdsed to represent* Aratos# 
the first Greek poetical writer on- astronon^y \'4iosd “poem ** JE^ihomena’* 
is our sole source 6f l^owiedge as tO the. arrangepie^it 6f the 'early con- 
stellations, described them as from the most ancient times* Etejnentioned
' t *fOrty-fiv© constellations in the ""Phainomena” of 2.70'B*C**. vdiich repre­
sented the heavens of about 2200 to ^OOO- BfCij
* Some man of yone
A nomenclature thou^t of and devised,
And forms sufficient foitnd.
So thought he good to make the,stellar groups.
That each by other flying orderly.
They lui^t display their forms, and thxvs'the stars 
At once took'names and rise jfamiliar now*-
The catalogue of Hipparchus was supposed .to* compri'se -ail the starni^above'
the fifty-fourth-degree of south declination^ his jObservatidns having
been made between t27 and I5I A*D* The celebrated Alfonsine Tables
Y«re compiled by Arabian or Moorish astronomers at Toledo in ^25^
and thereby Europe resumed ite old position in astronomical work* This
was really a copy from Ptolemy with spme necessary corrections* Our
star-mythoiogy comes frpm Europe,-e compilation of Roman, Greecian, .
\ ^
Phoenician, and Babylonian* The Babylonia tablets are the oddest re^- 
cords in existence. They had adopted the cpnstellations cf the Akkadians,
- a Semitic people-^ iionSads.of the Arabian desert who-had settled in Mt* 
Ararat, The Babylonians, werd conq.ufefced ^y the Akkadians in about 2750 B,Cj 
These, however, were nOt the only iqythS ^'diich' existed; 'Egypt, China, India, 
Persia, had -independent myths. ” Wi'thl^tlje Babylonians the phlef stars rep­
resented their chief g^5ds, and the^^onfiedted the several constellations
t
with particular, nations over vhose destiny they were thou^t to donilnatei®
1 Allen, R.H., Star-Mames‘and their Meanings*■ b 25-
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A^trolcfgy, however, had Its ori-gin in the ^)aphr£^t0S valley, Isai^ .in 
pronoimcing the Alml^ty’s judgment on B^hylon, contemptuously referred^ 5»-,• t
to ” the astrologers, the stargazers, the monthly prognosticators-?^
The art "became widely spread and seems to have "been accompanied every- 
vdiere "by efforts to suppress It, iii Home, Greece, a^id throughout Europe.
*♦ Pete’s "belief in it is frequently shown throu^out the "Pivina-ComBiedia", 
vhile in Shakespeare’s day - indeed for a century after him - feliance upon 
it vfla,3 well-«igh xmiversal,** as is expressed hy Kent in*'King Lear** vixen 
he says:
It is the stars, •
The stars above us tiiat govern our conditions.
We are told that Kepler, vhen- pressed Tor money, published astrological
alma,nacs, thou^ he admitted that such-procedure v/as li-ctle ^better than
beggiii^, and his work Was but' ** Vwrthiess'dohjectures”; that.^he himself
said that the scanty rewards of an astronomer would not provide him with
bread, if i^en did not entertain hopes of reading the future in the heavens,
Hapoieon believed in his guiding star', and we still hear echoes of this
opinion in such e^cpresslons as ” being bom under a luclsy star”. The Parses
are still worshippers of our ovm special -star, the sun. Sbar-v/6rship was
uniTrersal in earlie^ India^ The Tlgyptian priests pointed out the stars
that had been Isis and Osiris,” Similar allusions are m^e by Aristophanes
and Aristotle, -Plato, Dantei Virgil, ^lilton, ah(i Wordsworth, vdio is ”aimost
of our own day» in hld”Poems of the Imaginatiofi!*:
The Star^ -arS mansions bp-ll't "by nature^3. hand.
And, haPI^' there the spirits of the blest 
Dvrell clothed‘in radiance, thetr immortal weSV?"
Evem.the Christian father Origen, influenced by Jdb XXVj 5, and I/!^tt,
XIII:EA3, said that the-Stars themselves are living beings, -Shakespeare
has many allusions such as King Henry Bedford invoking the ghost
of Henry V,eaid




Even today Geiman folk-lore asserts that ishen a child dies God maked a 
uev/ star^- a superstition also found in Nev/ England fifty ye^ys Or more 
ago. The Germn peasant tells his children that the stars are an^ls* 
eyesj and the English cottager impresses it on the youthful mipd that 
it is wicked to point at the stars, though why he cannot tell. M^^iruni 
cited from Varaha Jiihira :
Comets are such heings. as have heen on account of their merits 
raised to heaven, whose period of dvrelling in heaven has elapsed 
^d vho are then redescendihg to earth,"
In early Christie art a star hecame the peculiar erahlem ef sanctity,
and often appeared pver the heads or on the breasts of representatives
Of the saint's* The^tBihlical School**refers to those at ^riouS times
have sou^t to alter the sky-figures to others drawn from sacred his-
tory and its interpretation. But their efforts have been in vain. Our
scheme ofhthe heavenly groups is of too much historical value and too
useful and interesting a so-^ce of popular instruction for us to wish
to discard it.
Of the world* s artists few except Bcprer and Eaphael have
V
done anything for this %0st ancient, exalted, and interesting of the 
scienpes". The Original constellation figures were entirely lost, 
and from Ptolemy’s description of each Of the forty-^ight classic 
constellations, Albrecht Barer, in A.D., published two star-maps , 
one of e^ch hemisphere* engraved on vrood,' Ptolemy’s catalogue of stars 
was published at Cologne in 15^7, in folio, with the forty-eight draw­
ings by Purer
Most of our authors have been inaccurate in their allu^ 
sions to the stars, - Popei Henry Kirk-White, Shelley, Dickens, and 
Carlyle, V/allace, and even Shakespeare vdio \ms a contemporary of Galilep
V
and Kepjer, althoiagli he S§ems to ha^O juadersiddd the influenpe .of the . ^ 
moon on the sea# Coleridge in ‘the !^?hym0 6t the Ancient Mariner** had
The homed moon. vdth.one hri^t star
V/ithiii the nether tiji#.
Classical liters ahounded in stellar allusions; a knowled^ of aStrqnQnor 
ms considered necessary to a proper.understanding of .the poets, a^d^ these 
allusions generally were correcty at least for'their tlay. Dante’s th6rou^ 
acquaintance with the astronomy of his day appears eTeryvhere in hls'works- 
the^Paradiso” may he called a poetical frame for the Ptolemaic system, 
and Milton has been called " the' poetical historian of the astronomy of 
his day," that *• in astrouhmy the accuracy of‘his facts fairly divides 
the honors, vidth the beauty of his language." Tennyson malceS-mahySbeauti- 
ful allusion^ to stars and planets, and is always accurate, unless vie 
• e:?:cept his’moonless Mars’, v^ioh, however, was before Asaph Hall’s dis­
covery, Longfellov/ and Lov/ell Icnev; the stars v/ell, and showed this, in 
their v^orlfS,’
t 4llen, E*Hi, Star-JTamee and their Meanings, pp, 26-5t cdndensedj
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SQUBCE mEBIAL FOE CONgmLATIOH -SOAlDIEg.
gtarg of tonner;
jflquila : ^Sie-Eag^e-^ptlier .names 9^,pp;>'55-57-;
PP»'55-56: position'^.an^ constitution of; . , ^
p, 56: early piatnjrings of;..modem Gerni^'representatioij pf;
Latte legpndc, cpncer^iins;^ Greek ie^nds epneerning;^ 
p. 57t Figured on colics; in Aratian, Persian, and Hindu aStro- 
noigy;
p, 58: Chinese nam^ for; Chinese tradition concerning; 
PP-55^^*; Data cOQcemij^'individual stars qf the constellation*
Bdotes; The''Her4.dniau; various names 6f,pp. 92-98;
p. 95:. "Oarlyie pn;- Cicerp onj ' - . < .
p, -94: Manilius on; Aratps on; Ovid0n; Homer
p, 9^: Hesiod on; Virgil ph;
p. 96: Minsheu on; Dante alludes to;
p, 97: In the Alfonsine Tables; in Poland;
p, 98: Durer’s dra?drig of; iUpha of Bootes,Arcturus; often 
pp';98-.t05: confoiahde'd with UrSa MajOn; erroneously supposed to be
alluded to in the Book Qf Job; in Homer; famous vdth
*■ » “early soamen; always dreaded; stompy reputation of; 
Hippocrates on; Horace on; Pope's mention of; in 
Egyptian, Hindu, Chinese, Arabian# an*! Chaldean astro­
nomy;. first star -to be seen in d^time with telesoope^ 
Segn vdth naliigd eye before sunset; briili^cy- and polor 
Of; ^J'G.th Schiller; etc;
Canes Venatici; The-Hunting Dogs, names of,pp, 114-tt5j
Cy^g; The. Svran, varioug nameg of f^pp.l92-t95;~ - The Horthem Crogg;
*-
'p^ t92: Position of; with JJratogtheneg; adopted hy the Eomang; 
varioxigly legendg concerning;
p, t93:; One qf the Irgonautic cqngteilhtiong; poggihly firgt taadvm 
on the Euphrateg; the AXfongihe Tableg;
'p. 19*44 identification of hy the Blhiical School; LoWeil onj in 
anith-’g ” Ohme, liearn. pf the Starg**;
P» 195: in Chinege agtronomy.
Draco: 0?he Dragon, varioug nameg, 202-206;
p,' 20?: in"The Shield of Herculeg^; in-nythology;. Sphiller on; 
with the S.vedqg;
p, 204: In Pergia; in Hindu v/orghip; In Bahylonian recprdg; in Ter^l 
p, 20^: mach ohgerved in early Egypt; among Aratian agtronomerg; 
pp,205-212! concerning the individual gtarg^of the congtellation.
Lyra; The Harp, varioug nameg of, .280-584^
p, 281: in Greece; in Eogllgh and olaggic poetry, 28t,28^j with Ovid
and ISaniliug; in Pergian and Arahian nomenclature;
p, 282: in European agtronomy; vdth the Bihiical School;
p. 284: tegtimony of ancient coinage to thig; etc,
\
pp,284-288:oonceniing individual gtarg;
The Korthem Orown; Corona Borealig, varioug i^eg, t74;
p, tp4: Eratddtheheg hnd-early Greckg} with the Dating; claggic 
legendg concerniiig; in modem and claggio poetry; 
p,' 17^2 Dante .on; Chaucer on; Sponger on;
p, t77: in Hebrew agtronomy; with the Biblical School; in ^riaip in
Chinese,
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SafTgitarius: a?he Arch^r^ location arid rariofts names, 35^-r357;
P* vdth G^ceeks and J^atliis;. ^ .
P. 352s vdtli Ea^tejn nations; among the Je^s;^ \vith-tii% Bibi'icaL
School^ - .
p. 353s legepdS' conoeming;-
P. 354s in cuneiform i^script'ions;-mentloned in II Kings; in the
Assyrian ca-lendur; of ^phratean origin; v4th the Hindus;
P. 355s in ancient Arabia;
P. 356: the Chinese Tiger;
Scorpio> ^Sie Scorpion, names of and legends concerning, T3p.36CJ-?64;
p. 36t: in early poetry; vdth Ovid; vdth the Greeks and Latins
T f ^
p. .562:
generally; in early China;
f
vdth the Hebrews; with the Arabians and Persians; vdth the
;*Jlkkadians; a symbol of dar^oiess;
p, ^6^: in early Ipdj,a; vdth Dante, Chaucer, and Longfellov/j in 
the Bihlical School; -etc.
Yir^; a?he Virgin,- the field of the Nebulae, names of, pp, 460-4-66;
p., 46O: its Greek title; Aratos on; early legends concerning;
in Keatf:s poem;
p. 462; the oldest allegorical representation of innocence and
j avirtue; allusion to by classic writers;
p. 463: in 'Assyria** India> and Persia;
p. 464: with,-early Arabs a^d Chinese;
Stars of Autumn;
Andromeda; p. names of the ancients for; significance ofmentioned 








- • pi,d-5: 
p. 46:
antedates classical timds; the Eaphrates the prolDahle 
origifi of; Sayce’s 6lafm concemihg; noted* in Phoenicia; 
additional titles of; familiar to the classic Latins; name.- 
of Caesar Germanicus-for; a scholiast’s name for; Arabic 
and ether names of; original figure of; various versions 
'of the legend of; ' '
Arabian astronomers’ “representation of; reasoh for the 
latter; idea of the Spanish edition of the Alfonsine 
Tables as to; early connection \7ith' Pisces; other early 
representations of; Caesius’ dictum concerning; Julius 
Schiller’-s name for;
the cross of; the botinds of; Milton’s reference to;
Kingl4y*s reference to; position, of component stars of;
✓
recent confusion concerning; the Phoenician sphere and 
the composition of;
the individual stars of the constellation: names, sig- 
ni^cance in astrology; names in astronomy of various 
races; various locations and positions; the Great Nebtila 
of Andromeda;
position of, ancient knbvdedge of; AX Sufi’s name for , 
not noticed from 986-t6l2; catalogued under many names; 
description of by Marius; true character of undeterminedj
Water-Bearer, p, 45; other names of , 45-52;
Reason for appellation; region of in Euphrayean astronoigy; 
in Roman astronomy; Biblical School; Greek literature; 
a synomymn for Jove; Horace’s names; Thomson mentions 
in ” The Seasons”; characterized by Vergil, etc#
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p, 47; iu the Babylonian calendar; in the **Epic Creation”;
Ahlcadian title Tor; Egyptian terms for and legend con->«
.cemin^; Arabic, JBersian, Hebrev/, Syriac, and Turkic 
i^es of; in Chinese a^tronqny^, a^ Chinese imperial sym­
bol; etc.
p, 48: in Hindu astrononij;; significance of, to the Magi and
Druids; Anglo-Saxon name for; referred to by Dante;
note by Longfellow on latter, exc.
p, 50: defined in Aratos and Cicero; etc.
p, 5T: number of naked-ejre stars in;
ppi52',53; its ipeteor stress;
data concerning'iudiTidual stars of the constellation.
Aries; The Ram; location of';p>75; various names,of, 75’-7?»- 
p, 75: Manilius on; Longfellow on; legends conOeming; 
p, 76: representations of; prominence of; 
p, 77': iu the Jev/ish calendar; Dante on;
p, 78; in mythology; in Eastern astronomical systems; v/lth the 
Biblical School;
pi 79: Aratos on; in astrology; etc, 
pp, 80-^5 : data concerning Individual stars;
Cabricomus: The Gqat; various names of, -135-^0;
• ^ Vp. i55: oriental legends concerning; weather significance ofj 
pi 136: Cr^ek legend concerning; etoi
pi 137: classically regarded as of bad influence on the weather; 
Itorace and Aratos on; in the Euphratean tablets; on 
British coinage;
p. 138: Jevdsh Rabbis on; iu Egyptian astronomy; on Indian 
zodiac;
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p. t in Chinese astronony; in Assyrian and A^Tsadian-
astrdnomy.; Dante, qu; Miltpn on; Tropic of Capricorn;
Cassldneia; various names of t4-2-1455
p; 142: one of the oldest and-Sest-knorai constellations;
TaiQwn as the^Celestlal W **; as the "Celestial Iff"; 
pi' 14?; Aratos on; impottant In Creek astronomy; among the 
Romans; among the Arabs; etc* 
p, 144: in Celtic astronomy; Schiller on; in Chinese as- 
tronony*
p, 14^; its Egyptian correspondent; Icfiom on the Eapl^tes;
Milton on; Professor Yonng and; rich in clusters} 
p. .U7: O^cho-nnd the latter';. Chinese name for it;
- i)p, 14'5-I48:data concerning individual Stars of the constellation.
Pegasus: The Winged Horse; various names of, 321-324;
p, 321: location of; in mythology; Longfellow on the legend
of; traditional history of;
p. 322: in early classical mythology; the Creeks on;
p; 323: Euripides* name fof*; in Roman astronomy; in the
\
^fonsine Tables; in Jewish legend; 
p, 324; in Egypt; -with the Arabs|
PP# 524-J29: *data concerning indiyidu^ s.t^rs :,of tho cdhstell^tioa.
PerseuS: mrious names of, 529-33t;
p, 329: early figurings of; -in legend; 
p, 330: with the classical poets;
p* 35t; on-coinagej v/ith astrolQggrs; with the Biblical SchoQli
Pisces: pf the Zodiac; various names of 336-342;
p, 337: location of; embraces the sign Aries, also yerQal equinox;
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vdth the Greeka; v/ith the Romans; on the Euphrates; in 
earliest Chinese astrononcr;
p. 558: with the j&rahians; Dante; vdth the Hindus; with the Creeks;
P* legends concerning; the Brians; the Chaldeans; in Jewish
astronomy;
p. jS40: vdth the Bihlicai SchQol;
p, J4t: ancient conjxinctions of Jupiter and Saturn within; supposed
connection of these vdth the hirth of Christ; Juno discovered 
in; etc.
: X
pp, '^42-343: data concerning individual stars of the constellation*
Stars of Ydnters
ArgO! Jason’s Ship; various names of, 64-67;
p, 64: in poetry;
p^ 63: in the Alfonsine Tables; in mythology; other legends con­
cerning;
p* 67: conspicuous in low latitudes; etc*
Canis Ma.ior: The Great Dog; position of and names, pp. tl7-t20;
p, 117: in Homer; in the "Prognostlca’’ and ’’Phainomena"; Hesiod on; 
vdth the Greeks;
p, tt8: in Ovid; in the Alfonsine Tables; Vergil; legends concerning;
p. 119; in Arabian astronomy; vdth the Hindus; among Northern nations; 
\ • *
pp*H9-t3t: individual stars of the constellation: Sirius*
Eridanus: The River Po; names of, pp.2t5-217;
pi 2t5; with the Greeks; in Hesiod;
p* 2t6: legend concerning; identified with the Nile and the Euphrates;
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Leme: The Hare; varioue najnes of, 264-268; Aratos, and legends con­
cerning;
p# 265: v/ith the Itomahs; with the Arabs; in E^ptian and in 
Chinese astronomy; with Schiller; 
p* 2^6: connected with the moon; 
pp, 266^67: in scriptural simile; 
pp, 267-268: .In. poetry.
Mbnoceros; The Unicorn; various names of, 289-29O; 
p, 29O: various v/riters concerning; in China;
Orion! The Huj^ter: The Great Hehula;
' r
p, 5P3: brilliancy of; location of; 
p. 504: Ovid on; Matthew Arnold on;
p. ?05: Mth Tennyson, Hesiod, Horace, Hoiner> Pindar, Manilius, 
and other poets;
p, 307ffj In Egyptian mythology, " The Book of the Dead”, Old 
Testament, Hindu, Chinese, Irish and Saxons,
Taurus! The Bull; various namea> pj 378-383;
pi' 378: one of the earliest and most noted constellations; marked 
the vernal equinox from 4OO0-I7OO B^C,; Vergil on, in 
Chaucer; vrf.th the Greeks;
P* 379: mythology accounts for; legends concerning; Thompson on; 
p, 38O! vdth the Latins; Manilius; on coinage; 
p. 38t! in China; vath the Hebrews;
p, 382! associated with the Biblical School; among the Druids; 
Scotch idea concerning; etc,










in classic poetry; in the lore of the heavens; loore studied, 
of late than any other group; general location of; among 
the first stars named, in astronomical litoraturd; with 
the Chinese and Hindus;
in Persia; on the Euphrates; Euripides, and; in the Bihle; 
vdth various poets; 
legends concerning;
temple in Greece oriented to them; Miles Coverdale, and;
Hesiod, Aristotle, ana Vergil; in connection with various
ancient systems of worship; in classic lore;
with the Arabs; associated in all .ages v/ith philosophy and
literature;
various facts concerning the Pleid stars;
Evades;
p,’ }586: famous in classic days;
p, 387: in nythology; only six out of former seven; in Homer; 
various authors on;
p, 389; among the Hindus; in China; Biblical School;^ Anglo-Saxon 
titles of;
gfcars of Spring;
Auriga; The Charioteer; position of,and various names of, pp. 83-86; 
p* 84: Manilius on;
p. 85; The Egyptian Horus;
pp.86-88; Canella. Alpha of Auriga: legends and figurings Of; in the 
Akkadian calendar; in Peru; in astrology; Tennyson on; 
color of; etc*
Coma Berenices; various names of, pp. 168-172;
8t
p« t69: legends associated vrith;
p* 170; -SchSiller and {Edompson on; SSeriiss* description of; In 
Middle mglisK poetry^ 
p* t7t: alnndance of Chinese names for.
The Crahs Cancer:
p. 107: various names.of; position of; distinguishing feature of;
in the Alfonsine Tables; with classic v/riters; mythology 
on;
108: Alckadian astronomy; in Saxon chronicles; 
p# t09: with Dante,. Chaucer, and I/lltOn; in Egyptian records; 
p. ilO: in Hindu astronomy; period of the sun, in; 
p, lit: the Halley Comet and,
Canis Minor: various names of, tjl-ljj;
i
p# not known to the Greeks by any comparative title; Eoman
epithets for;
p* t?2; in Horace; in mythology; Arab fables concerning; 
p. related in position to Leo; names for, with the Biblical School,
p, period, light, and mass, parallax and spectrum of Alpha of;
Corvus: The Crow; various names of, 179;
p, t798 noted with the Greeks and Homans; Ovid on; nythology; 
p, t80: legends and figurings of; in ^abic astronomy; 
p, I8t: the Hindus; in Aktcadian nomenclature; Imown to the Hebrews; 
to the Chinese; in Christian legend; etc,
Crateris; The Cup; various names of, pp. t82-t84;
p, 18^: long associated with Corvus and Hydra; In Greek legend; v;ith 
the Homans; Brown en; with the Jev/s; etc.
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Gemini; The Tvdna : Castor and Pollux; names of, pp,2 22-.2505 
pi 222: Dante, and; Cov/ley, and; in classic vfrlters; with Milton; 
PV-225: with the Creeks; in India; various ascriptions of hy Jews; 
p. 22^: with the Persians; legends concerning; 
pj 225: in Latin hist03:y; on coinage; with Horace; inthe-Acts df 
the Apostles;
p^ 226: various poets on;
p, 227; Invoked by Greeks and Romans in war and storm; 
p. 228: with Macaulay and in Homer*s **Hyinh»; in modem slang; events 
in English historic attributed to; in Chinese astrology; colors 
of; etc#
pp# 228-237!individual stars of the constellation;
Hvdra; The Water-Serpent; various names fer; pp. 246-249; 
p, 247: One of the Argonautic constellations; in Ovid; 
p, 248: in Biblical ^hool astronony; in Chinese astronomy; etc.
Leo: The Lion; various names of, pp. 232-255;
p. 252: location; in classic myth ; vdth Ovid and Manilius; 
p; 253: alvrays identified with the sun; tribal sign of Judah; 
p. 254: in Arabia;, in China; etc#*; among the symbols of %thraic 
vrarship#
Ursa Mg.ior: The Great Bear : The Great Dipper; various names of,pp.4t9ff. 
P5'.4f9: best loiown of stellar groups; with the Greeks; the universal
appellation of; a common name;
p# 420: vdth Teutonic nations; vdth other classic poets; in Anglp- 
&ion astronomy; Ben Johnson and; in ancient legend; 
iilatthew Arnold, and;
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p. 42ts legendary and poetic appellations}
p. 422: coinage; with Sophocles; with the Hebrews; Saine Jerome and
this;
P. 42?: with North American Indians; Thomas Hood; Pennsyltranian
Germans;
p. 426i among the early Britons, Irish, and French;
P.' 45f: Latin names; associated with agriculture;
P. 4?3s Greek names; Homer’s epithet for;
p. 4?4; %th3 connected with these* etc;;
Ursa Minors The Lesser Bears Polaris: names of, pp, 447-^45?;
p* 448: origin of the constellation; Thales and; in classic legends
and poetry;
p. 449: Dante on the dancing" of the stars; with the Arabs;
Lov/ell on;
p.' 450: Dante, and; in China;
p.' 45t: among the Hebrews;
p# 452; Horse ideas of; Tennyson ; etc.
Note: IKie atove ” Source Material for Constellation Studies” is
found ins 4-,Aii4en, Richard Hinckley, Star-JTame^ and their 'Mesji- 
ingg. Hew Yorks C.E* Stechert, 1899*
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MATERIAL PKOM TEE FIELD OF MYTHGLOGY^
Mythological notion The faculty of the hxanan fliiud to aii^ken ms the 
of revelation is
universal! imagination* As all, literature hegins v/ith chants,
all histories ^7ith legends, so all religions "begin >vith myths and sym- 
hols* All peoples set out with an external, and in a senSe a physical 
revelation of the will of their gods# The ancient Hehrev/s were no ex­
ceptions, To them the thunder v«.s the voice of Jehovah, They doubted 
no more than the Greeks, either the divine origin or the prophetic 
sense of dreams. They listened to Jehovah's voice in the sound of the 
vdnd, in the foliage of the oaks, or the noise of waters in sonorous 
caverns* ^en religion embraced and regulated all the life,- civil, 
political, ritual, moral, and religious. All great empires of anti­
quity claim a divine origin; all ancient legislations claim to have 
come from heaven: the Egyptian from Hermes; the Cretan, throu^ MinoSj 
from Zeus; the Spartan through lycurgus, from Apollo; the Persian 
through Zoroa^er, from Ahura Mazdo; the Homan through Numa Pompilius 
from the nymph Egeria; the Hebrew throt^ Moses from Yahweh; and the
Mohammedan through Mohammed from Allah, All religious and political
. 1
institutions were referred to the vdil of the gods.
As a basic guide for material from the field of nythology, vftiich 
is especially suitable for oux purposes, ” Astronomy vdth the Naked Bye",
by Garrett P, Serviss is recommended; also Allen's " StarJTames and
» >
their Meaning"; Olcott's " Star Lore of All Ages", which is a more popu­
lar but less reliable source; for Creation-J^ths : Marice Jastrow, 
Religion of Babylonia and Syria; Civilization of Babylonia and Syria: 
and Hebrew and Babylonian Tradition ; others listed in the bibliography,
t Sabatier, Auguste, Outlines of a Philosophy of Religion, p. 38
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MAJERIAIi FEOM a?KE FIELD OF COMPARATIVE HELIGIOITS.
!Hie source material from the fields of Descriptive Astronomer, 
l/ljrthology, and Comparative Heligions overlap. In addition to that vrtilch 
has "been su^ge^ted in the preceding fields, " The Faiths of Mankind" 




There is little poetry of ’♦aknowledged worth” that does not 
depend upon nature for some portion of its appeal# It may he used descrip­
tively,as in the literature of the ancient Hebrews vdiere the .beauty of 
nature reflects the glory of God* or it may be used symbolically as an 
interpretation of -God and man* ” 'Wa.en Keats vn?ote, • The Toetry of 
Earth is never dead,’ he enunciated a truth which the \7orld of his day 
was hardly ready to accept in its fulness. To-day none would seriously 
question it. Eegarded subjectively, the poetry of earth, or in other 
vrords> the quality vdiich makes for poetry in external nature, is that 
power in nature vMch moves us by suggestion, ii^ich excites in us emo­
tion, imagination, or poignant association v-diich plays upon the tense
1
strings of our sympathies with the fingers of memory or desire#”
Edith Wingate Binder in the introduction to ” Poems and 
lyrics of Hature” gives a brief "retrospective glance" over the his­
torical poetic treatment of Hature from the days of Homer tc our ovn, 
viiich'!helpful to an appreciation of the interpretation of Nature by 
different races, ages, and individuals* This field of source material 
is so vast that it .will be necessary to limit the references given here 
to " astronomy" in literature, and these vri.ll be merely suggestive of 
That may be found:
"Night":
"Ni^tV Edwin J. Ellis* Poems and Lyrics of Nature, p.:292
l*A Noctum"* Richard Garnett* " " " H » p, >26
From " Songs of the Summer Nlf^isV
George Macdonald, " " " ,n n f p'. >55
t Eoberts, Charles G.D? The Poetry of Nature, Introduction, p,9
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” A Mideummer Ni^t»** Lewis Morris,Poems and Lyrics of Nature. p. t64.
"Nocturne? Ydlliam Eentoh, " ti tt n ft t p, 20?
•TNi^tV John'A. Spends, " II It n 11 t P. 256
'TNi^ht" Lord Byron, The Poetry of Nature i'■» p. 65
**Eviini to the Nifdit". H.W. Longfellov;, " t» rt tt f p. 68
"In the Wide Av;e 
and Yidsdom of the
Ni^ht•" G.D, Eoherts, " II It n f P. 69
"Nle-htn William Blake. The Gypsy Trail » P. 337
"A Clear Midnifdit" Yfe.lt Whitman, " n i» f P. 343
" To Niffht" Percy B. Shelley," " f P. 343
« Ni^t" Joseph Bl^c White," It tt
t
$ P. 344
" The Snacious PinnaBient" J, Mdison. " rt ft P P.‘ 345
" Nifdxt Before Troy" Homer(Tr, Tennyson) II II tt
i
f P. 330
"Nox et Aurora" Tergil; i| II II P P. 330
"The Infinite Shining:
Heavens" R.L.Stevenson, ft U If t P. •35T
"An April Ni^ht" H. Le Gall&enne, It tt e P P. 332
^Ibnduacht" J.v. Eichendorff, It 11 It P P. 333
"OTie Comfort of the
Stars" Richard Burton,
Evening:
" Tvdli^ht Calm" Christina Rossetti, Poems and Lyrics
" Evening?" Arphlhald Lamxman,
of Nature. p. 226
Th©iPo®tr:(rrDfWNaSTitBff p. *52
" Evening in Paradise y ..llMii-^on, n ft ft P p. 56
( Prom Paradise Lost)
" Evening" Lord Byron. tt n It P P. 37( PrQm "Don Juan")
" Twilight at Sea" Amelia B. Welhy, tt ft II $ P# 411
** ITber Allen (xipfeln** J*W* v4n Goethe, The Grpgy grail. P. 535
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” It.is a Beauti- 
ful Evening" William Wordsworth, The Gypsy Trail, P.
"GTT© the Evening Star William Blake, ti n It 9 P.
Moon and Starss
” Moonlight on the
Prairie”
(Prom'^Evangelinen)
H.W. Longfe.llow, The Poetry of^ Hatur^, P* 59
” The Camp at Nl^ht” Homer ( Iliad, Bk,8), tt TI ti t P. 62
” An Ben Mond” J.W. V,Goethe, The Gypsy Trail, P. 55?
" The Star Sirius", George Meredith, n It II 9 P. 547
Lieht. Dawn, Bay:
" Bavm-and Bark** Norman Gale, Poems and Lyrics of
Nature, P. 119
" Bavaa An^fels" A* Mary F. Eohinson, 'rt n ft P. 2U
" Invocation to
Llffht" Milton ("Paradise Lost"';
Bk. III.), The Poetry of Nature, P. 50
" Li^dit" Milton " ",Bk.VII Tt9 II It II 9 P. 52
Bayhreak" H,W. Longfellov/, TI ft tt n ^ P. 57
" The Canticle of the Sun", St, Francis
of Assisi, The Gypsy Trail, , P. 57
" Sunrise" Brovming,Robert , It ft tt 9 P. 111
" Pippa’s S&nff" Robert Browning, TT ft P. 112
" To I/bminsr" Mlliam Blake, It ft 1) 9 P. 1T2
" Rvran to the Sun** Alfred,Lord^ Tennyson, It 11 ft 9 P. tt?
" The Evran of Apollo** Percy Bysshe Shelley, T» tt tt 9 Pf 126
" Bawn on the AI'DS** Percy Bysshe Shelley, M ft P. 219
** Hvran Before Sinrlse" S*T, Coleridge* ft ft tt 9 ■P. 22?
" Psalm CXKI"
" Bays" Ralph Waldo Emerson, ft n " P. 524
V
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”Q?h.e Davm. Riidyard Kipling ( Fifteenth Centxiry)
^Sim of My Soul" John Kehle, Evrong fof the Living Age. No* 45
ghe Seas
The Sea” liOrd Byron,
(Frpm''Chflde Harold,” 
Canto IV*) -T
' ( Pronir ” Alastor”, Preface)
” A Song of the Brook”. A* Lord Tennyson, 
(From ” The Brook”)
” Aft on Water” Robert Bums,
” The Fall of Hiagarag J.G.C. Brainard,
■" The Sea" Bernard Batron,
”COcean” , Robert Pollok,
” Address to the • “ »
Ocean” B*W. Procter,




** There* a "A Wide­
ness In God»s 
Mercy”
Oliver W. Holmes, 
C.GiD. Roberts,
Frederick Faber,
Poetry of Nature- P. 375
^ II II $ \P. 4
It It tl
t P. 194
It It n $ P. 202
II II II * P. 208
It tt P. 377
M tl 11 f P. 379
II II »
9 P. 381




” Spring” Norman Gale Poems^and Lyrics of Nature, P. 122
” Summer” Norman Gale It •II 11 It n ^ p. 125
" An-Ode. to Soring” R. Ije Galllenng, n 11 » » n 9 p. 1^2
” Winter" Coventry Patmore, t« It ri »r tl' 9 p. t89
** March”. Williaan Morris, The Poetry of Nature, p. 74
^ March” . _ 'Williaoi Vferdsvffijrbhi ” n •! " , p. 77
” ^oririgll tl f.11 -.11 If» i 9 p. 79
" Summer Longings” I),F, Mac- Carthy,' tl tt n n ^ p. 82
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** Song** On Iifeiy 
Moiling, Milton,




Montha" W’, ^therv/0ll, " ”
** Khee-Peen in June*^ J. W- Eiley, ” ”
« Ballade of Mid- 
anmner 'Baya and
ITi^-catt W.E. Henley, ” ”
” Summer Mboda** John Clare,
John Keata,
The Poetry of Nature.
” To Autumn®
® Alpen.iager*3 Lied®, ^^rederiek y<
Schiller,
” The Auguat Sky®
" To Autumn**




















** The S^oiTO ia
Over” Eohert Bridges, Poems and Lyrics Of Nature. P- 29
” The Itountain
Daisy" Charles A. Pox, 11 ft M tt ft * Pf 110
” 03ie Silence of the
Hills" V/.P. Poster, ft It rt It n p P. 213
« Daffodils" W. Wordsv/orth, M It Tt u n $ P. 247
" The Ehodoea" R.V/. Sners’on, 11 11 tl rl n 0 P. 232
" To The Skylark" Percy Bysshe Shelley," M It It tl 0 P* 297
" To A Y/aterfowl" WiC, Bryant, tl tl It tl It > P* 304
Hinder, Edith W*, Poems and Lyrica of Hature. New York; W. Scott,Limited.
Eohertai G#D«, The Pbetry of Nature« (World’s Beat Poetry).




4 s. out of Jacohj
Isa. 47:15: let the g, gazers stand up,
Am# 5:26: s, of yoxir god,
Acts 7:4-5: n »t »»
Matt, 2:2 We have seen his S* in the east.
I Cor, 15:41 s. diri'ereth from another 8, 
Eev. 8:10 there fell a great 8»
Stars;
1 .Gen', 4:"t6 the night; he ipah^e the star^ also
n 15:5 novf toward heaven, "and tell the stars
^ 22;17 thy seed as the stars <jf the heaven
« 26:4 seed to rrniltiply as the seed pf hdaven
ti 5/^.9 eleveh stars made obeisance to me
Jixi 32! yo-gr seed as the stars of heaven and
t)el 1:10 As the Stars of heaven for multitude
- It 4..t9‘ the sun, and the moon, and the s.
" 10:2'2 made thee as the stars of heaven for
« 28:62 ye were ah the stars ©f heaven
Ju. 5:20 The stars in their courses fou^t 
1.00:427:25 Israel like to thfe stars of the heavens
lie. 4;2t Tlie mdmihg till the stars appeared
n 9:25 Thou as the stars of heaven, and
Job 5:9 Let the stars of the- twili^t be dark
H -9.9 It riseth not; and hfeAleth up the stars
» 22:12 And hehold’the height of the Stars, hov/



























V/hen the morning stars sang together 
the moon and stars i?3iich thou 
The moon and stars to rule hy night 
He telleth the numher of the stars 
Moon: praise him, all ye stars of light 
Moon, or the stars he not darkened 
For the stars of heaven and the 
Vdll exalt my throne above the stars 
And of the stand for a light hy night 
And make the stars thereof dark; 
host and of the s, to the ground.
As the s« forever and ever 
The Si shall vri.thdravi: their shining 
#» n n H a u
Seek hini that makexh tue seven s#
Thou set tijy nest among the s«
ItSerchants above tne s, of heaven 
and the stars shall fall from heaven 
And the stars of heaven shall fall, and 
Sun, and in the moon, and in the stars 
Sun nor stars in many days appeared,
4t moon, am another glory of the smrs 
as the stars of the sky in multitude 
v/andering stars to whom is reserved 
he had in his right hand seven stars 
The mystery of the seven stars, v/hicli,. •
seven stars are tne angels of tne sevQi
Ee. 2:1 he that holdeth tne seven s. In nis
ft 3:t Spirits of God, and the seven s«
t» 6:13 the si of heaven fell laito the earth
n 8:12 moon, and the third part of the s<
0 12:1 upon her head a crown of twelve s*
n 12:4 the third part of the s, of heaven.
Planets:
II Ki, 23;5 and to the planets and to all the hosts
Moon:
Gen* 37!9 sun,i* the moon and the eleven stars
Pe. - 4:19 thfehsun’^handuthenmonorandyth^. Siara
ft t7s3 Teither the sun or mj or any of the
n 3?:U things put forth hy the moon
Jos. 10: 12 thou m* in the valley Of Ajalon
ti 10:13 sun stood still, and the m, stayed
I Sam . 20:3 Behold tomorrow i^ the ne?/ moon
t# 20:18 Tomorrow is the new m,, and thou
n 20:24 and Tfihen the nev/ m, was come
II Ki. 4:23 It is neither new ra, nor sahhath
a 23:9 to the sun, and to the m,, and to
Jol) 25: 5 even to the m., and it shineth not
Tf 3t: 26 or the m, \mlking in brightness
Ps. 8:2 m, and the stars which thou hast
It 72:5 as long as the sun and m, endurev
tl 72:7 of peace so long as the mk endureth
a 81:3 Blowup the trumpet in the new m.
n 89:37 he established forever as the mi
Pa. t04:t9 He appointed the m. for seasona
ft t2!:6 thee hy dayv nor the mi hy night
ft 136:9 Mae m. and the atars to rule hy night
It 148:3 Praise ye Him, snn and m. praise
Ec, 12: 2 m, or the fitars, be not darkened
Ca. 6:40 fair as therm, clear as the sun
Xaa. 3:-18 and their round tires like the m.
n 13:10 the m, shall not cause her light to
n 24:23 ^Chen the m. shall be confounded
ti 30:26 li^t of the m. shall be as the light
n 60:19 shall the m, give light unto thee
If 60:20 neither shall thy m, withdrav;
tt 66:23 that from one new m, to another
Jer. 8:2 before the sun and the m, and all
fl 31:33 ordinances of the m. and of the stars
32:7 and the m, ^all not give her li^t
n 46:1,6 in the day of the new m. shall it
Joe. 2:10 the Sun and the m, shall be dark
It 2:31 darkness, and the m, into blood
n 3:13 sun and the m. shall be darkened
8:3 When will the new m. be gone
Het). 3:tt ^Ehe sun and m. stood still in their
Mt, 24:29 and the m, shall not give her light
Mr. 13:24 It •« ft ft ft .. ti
Lu. 21:25 be signs in t;he sun, and in the m.
Ac. 2:20 darkness* and the m. into blood
>I Cor, 15:41 » 1Sunj and another glory of the m,
Coli 2:16 or of the new m. or of the sabbath
Ee. 6:'12 and the m. became as blood
n 8:12 and the third part of the m>, and the
ft t2:t the'sun and the m* under her feet
II 2t:23 nS.ed of the-sun, neither of the m
lAoons:
I. Ch. 23:31 the nev7 m. and on the set feasts
II Ch 2:4 ton the new m. and on the solemn
ti It 8:13 It ft It II It W n «
!f 11 the new m. and for the set feasts
EZt 3:5 both of the new m. and of all the Set
<D 10:35 of the sabbaths of the liew m. for
Is. 1:13 the'new m, and the Sabbaths, the
If l!:U nev^ m, and your .appointed feasts
43:17 in the feasts and in the new m.














and vdien the sun was going dom 
vdien the s« went dovm and it ms ^
The St was ris en upon the earth 
all night “because the s; was set 
as he passed over Penuel the sun rose 
the s. diid the moon and the eleven stars 
If the s. he risen tipon himi there 
And vAien thou seest the s# and the 
the -way vdxere the 3. goeth dgvAi 
Sea tov/ard the going down of the s.
S, stand thou still upon Giheon 
Jordan tomrd the rising of the $•
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Light t
5s As the s. vdien he goeth forth in hiS 
*♦ I9;t4 And the 3. v/ent do^TO upon them
El Sam* 12:11 vdth’ thy vdTes in the sight of this
” ** 12:12 "before all Israel and the s*
II Ki, 23:5 tmmed incense xixitt Baal, to the sun
^ ” 23s 11 kings of Juddh had given to the 's. and burned
Job 9:7 ^ich coramandeth the s* and it
Ps* 1954 hath he set a tabernacle for the s*
** 7 2s 5 long as the s* and moon endure
" 84:11 For the Lord God is a s. and shield
Gen, 1:3-5 ) Let^there be i,.* to divide the 1, from
15-18) darkness
De. 27:16 He that setteth 1. by his father
II S. 23:4 shall be as the 1. of the morning
Job 3:20 is 1, given to him that is in misery
If 18:5 the 1, of the vdcked shall be put out
n 22:28 the 1, shall shine upon thy ways
ti 53s 30 enlightened with the i*. of the living
n 58st5 the vdcked, their 1, is withholden
n 58s 19 vdiere is the vdiere I, dwelleth?
Ps. 27s 1 Ihe Lord is my 1. and my salvation
n 56s9 of life; in thy 1, shall v;e see 1,
tt 37s 6 forth thy righteousness as the -1,
tf 4353 0 send out thy 1, and tliy truth
n 56:1? before God in the 1. of the living?
ft 74s 16 ha^t prepared the 1* and the sun
It 89:15 Lneidaili the hlghir thy colintendhtee
ft 9-7S11 Light is sown for the rightedus, and
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Ps, t04;2 coverest thyself v/ith ll^t as with a 
Ps« t19: 105 w ^69"^ and a 1. xmto my path 
” 119: ^.50 entrance of thy vrord givCth 1,
Pr. ^.4sl8 path of the just is as the shining 1.
" 13:9 the ll of the righteous rejoiceth
Isai 2:5 Let us walk in the %, of the Lord
" 9:2 in darkness have seen 0, great I*
" 42:6 the people for a 1. of the Gentiles
« 60: t
i
Arise, _shine; for thy 1* is come
" 60:19 shall he tuito thee an e verlasting 1*
Da. 2:22 and the 1, dv/elleth him
" 5:11 Of thy fatherll. and understanding
Mt» 4:t6 vAiich Sat in darkness saw a great
5:14 ye are the 1« of the world
5:15 neither do men 1. a candle and .set it
n 5:16 let yoTir light so shine before men
" 6:22 Q?he 1. of tile hody is the eye
" 6:22 the vdxdle hqdy shall he full of 1.
6:25 the 1. that is in thee he darkness
Lu, 16:B viiser than the children of 1,
Jn. t;4 and the lifeawaththe !♦ of men
" 1:9 that was the 1.
« 3:19 that 1. is come into the world and men loved
8:12 saying, I am the i« of the world
Eph. 5:8 walk as children of !•
1, Dim. 5:5 ye are all children Qf 1.
I Jn. 1:5 declare nnto you tiiat God is 1*
D* MATERIAL ARD METHODS.
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AKD MEOHODg.
Aim; The aim of this chapter la to. guggeet a ggltahle organization-of>. 
material from, the five aQur.ce3«of ; Deacriptive Aatronomy, Ifythojqgy, 
Comparative Eeligiona, Nature in Literature, and Bihlical Literature,
M* * *
for uae in a .program of religiqua education; and to huild a few typical 
•programa^ The method of organization pf material \?ould va^ according 
to the followii^ types .of services Vesper and Sunrise services in 
sumnB^ camp and conferences; Informal service or talk at the end of 
a hike; Pro^am./toi'be used in a week-dpy school of religious education* 
The principal aim in' the vesper and sunrise services woxild 'be to lead 
the group into a spirit of reverence and wprship: that of the hike 
vrould he "to create an interest in a knowledge *6f the history and science 
associated v/ith the heavenly bodies and the reflection of the influence 
of these upon hxunaiLhthQh^t in the literature of all ages; that of the 
week- day school of religion v/ould he more informational, educational , 
yet in each of these’different types the leader "would fail to realize 
the highest purpose and possihllities of the service if the group were 
not led in thought and spirit to the Creator of all wonders of earth, 
sea, and sly*
The second' stOp in the organization of material wouli‘ he 
the grouping of material about one of the heavenly bodies or constel­
lations, having first "outlined the themes for such a groupj^ of material, 
.First a su^ested outline hf themes will he given; then the following 
datft' under astrono&ioai” data: name, stories associated with the object; 
scientific data; then hymns, poems, prayer^ and pictures; illustrative 
and interpretative of the theme*’
{Qie following outyn© is suggested ag a basis for organiza­
tion of material;
A# Astronomical data : Name-Stories, and scientific data associated 
vdth the heavenly-body or-^bOdies:
11 Earth*.
2# Sun. ^ ■
Mboh.
4* Solar System*
Constellations ( As suggested by Serviss in " Astronoipy with 
the Naked EJye") :
a. Summer;
1) . Aquiila, the Eagle;
2) i Bootesi the Herdsman, or Bear- Driver;
5), Canes Yenatici, the Hunting-Dogs;
^ 4). Cygnas. the Swan or the Northern Cross;
5) , Delphinas, the Dolphin;
6) - Draco, the Dragon
.T)* Hercules, the great Sun-Swarjn;
8) . Libra, the Balance;
9) * fiyra* the Harp;
to)* Corona, the Northern Crovn;
11)* Orphiuchus et Serpens, the Sepent bearer and the Serpent;
15) . S^itta, the Arrow;
13) . Sagittarius. the Archer;
14) . Scorpio, the Scorpion;
13). Sobieski's ^ield;
16) # Taurus poniatowskii;
17) - Virgo, the Virgin;
18) - Vulpecula, the Little Fox.
tOT
“b. Stars of Auttann;
1) . Andromeda ; the Great WehxiXa^
2) * Aquarius, the Water-Bearer ;
5)* Aries, the Eauij
4) , Ca'Prlcomus. the Goat;
5) • ,Ca38iOT)ela;
6) . Cepheus;
7) ̂ Cetus; the VJhale; l.'Iira, the wonderful variable star;
8) . Pegasus, the Y/inged Horse;
9) ̂ Berseus. Algol, the Demon-'Star; 
to)- .Pisces, the Fishps;
11)* Piscis Austra3.isi the Southern Fjshi the Triangles* 
6t Stars of Winter;
1) , Argo, Jason’s Ship;
2) , Canis Major, the Great Dog; Sirius;
^) 'f Erj.damisi the River Po;
4) ., Lepus., the Hare;




8) •* Pleiades and Evades 
d#- Stars of Soring;
1) , Auriga, the Charioteer;
2) . Berenipe’s Hair;
3) * Cancer,, the Crab; ,
4-). Canis Minqr, the Lesser Dog;
5) , Corvus, the Crgyr;




S’) ^5^dra, the Y/ater-Serpent;
9)\' Leo, the Lipn; » ^ ' r
10) , Ursa Major, t^e'Greater'BPar : th^Great Ll^iper;
11) * Ur^a Minor, the Lesser Bear ; -the^Eole Star.,



















The of the second part of the chapter v/ill he to huild. 
programs demonstrating the' uS^ of'the material as suggested.
fhe Galaxy >\
Service: Veap^r in the open.
Aim: To crea'te reverence for (idd thron^ a atnd^ of the Galaxy.
Call to wordhi]p : I need ndt ahout zny"faith* T^ice eloq,uent
Are (luiet treea and'the green liatening sod;
' Hashed are the stars, wiose power is never speht;
The hills are mate: yet -how they speak of God!
•• "Stlence*i, Charles H, Towne.
Day Is lying in the West,( Hymnal for American Youth, Ho. t-7)
Day is-dying in the west,
Heaven is touching earth with rest;
Wait and worship v^ile the night - •
Sets the evening lan^s a-light 
Thro*- all the siy,
'Holy, holy, holy. Lord God of Hosts)
Heaven and earth are full of thee,
Heaven and earth are praising thee,
0 Lord most hi^|
Lord of life, beneath the dome 
Of the universe, thy home.
Gather us vdi© seek thy f^e 
the-fold of $hy embrdce," '
For thou art nigh^
While the deepening shadows fall.
Heart of love enfolding all,
Through Jbhe glory and^ the grac^
Of the stars that veil thy face.
Oar hearts ascend.
When foreyer from our sight 
Pass the dtars, the day, the night.
Lord of angels, on our eyes 
Let eternal morning rise, 
shadows end,
~ llary A. Lathhury, t877 
William F. Sherwin, t877
Scripture:
0 Jehovah, 'our Iiord,
How excellent is thy name in all the earth.
Who hast set thy glOky upon the heavens)
When I consider thy heavens, the. work of'thy finders. 
The moon and the starS'Vdiich thou hast oxdained;
What Xq nmn, that thou art mindfal of him?
And the’ son of man, that thou visitest him?
For thou hast made him hut little lower than God,^
And crownest him with glory and honor.
- Ps; VIII
ifeditationt
Infinity lay "bare to me last night,
I saw the Mlljy Way stretch star on star.
Space beyond space, inimitably far.Dim nebulae and ordered planets bri^t.'
What Thought, outwearied in .its utmost flight 
Could not percfeire, lay plain before njy eyes,
I gazed upon it with a new surprise.
So unsurprising was the common sight,
Crave thinkers have discussed .with deep surmise 
Whether Infinity might-be, Yet high 
Beyond the dej)ths-'far-reaching of the sl^
Before ny vision stretched the sou^t-^or prize.
So vdien ny eyes shall gaze, 0 God, on-.a?hee.
Strange and familiar vrill the vision be,
- Frederick Palmer,
Galaxy: The Milky V/ay;
(Talk by the Leader)
Gihe Galaxy has borne arbitrary, descriptive, or fanciful titles in every 
age* Anaxagoras, 5^0 B*C., knew it, Aratbs wrote:
" that shining vAieel, men-’call it Milk;”
"The Lovely One” of the Homeric,Hymn', may have been the personification 
of this;-also the Milk-Whiye of the Iliad, for this nymph ms a dau^ter 
of Oceanos, and the Galaxy was. long known as the stream of Oeean^ During 
all historic time it has been thought, of as the”River of Heaven,” It 
was the ” Rtver^f-^he- Shepherd’s - hut, dust-cloud hi^, and the Ak­
kadian ”Eiver-^Df-the-J)ivine^LaSy”, Among the Arabs it-ms ” The IlJ.ver", 
and the Hebrev^s knew it as the ’” River of Light”, But Levi recurred to 
the Akkadian simile in saying that it ms “CThe Crooked Serpent” of the 
Book of Job, XXVI, 13, In China and-Japan, it ms the "Celestial Elver” 
and the ” Silver River", whose fish were frightened by the new moon, 
whiOh they imagined to be a hook, A1 Biruni quoted from a Sanskrit tra­
dition that it vra,3 the " of "tbe Ganges”, In North India it was the 
"Court of Godi, and the ” Dove of Paradise”, In Ronie it ms thought of 
as the "Heavenly Girdle”. The conception of the lEl^ Way as a pathmy
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has alv;ayg and everywhere "been current, aa in Ovid*a
*1. High, road paved, v/lth atara-to the court of Jove?
Mlton’a Paradiae Loatj
” Ohe Way to Xk)d*a^eternal houae, 
the much quoted:
'* Broad and ample road v\4ioae duat ia gold,
And pavement atara, aa atara to thee appear 
Seen in the galazy, that milky way 
Which nightly aa a circling zone thou aeeat 
Pov/der*d v/itn ataraj"
The Noraemen knev/ it aa the "Path of the Qioata" going to Talholl (Val­
halla), the place of their heroea alain in "battle; and our North American 
Indiana had the aame idea, aa-witneaaed the"wrinkaed old Nakomia", when 
teaching the little Hiawatha, she
Slowed *the “broad white road in heaven.
Pathway of the ghosts, the shadows.
Running straight across the heavens.
Crowded with the ghoata, the shadows.
To the kingdom of Ponemah,
To Jhe land of the hereafter;
the “brighter stars along the road marking their campfires, aa embodied
in William Hamilton Hayne*s Indian Fancy;
Pure leagues of stars, from garish light withdrawn 
Behind celestial lace-work pale as foam,- 
I think between the midni^t and the dawn 
^uls pass through you to their mysterious home.
Our Aborigines and the Eskimo also called it the Ashen Path, as did the
Bustoen from Afriffa^- the ashes hot and gloWing, instead of cold and dark,
that benighted travelers mi^t see their way home, as the classical
Manilius has said;
this vflas once the ^th 
Where Phoe“bu3 drove; and in length of Years 
The heated track took Fire and burnt the Stars,
The Colour changed, the Aahes atrewed the Way,
And Still preserve the marks of the Decay;
Among the early Hindus it vra,3 the Path of Aryaman, leading to his throne *
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in Elyai-umj in the Panjah it'ig the path'ot IToah's Ark, the Pa-tagoni^s
think it the road on Tdiich their dead friends are hunting ostriches. The
Idea of these path-titles may have come from the fancy that this heavenly
i-my crovflied with stars resembled the earthly ro^ds crowded VTi^th pilgrims.
In Sweden the Milky Way is the Einter Street, and that counta^'s 'idea*^
of it is thus beautifully giyen by Miss Edith M, Ihomas;
Silent with starniust, yonder it lies - 
ffihe Winter Street, so fair and so vflilte;
Winding along throu^ the boundless skies,
Down heavenly vale, up heavenly height.
Faintly it gleams, like a summer road 
^en the light in the vflsst is sinking low.
Silent with star-dusti By v^o^e abode 
Does the Winter Street in its vdndings go?
And who are they, all unheard and unseen —
0 vho^ are they vjho'se ‘-blessed feet 
Pass over that hi^vay smooth and sheen?
What pilgrims travel the Winter Street?
Are they not those ^'hom here we miss
In the i^feys'and the days that are vacant below?
^ As the dust of that Street their footfalls kiss •
= Does' it not bri^ter and bri^ter grow?
Steps of the .children there may stray
Where the broad day shines though dark earth sleeps.
And thorp at peace in the light they nlay;
While sdmoone below still wakes and weeps*
In England for centuries the Galaxy has been the of Saint James} in 
Prance with the peasantry, the road of Saint Jacques of Compo^telU, in 
Spain the vray of their patron saint in battle - El Camino de Santiago , 
VZherever this idea of road was held in early times it seems to have re­
ferred to the laiky Way as traveled by the departing souls of illustrious 
men and the stars vrere regarded not only as the homes of such but often 
as the very souls themselves physically shining in the skies, as , meta­
phorically they had upon the earth. In poetry the MUky Way has ever 
been a favorite^ Itoillus v/rote of it:
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" as .a "beaten-Path that spread^ hetw^eij 
A tr,Qddep lileadow aii,d divides the Greei;,
Or as i.'Aien Seas are plow’d behind the Ship,;
Foam curls oij the green surface of the Seep,
In Heaven’s dark surfage such this Circle^lies,
And parts with various Light the Azure skies.
Or as vAien Iris draws her radiant ,Bojy 
"SdQH .geems thi.s circle to the Igrld ■helu\^,
y/e find numgrpns recent poetical Siiniles. ])aute in hi^ ConvitQ said
the .4ua^agora3 conaidered it reflected light .from the sun-and this opinion
was shared by Aristotle, Democritus, and even as late as-1000 A*D. He
also attributed to Aristotle the theory that it was the gathering of
vapors under the stars of that region, and Aristotle expressed still a
third opinion, that it ms the gaseg from the* earth set on, fire in the slty,
^Ehe Pythagoreans and others thou^t that it marked the blazing path of
the .disastrous runaw» -as Iiongfel-lQwhas ^aid in ” She Galasy" i.
Phaeton’s wild co-urse that scOrched the skies 
TShere’er the hoofs of his hot coiirsers trod.
Some thou^t it the sunbeams left behind in the track of the sun’s chariot,
#•
Theophrastus, of the third century before Christ, thou^t that it marked
the junction of the two starry hemispheres, as expressed by Manilius:
VWiether the Skies grov/n old here Shrink their frame,
4nd thrpu^ the chinks admit an upper Flame,
Or vdiether here the Heaven’s two halves are joyn’d,
But o^ly clog’d, still leave a Se§m behind.
Or here the parts in Wedges closely prest, .
_ To fix the Frame, are thicker than the Hest,
Like clouds condens’d appear, and bound the Si^t,
The Azure being thickened .into White,
It ms Galileo, by the aid of his telescope ” got rid of disputes
about the Galaxy.... . for it is nothing elSe but a mass of innumerable
stars pianjed^ together ,in clusters’!-; This belief had been expressed
even in antiquity,-by lythagoras and Democritus as early as 460 B,C,,
vdio said that it'was a'vagt assemblage of very distant stars, as Manl—
lius expressed;
Or is the spacious bend serenely bri^t
'-*■*1*--- fc'
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From little^ Stars, wnich there their Beams unltej, 
ihid maJce one solid and continue^ light?
Arabian poets alsQ spokq of it as
Ehe Mother of olugtered stars,
4*
Ont knowledge of it may he' .gunimed up briefly thus: It covers more tviar^ 
one-tenth of the visible heavene^. Qontaining nine-tenths of the.visible 
stars, and sebms a yaet zoner^haped nebula, jjearly^a great circle of the 
spheres, the; poles being in Coma and Cetus. Jt con be partially resolved 
into innumerable stars, althou^ even the largest telescopes \7ill not 
resolve the faintest parts. It is inclined about sixty-three de^ees 
to the celestial equator and,as Hersghel virroto,'is ta sidereal vidiat the 
Invariable ej?liptic is. to planetary astronoiqy,- a plane of xiltimate refer­
ence, the ground-plane of the sldereab.-system. Our position is close 
to its central plane and is not favorable to a correct survey. As we 
see It it is marked by strange cavities, vrLth branches In all directions, 
and i§ interrupted in its course, especially at Orphiucirus and Argo, 
apparently by the operation of some force still at work,- these inter­
ruptions being in its width ag well as in Its course. Its apparent 
structure is not uniform, but curdled or fialiy,- bri^t patches alter­
nating with faint or with almost absolute vacancies# It contains a large 
nxujber of star-clusters, and has but few trae nebulae, althou^ among 
these are the important Horseshoe Nebula below Scutum, the Doinb-bell 
in Vulpecula, and the 5?rifid in Sagittarius; yet large diffused masses 
of nebulosity are found in several portions of it. With Miss Clerke 
We conclude that ” it Is a large part of a larger scheme exceeding the 
compass of finite mindg to grasp in its entirety.”
Allen, E.H«, Star Names and gheir Ifeanlngs. pp, 474-485. 
Serviss, Garrett P4, Astronomy vrflth the Naked Ev-e.-ma. 171-181,
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Hjorni: ( Hymnal fqr the;. Living no*.88, ffung Ly 4:he group).
God of the iarth, the’ slsy, the. 36^1 
Ifeker pf ail above, helow|
Creation lives dad moved In thee,
a33y present life through all .doth flov?,'
We give thee thanks, thy name we Sitlg,
Almighty Father; heavenly King, -
53iy love is in the-sunshine*3 gl6w;
G?h|r life is in the qi^cKening alf;
VQien lightnings flhSh and stprm-J^ndd blow,
There is'power; *thy law-43 there.
We give thee thanks, thy name we-'sihg^
Alml^ty Father, heavenly King,
We feel thy calm at _evening*s hour.
Thy ‘grandeur In 'the march x>t night;
And,vdien ftihy^ morning breaks-in power,
We hear thy wo'rji, *Let ^there^be lightj*
We give thee thanks, thy-namesii^.
Almighty Father; heavenly King,
Samuel Longfellow, 1864-
St. Catherine, Henry F. Herqy and J.G. Walton, 1874
Prayer:
"When we donsider Thy heavens, 0 Lprd, the work of Thy fingers , 
the sun,an(5oi^"='andf3tarS vAiich Thou hast madejnvvhat is Tnp.»i that Thou 
art mindful of hlmT "Thou coverest Thyself with ii^t as with a gar^
,1 ■'
meat. Thou spreadest out* the heaves as a curtain*, Thera, makest the 
clouds Thy charioti and ridest upon -the “wings of the wind, (Hie heavens 
declare Thy glbry and the firmament showOth the .work‘of Thy hands*
Day uttereth instruction unto day, and night dhoweth khowledge unto 
night. The voice of Thy v/orks goeth forth to the ends of the World,- 
0 that men would praise the Lord for His goodness and for the wonder 
of His* works. Give us, 0 Lord, souis tha See.. Amen, "
- Matton and Brogdoh * ServSees for the Qnenl 53.
ji___lai IHl i:
Polarla - A Friendly Star.
Call to Worship: The heavejas 4?clare the glory of GoAj.
-Ps.' 19it.
Thou,Lord, hast visited me in the nighl:*
-PS, 17:2.
Whither shall I gd from thy Spirit?
Or whithei;^ Shal.1 J .^lee •f?*om thy, presence?
If 1 ascend up into heaven, thou art there: 
If I taka- the wings -of the mornihg.
And dwell in the uttermost parts of the sea; 
Even there sfeall thy-hand lead me^
And thy ri^t hand hold me.
When I av/ake, ^ am still with thee.
* - Ps. T59.
There's a Beautiful Star
- Hymnal for American Youth* 86 
Eossiter W. Eaymond, l84D-I9l8.
,PrederiQk Schill^ios.
Ifcr Star
All that I loiow
Of a certain star '•
Is, it can throw
(Like'the angled spar) r
Now a dart of red.
Now a dart of hlue;
" Till my friends have daid 
They vrould faii; see,too. 
star that dartles the red and the hlue I 
Then it dtops, like a hird; like a flower hangs furled;
They must solace themselves v/ith the Saturn above it.
TOiat matter to. Die if their star is a world? - ,Itoe has opened its soul to me; therefore I lov? it.
S' - Bohert Browgirig,
Stars,l^ke people,-differ'in magnitude - ’brilliancy, size, color, distance,
variableness and other characteristics such, as twinkling and fixity. Unless
one has-learned Ijo discern-these individual characteristics he co\ild
hardJLy say -that it has opened its soul to him,
Stars^are sujjs, some of them probably much la^rger and brighter
than our sun if viewed from their position. Eaph star is probably the
center-of a system,-to some eprtent resembling our sola.r system, The planets,
^ijdiich are the members of our solar system, are the 'wanderers and other stars
^jnmi:
Beading:
are known as the fixed stars althotigh observations covering a period of 
centuries shows that these, too, change their position slightly with 
reference to the earth.
From earliest' times the stars have inspired people to aa 
attitude of worship. Some of the' andient ideas as to udiat' they were 
are ; ' studs nailed to the celestial sphere; fires nourished by the 
igneous matter vdiich streamed- out from the center of thfe edrth; lunl— 
nous stones Rifled up from the earth; breathing holes in the universe; 
lights carried by deities; souls of the departed.
’ As a means of classification the stars have been divided 
into six magnituted, the first ma^itude'stars are‘twenty in number 
and the second’class contains about sixty-five. According'tp this clas­
sification about 6050''stars are visible to the naked eye untfer the most 
favorable circumstances, but only abdut 2000 are commonly seen by most 
people at any one time. Telescopic cameras tod^ reveal them by the 
Mib^tiTonss.
4mong the bright stars of the heaven, Sirius- the brightest, 
7ega, Procyon, idgel, Altair, Spica, Begolus, and Foaalhaut are called 
vdiite^, although Sirius, Ve^, and Higel have a bluish or green tinge, 
while Bfegulus and Polaris are vdiite; Capella, Arcturus, Ca'stor, and the 
sun are yellow; AntafeS> Aldebaran, and 'BetelgeuAe are red,
The twinkling of the stars is due to the different tempera­
tures and densities of the strata of the atmosphere through which their 
light passes. The light of stars near the horizon tra^rses a greater 
stretch of atmosphere, causing them to twinkle more than tho^e in the 
zenith. Therb is some other cau^e as yet unknown. Variations in density 
cause variations in refraction of light. Since refraction., is different 
for different colors, ^idien a star twinkles it may flash blue or green
at one time and red or yellow at another,
Polaris a Alpha of Ursa Mnor, is the ” most practically 
useful star in the heavens”-. It is a double — topaz yellow and pale 
white star vdiich represents the end of the lo:^ tail of the Little 
Bear, or the end of the bent handle of the Little Dipper, the bowl 
Of vAiich hangs down towards the handle of the Great Dipper, The con­
stellation contains two stars of the second magnitude, one of the third, 
three of the fo^th, and four of the fifth. Polaris is rivalled in 
bri^tness by Kochab, Beta, in the bowl of tne Dipper, Phoenice was 
the early Greek name for this "lovely northern ii^t!" As the art of 
navigation increased this star became loiovai as Stella Maris, a title 
vdiich St, Jerome applied to the Virgin Mary, since a star was a symbol 
oi sanctity, and vra.s peculiarly so of the holiest of VTOmen, It was the 
Steering Star to early English navigators, vSio
knew no ITorth, but vdien the Pole Star shone, 
or as Thomas Moore wrote in his Light of the Haram:
that star, on starry nights 
The seaman singles from the sIq^
To steer hi^ bark forever by.
It became the Loadstar, or Lodestar of early English authors, Bryant
beautifully alludes to its office in his Hjnm to the North Star:
Constellations come, and climb the heavens, ^d go.
Star of the PoleJ and thou dpst see -them set,'
Alone in thy cold skies.
Thou keep’st thy old .unmoving station yet,
Nor jpin'st the dances of that glittering train.
Nor dtpp’st thy virgin orb in the blue western main.
On thy unaltering blaze 
The half-wrecked mariner, his compass lost, 
i Eixes his steady gaze.
And steersvundoubting, to the friendly coast;
And they vAio stray in perilous wastes by night.
Are glad vftien thou dost shine to guide their footsteps righti
A UeauteouS type of th^t mohangine good,
That bright eternal beacon, by whose ray
The voyager of time sheul'd dhapd his heedfid way. 1
Polaris IS now less than one degree and a quarter from the tme pole! 
Its"Tirtnally fixed position in space" makes it a nni-versal sign-post 
for Wanderers both by land and sea. In the days of Hipparchus it served 
to indicate the north point; although 4n cou3e4uenoe3 of the Precession 
Of tile Equinoxes, it v^as more tiian tvrelve degrees from the true pole.
It is still approaching the pole and astronomers tell us that it will 
he vathip half a degree^6f it less than two centuries hence; after that 
it vdll recede, and in perhaps eleven thousand years, it will he fifty 
degrees distant from the pole. While Koch^h rivals Polaris in hrilUancy,
It differs strikingly in color. Polaris is white or yellowish white, 
and Kochah is reddish.
In Babylonia this constellation - Ursa Minor- ms called 
the. Leopard, in Egypt the Jackal of Set, in Scandanavian nythology 3,t 
ms the Throne of Thor, and the Finns alone among Horthem nations, 
according to Mr. Allen., called It the Little Bear; in Cihina it has been 
from ancient times an object of worship; the Horth American.Indians 
are said to have regarded this constellationoas a bear.
Stars other than the planets are at a very great distance 
from us, so far that telescopes do not make them Appear much larger than 
they appear to the naked eye. As an aid in comprehending this very great 
distance; let ds recall that It takes eight minutes for light from the 
sun to reach-the earth. - a distance of abcfut-ninety-two million mUes.' 
Thus we see that light travels at' a spaed of a hundred ei^ty six thou­
sand miles per sdcond. The nearest star is 264,UOO times- as far from 
us as the ^ is from the earth. Over four years are required for li^t 
AaiBy,C-a.-Hs,fStartBamemAnd Their lfcanlTi>>.q, t,t. 447,458.
to reach us from the nestrest fixed star. Singe the "brightest stars are 
not the nearest, there must he difference in size, {Phe distance of 
Polaris from us has been variously estimated from thirty-six to sixty-
-"s.
three years, and It is receding frgm our system at the rate pf about 
sixteen miles a second. Some stars are so distant that several hundred
N '
year^ are required for their li^t to -reach the earth. Each of the 
distant stars is thought to be another sun, - the center of another 
universe,-
In comparing the world-concept today v/ith that of the Middle
Ages we find that Mediaeval cosmology placed the earth in the center of
the universe; they considered it the most_^^port^t part of creation.
Sun, moon, and stars, v/ere Created 6000 years ago on the fourth day of
greation, for the sole pusTpose of giving light to the earth's inhabitants.
According to our viev; today, the earth is merely one of the planets,' and
a minor one at that, revolving rgund the sun, The sun itself is one of
five hundred i^llion or more suns; it is only one "shining speck" in
the " jev/eled casket of heaven". Thus do the heavens tell hf the infiu3,ty
of space and of the eternity of time; that there is imtJthervoid neither
hCi^t nor depth, neither right nor left, amd in time neither beginning
nor end. Gur conceptions are relative to our imperfect and transitory
impressions, and that the only reality is the Absolute.
Sung by the grOup; ( H,A,Y, Kq. 22)
Abide with me|
Sast falls the 'eventide;
The darkness deependj Lord vdth me abided 
When, other helpers'fail, and comforts flee,- 
Help of the helpless, 0 abide with me,
"Henry P, lorts, 1847 
Eventide, - William H. Monk, I86l
Prayer: We thank Tfi.ee, our Father, for the friendly sthrs ^diich tell Qf
thy infinite pov/er and wisdom, and of our om insignificance. Help us
to grow in vdsdom and reverence as -vrp meditate upon them, Amen, ..
1 Macphersori, Rev, Hector,"The-irifluence of Astronomy’on Human Thoxi^t,"
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When the Whale -SwalloY?ed the Ifoonif 
Occaglont 'Around a camp fire.
■^iPt Primitiye yerm^ modem 'beliefs which inspired td .-aro and reverence.
On Aagnst fourteenth & jajitlyof. student pilgrims left
Beirjit for Baalbeki vdiich_^had 'been/anh<wqed as ^ Rome's mightiest
offering to her gods^^ (^e afternoon autqmphil^ trip across the Le'ba— 
nons ,was. one pf the. mpst thrilling of a lifetime^ for the Lebanons 
th<wgh.perhaps not so grand as the Swiss Alps, nor so majestic as the 
American Bockies^ are ■unsurpassed in their marvelous beauty of color.
Xheir range with-its forests-and numerous valieys give the impression 
of huge, synjnetrical scallqps streaked horizontally vdth most heAutifol 
shades of olivp and Jerald green, brown, russet, garnet. Roman-red, 
blue, gray, amber, and amethyst, - the whole spftened by .a purple haze 
veiling their summits. OJruly this is the work of the Mas-Cer Artist,
These were the Lebanon^ wHete Soiompn-employed his 50,000 woodmen tp 
cut Gpdar-and cypress trees for use in building the temple of Jerusalem,
Of all the cedar groves which o^ce covered their' slopes, there now re­
main but fi-Te-.
The- word Baalbek, or the Greek n^e Heliopolis means a town 
of**Baal** or '* Sun^, It. is considered-one of the most ancient pities of 
the world. The Arabs who took j^ssession-pf it- suppose that it dated 
from time‘irmnemorial. According to their legends Adam and the patriarchs 
inhabited the country round about Baalbek. Near it is the scene of the 
murder,of 4'bel, the residence of Seth, the tomb of. Noah, and of his son 
Shpnfr They tell how Cain built. Baalbek as a place of refuge after Jehovah 
had cursed him. They also believe that Baalbek is the place where .Nimrod
t
built his famous tow^r, intended to reach.-fche skips,- the tower of Babel, 
-t, Alouf, Michel M,, History of Baalbek, pp; 52-54, Catholic Printing
TressT^eTjFofTT^»’
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Baal'bek was the "birthplace of the worship of the Sun, When'the Romans
conquered Syria under Julius Caesar in 47 A.D. , they left unaltered the
Christianity was "becoming quite popular in
those regions and in order to gain the affection and .confidence of those 
Orientals and "because of their antagonistic feeling toward Christianity '
they sought to compete with it "by d^nstratihg the po^^er and genius
of their pagan gods through the" "building of magnificent temples. (Dhey 
utilized the renown already gained "by "building their marvellous temples 
out of the materials employed by the ^oenicians in "building their temple
to Baal, TOiis work v/as begun dxiring the reign of Antonius the Pious
and completed during the rei'gn. of C^racalla, 2X2 A#I), Inscribed on 
bases, of columns, of the. entrance to,, the temple was the folldw^^: ** To 
the Great Beliopolitan Jupiter, t.o Venus, and Jfercury,' gods of Heliopolis,..” 
When the Greeks and Rom^s conquered Syria-, they worshipped Baal under 
the name ©f Jupiter, the greatest of their own gods, considering him 
the,.Sun*^d. The. ruins of this holy city of'the Eastland the temple to 
its great deity, Baal - ^he Sun, or Jupiter, are considered second ohly 
to those of Kamak Egypt.
We arrived at the hotel d* Orient at about five o’clock. It
v/as the night of full moon. After dinner a small party went forth with 
a native guide to see the, ruins by moonlight r* a matchless way to see 
Bhadowsfoft'.thg^.pAst, The guide ^s instructed not to tell uS about them 
but ^st .to lead the way and to protect against pitfalls and that we 
would drink it in at our pleasure and ask for information vSien desired. 
Surely the -heavens had nearer been more beautiful and for the first time 
in "Wiis land of cloxidless and smokeless atmosphere vre truly appreciated 
the poetic simile, ” eyes like Syrian stars**. They were falling fast 
that night. In the short..period of our visit to the ruins nineteen
it8
were seen shooting across the heavens» After mndering ahont the Great
C^urt for sonife time v;e approached the temple of Jupiter. We paused
■before the famous six columns to pay tribute to the kixig ,of all this
celestial host v/ho was none other than J'p.plter himself poised jus^* above
those columns of the anci-ent temple of Jupiter. The^ leader of^our party
repeated Byron’s ode from Childe Harold's Pilgrimage, Canto IIIV'v,88 :
Te starffl which are the poetyy of Heaven!
If in your bright leaves we would read the fate 
0f men and empires, - » tis to be forgiven,v.-'
That in our aspirations to be great.
Our destinies o’er le^p their mortal state.
And claim a kindred with you; for ye are 
A Beauty and a Ifystery, and-create 
In US' such love and reverence tram afar,
^^t Fortime^ -- Fame,—^ower, - Life,
Hamed themselves a Star,
Then we ascended a winding enclosed stairs to the top of the t^le of
i ^
SfenuS^radjoining the temple of Jupiter, vdiere we could look out over 
the whole ruins and its surroundings^ ^denly our attention was at­
tracted by n. great tumulj — all kinds of weird noises , barking dogs, 
beating bn tin-pans, shrieks, and other noises of a Syrian night. We 
astedthe guide the cause ^and he shov/ed us that the moon v/hich had now 
ascended some little distance was beginning to be eclipsed. He in­
terpreted the celebration of the natives as the performance of religious 
ceremonies whereby they were attempting to frighten away the v/haXe which 
had come to swallow the moon. What a perfect setting for such a dramaj 
The uiises continued and likewise the moon continued to disappear until 
after about an hour it v/as totally eclipsed. But strange to say it 
did not completely disappear, but rather became a very dark copper^olord^ 
circular spot, on the sky^in vdiich condition it remained for'perhaps an 
hour or more. 3)uring this period there v/as a lull in the celebration but 
when the moon began to. emerge from the shadow the noises were renewed 
^-^■wWith vehemence — this time the celebration of their victory bvcr the whaSe,
ii9
Similar interpretations of eclipses are to "be fou^ In the 
records of other people^,. The Chinese heat the drum to, frighten away 
the ilragon which swallows the sun p.r moon,at the time of ,an eclipse,'
In Africa the trumpet is "blown at- such seasqns; £n saiihet dembns are 
exorcised, a^n Israel Jeho,vah»3 attention ms galled by the blast of 
the trumpet.
Such are. the relics of primitive thought and -worship which 
persist even to ^our day. What enlightenment has-the science of astronony 
contributed to human thou^t? It is surprising how few people even ‘to 
a center of education and culture understand just what happens vdien there 
is an eclipse of.'moon or sun,. Jffor have pepple*,s interest in thgse eelestil 
dramas waned because of the revelations of science a.s wag demonstrated on 
January 2:4, 't925». when thousands of people from-all walks._of life -closed 
shops and business, took early trains, and endured discomforts of irhe 
extreme cold,-to witness-a total eclipse of the sun betv/een 3ostqn 
hew Vprk City. V/e understai^ that this spherical body knovni as the moOn, 
is about 240,000 miles, distant from the qarth^ that it is about 2000 
miles in diameter; that, it revolves around the earth once in twenty^fght 
days., and rotates on its axis once, in that time thus always keeping the 
same part turned toward us^ that its surface, is ve3^ rough becauJSe of 
craters, vol'qanoes, mountains, but has no signs of atmosphere or life; 
that its ever-changing phases .are due t,o its positions with respept to 
the sun and earth — these phases being known as new moon, crescent, quad­
rature,-gibbous, fuidjagibbousi-cquadfature.^ and crescent, toe earth 
.and moon cast a shadow in the direction opposite to the .sun. Since the 
sun is a hundred times the diameter of the earth, apd- four hundred times 
the diameter of the moon, the shadow is cone-shaped, toe average length 
of the earth's shadow is ff56;900 miles; that of the moon 232,-OO0 miles.
w w mTT
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When the moon pasgea through the earth* g ahadow, all or a part of it he- 
comeg invlaihle or ig eclipaed. Owing to the Incline of the moon* a orhit 
to that of the earth, it doea not alwayg fall within the earth*$ ghadow 
vdien on the game aide of the eftrth, thug we do not have an eclipse at 
the time of every fall moon. In day time when the mooh'-ila cloae enough 
to the earth fdr ita ahadow^o reach the earth, the aun ia hidden in 
that area, --eclipaed, There can he seven eclipaea of both sun and moon 
within a year; there may he none of the moon or aa many aa three; there 
are always at least two of the sun and there may he as many as ftve, “but 
never three of moon and five of mm in the same year;
The conditions which make possible an eclipse of the moon 
ares a full moon, and at or near a: node of its orhit. An eclipse of
the sun is possible only When there is a new moon, and near or at a 
node.
The effect? of the moon on the earth are that it reflects 
a SBali amount of li^t and heat; its conjunction with the sun produces 
tides, and thfere are some minor effects stich as mimte 'variation in the 
magnetic needle, precession of equinoies, and slight changed in the motion 
of the earth. She ampimt of light and heat received from the the moon in
one year is about equal to that received from the son in qiie and three- 
.tenths secohds.
The fact that theae eclipaea, entirely beyond the control 
of m^, occur at the very mimte and almost second predicted, had given 
the untrained as well aa the trained mind great confidence ^ the work 
of the astronomers. Today Instead of marvelling at the**ais,)rdGr*»of the 
Tmiv^rse at the time of an eclipse as did the ancients, we marvel at 
the’Unfinite order** in that these do occur regularly and in keeping 
with the laws of the universe: and at man's ability to comprehend these
laws according to v/hich the Creator works
EcliT)se of gun -and moon : how the gun ig gclipged hy the
. ;i ‘V.^adow of the moot; reaching tjde .earth, and how the moon ig eclipged 
when it paggeg throng the g^dow of the earth.
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Oh ^Phou guibllme. Sweet Evening Star I**
Oceagiont An informal gathering a hillflde.or on t^ ghore^ as the 
evei^i^ star growg more and more hrilliant in the sunmer 
twilight, j[ Somser Conference),
Croup: Yonng People from fifteen to sixteen years of ^ge,
' \-
Aim: - CPo emphasize the^power of tyue love to porify, to sacrifice;
to gaffer^ tp serye» to irnnortalize^ thrpi^h association of 
these with Ihe evening star,
Bfaslc: ** Lovely Uight, 0 Uight DlvineT'*
^ Barcarolle from^*^-!E^ iDaleS of Hbfftaan% Act. III^-ITo,
, Jacques Offenbach^
( Words, with violin accompaniment.) " ^
Lovely night, 0 night divine,
-•ITow-ehed thy stillness o’er uSj-_Night more gentle than the ll^t,
0 calm and holy ni^tt
Time flies swift on pinions hri^t 
It hears our dream forever.
Far to unknown lands so hri^t.
And ne'*er returns the day 4
Ye soft winds gently blow,
Xoye Is like to a.flower.
By zephyrs guard^ o’er,
Cive us ever this hour!Ah - ^
Lovely ni^t, 0 night divine 
How shed thy stillness o’er us;.Night more gentle than the li^t,
0 calm and JhPly night!
0 thou night divine!.
Ah» night more, gentle th^n light.
Oh thou lovely night, dh ni^t divins!
c Venus is the most hrilliant object in the sky and has been
almost universally associated with the goddess of love. She is the zenith 
of poetic suggestion and association among celestial objects, Venus is 
the second planet in size and distance from the sun, ranging from the
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small-est to tlie greatest. Its greatest distance-fropi the sani.is about 
sixty-seven million miles; its period of xevplutiQO. - its year- is two- 
hundred and twenty-five days. It has been cal'led the t^h of the earthj 
its diameter is 'J.'JOO miles and its nearest di^tancsa trm the earth Is 
26,'000,000ttoiles -Owing to Its nearness to.“‘the sun, Venus |flik©
Mercury, appears nnly as mdmihg'and evening :Star, or sometimes by day 
but never In the midni^t sV« IZhen near inferior conjunction, Venus 
appears by day; when greatest elongation West, as morning star, and 
vdien greatest elongation east, as evening star, Venus returns to infer­
ior conjnncttoh every 584 days*. In astronomioai hiato^ Vgnus S0rv«^ 
as <3aliloo*s.orushing.refutation,Qf .the 0^-4 Itolemaic or geocehtrlo system, 
due to his discovery of the fact that she has phases similar to those 
of the-moon , and for the same reason - her relative positions to g^th 
and sun,
iUhe earliest record found is 686 B,C, At first Venus was 
jnistaken fOr* two stars; Phosphorue in the doming and Hesperus in the 
evening, !Phe Arabs called her EJ Zorah, the **Splendor of Heaven* ; 
some -have identified her with Isaiah's " Lucifer, Sou of the Mbmin^ ; 
Homer, who ,has mentioned no other planets, has called her * the beautiful*, 
Venus is the Homan uame-for the goddess of love known in Greece as Aphrodit^ 
Ho eye can fail, to note her - the-nearest and most beautiful of the Barth's 
sisters- as she glows with increasing splendor in serene evenings of June:
* Gem of the crlinson-colored even,
Coa^anion of retiring day,*
In Wagner's famous opera,* (Daimhauser*, we find that beautiful tribute 
to her as the ” sublime sweet evening star", symbolizing the true love 
pf the princess Elizabeth for her kni^t ITannhauser*
After the coming of Christianity into the world people no
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longer 'belteTed. in the old gods and goddesses. They were called evil 
spirits, or else people said that they had never real.ly existed at dll, 
Venos, the goddess of love,had heen worshipped in many lands, for- did 
not love stir the. hearts of all men and would it not rule the world at 
last? She had heen given all honor and affection, in turn she 
had heen the kindest of all deities and. had tried to’make her Subjects 
happier and more considerate of one another,
ITow all this was changed. People had ceased to worship Tenus 
and in revenge she began to do everything she could to injure them, - 
instead.of.epore-affection-vftiich makes the heart glad,* she sent a baser 
love ^ich is only selfish-ajid which brings Jealousy, -and ^QUAvrels, 
heartaches in its train. She became a witch and wem; to dwell in a 
deep cavern within a mountain in (Senoany which came to be called the 
TenuSberg, Here sne would lie in wait for youths whom she would en­
chant and keep imprispned .within the mountain forever. They would for­
get their home and loved ones ^ everything while they served her and 
were Object to her wiles# They no longer saw the moon or sun Of stars 
or the fresh green of the springing grass. Instead they lived in a 
rose^olored twill^t -filled with beautiful clouds, the heavy perfuse 
of flowers, and the'dancing laughing figures of youths and maideha ^ 
spirits of this nySterioxis underworld ruled by the witch Tenus#
One day while this enchantress was Watching atiA waiting 
ndar the entirance to her grotto she saw a Imight coming slo^rty over 
the mountains. He was young aaml handsome but Just now seemed mOody 
and dispirited. His name whs Tannhauser 'and he lived in the coxiritiy 
- of Thuringia# The king of the country,in his castle 'at Wartburg^ had 
held many song contests and great -was the honor to any knight or minstrel 
whd Woh his prizes# OnO of the best hhrpers and sweetest singers of*
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thenl all was T^nrUi^user. It' ms whispered that so appealing were hid 
harp chords and so wonderful ms his voice, tliat he had quite‘won the 
heart of the' King’s hieqe, the Frlnoess Hizaheth, .He loved the Princess 
and he loved his mosic hut hg felt vagi^]^ dissatisfied. Honors and 
pleasures had seemed to cbme with too l^ttie‘efforJ, He wanted to
S E '
reach ont for other things still nhattkinahle --lie Imew not ^z^t«
He hade farewell to the’ Princes^ and to his friends at the 
castle to travel in distant lands, l?he parting was sorrowful, and now 
as he set forth across the mountains carrying only his harp he ms doubly 
sad and cast down. Suddenly the rhck door of. a cavern swung^ aside before 
hiV gaze as if hj^m^ic. In'the dimly lighted entrance he'saw. a beau­
tiful woman* standing, stretchii^ out’her-arms to* him, 'Ifer figuire ms 
outlined hy a-halo caused hy the rosy gl6w which‘hame froin within the 
cave. It ms Venus who sou^t to Ixire him. Her iJOrrihle itched, ©yes 
were hidden behind a snd.iing face, and she ms once again the fairest 
v/oman in all the world. She wove a spell i/^ile she beckoned to him:
Come’? dhe said sodtly, ** I have seen your unrest and alone can bring 
you happiness* In iqy blest'land you* will find all the music and beauty 
for which you Seek. Cornel **
Scarcely* knowing what he did, the knight obeyed. As he en­
tered the portal the heavy stone closed behind him and at the same moment 
the zoemory of his earth-life mnished like *a dream. He ms a subject 
Of Venusf. She led him far into the depths of her nysteribus realm and 
at every step his v/onder and delight increased. He served-his queen fOr 
a year, but at last a* change came over him. Something within told him 
that*he waS" a slave. Venus eaw this hew"mood" and began to prepare wilder 
pleasures ^ dances, pageants, tableaux, banquets, tournaments', and concerts, 
Venus asked' him to- compose a' song in “her honor and he responded with one
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full of pral0e of her heauty and cham* But even ad he gang hie ;ne^
fpund longing gained hold 6n him and he ended with an outhurdt which
surprlded even himj
***Tig freedom I mudt win or die,
"for freedom I can, all def^,^
In rOde^roed grottoed I am longing 
For all the .doft wqod-ze^^iTrd thron^ing^
For ridiou of fair heayen^d hl^, 
d^e d{>^3 of "birdd, the old earth'd viewj 
Come life, come death, forth;would I go 
To tadte of human joy or woe,
N'o more in dlaveiy wotild X lie 
0 queen, 0 goddesd, let me fly4*
At thid appeal for freedom, Tenud, though angry, liid her feelizigd behind 
her dmiie and daid, V/hither would you fly? The earth yo^ gj>eak of hag 
forgotten you. Here all thingd are yourd.^ »V Still, I .would av/ayi I 
know npt Vihere, 0 queen, 1 will not be. didloyal to your memoiy, indeed,
.1 will dine yoT^ praige and yourd alone, but give me leave to gol •
** Then departl dald Venoa,, her voice growing cold wjth anger, **Out 
of ray eight, ungrateful mortal I But heed well my warning, Xou have 
lodt your hold upon the other world by lingering here, and men wfll dhan 
you when they find whence you come. Some day you will return to me, and 
Willi^ly.* Till then, awayl She dtamped her foot and in an indtant 
the scene had changed^ TannhaxLSer found himself lying upon a grassy 
^oll u)3der the wide blue sky of heaven with bright dimlight streaming 
full upon him. Instantly his past life came back to him, 4 smote 
his heairt when h© ypmembered the XTinceds Elizabeth - her smile and her 
sweet, gradlousness. The soxmd of men's voiced came to the blight's ears-A
-a moumfui yet beautiful -melody chanted by -a group o^ pilgrims on their
/
way to ^me. The l^ght felt the weight of hid sin, fell upon his knees 
before a wayside cross and prayed fervently fdr forgiveness,. Presently 
the Mng and a troop of huntsmen startihg out uppn the chase passed near 
•the kneeling knight. The king recognized him and reigning his horse
kindly ^ere Tannhauger had told him that he had heen mig^ed
greatly In the lists 'of' son^ and upon the chase and urged him^^to. Stay 
with them at least for^a time* *** X have heen in strange lands - in 
’search of foany things i hut I fbnnd them not. I pray you let me fare 
upon my way,® . Some 6*f the knights were not ^anxious for his return hut 
Wbifram von ESchenha^h# had heen a rival of Tannhauser, not only 
In song; hut also for the hand of the Princess, washis steadfast friei^ 
and hastened to greet him and to urge him to stay’. Xet it is prohahie 
that he would have gone hig*way had not V/olfram said in a low voice,
**» let 4:he welcome of still Mother win you hack to ug7 There is one 
yonder in the castle to whom the sight of your face will bring hack'the 
li^t in her eyes^ and the smile on her lijjs/ She has drooi>ed sadly 
since you went away and the contests of song are now forsaken* hy her. ^ 
Eeed X tell you her name? Have you forgotten the fairest of maidens, 
the Princess ‘Elizahetht ® Tannhauger trembled violently at the mention 
of her name. A deep longing came, over him to he^id her face once more 
and to hear the sound of her voice althou^ he felt with tenfold anguish 
the sense of his own'xuKtorthlness. ® I pray you lead me to her presence? 
he said simply. ® Come”, comnanded the king, and turning with all his 
cavalcade he'escorted the wanderer hack to the castle.
That ni^t had heen set aside for the yearly contest of song 
and although the lists had 'long heen closed tlie king commanded that 
Tarmhauier's name'he added. The Princess heai^ of her knight^s return wd 
early in the evening weiit to the Minstrels* 'Hall, perchance to catch an 
early glimpse of her beloved knight^ Fair ^as the Princess as a May 
morning, with deep blue eyes that had caught some Of the far off sky in 
than. Her hair was 6oft and golden. She was Sli^t jQf frame,-hut with a
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gracefulness and height that gave her h' queenly dignity. Her cheeks
t .
too often pale of late were tod^ flushed with animation. Presently 
she heard a familiar foo-JifaU- " Princess forgive," said a voice: 
a?annhauser was kneeling at her feet, his hands outstretched imploringly."*
*• Xou must not kneel to i?e, " she said, gently endeavoring to raise him,
» It is not mine to forgive. Only tell me where you have "been so long.**
" I cannot tell you that, I have wandered far from you* dear presence; 
every remembrance has vanished save one thing only — the thou^t that 
someday I might behold ;^our face again and hear you say,I forgive 
Elizabeth covered her face with herhands but the glad tears trickled 
between her fingers, Tannhauser realized, how deeply he hM been loved 
and what a .pearl he had cast away. But the Princess, like all loving 
women,was forgiving, when he took one of her hands and then the other 
as all lovers vdll, sEhelkingl.entered, saw and smiled; then taking one 
hflhd of each, said, It is as I had hoped,**
Soon the. people began to throng the hall, Phe Imights 
did obeisance and took the places assigned to them, 5?he king rose, thanked 
them for their atte^idanp© and announced the subject of Songs as **^iOve*, - 
the prize to be whatever the wiimer wished, granted from the hand of 
the Princess Elizabeth, Wolfram came first. He sang of unselfish 
Ipve, devotion,and chivalry — that one true love that counted its hipest 
joy the .sacrifice of even life Itself for the loved one, Boring Wolfram’s 
song, Tannhauser sat as oi^e in a dream.— he seemed to see the bewitching 
figure of Tenas, and to hear his promise to her I will sing your praises 
and yours algne." Scarcely knowing v*at he did Tannhauser sprang to his 
feet before the.applause for his rival had subsided and began to sing 
an answer to Wolfram’s strain. But instead of the pore exalted love which 
gloried in self-sacrifice, he sang of selfish desire, for that was the way
i
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once the goddess of trc^ love, now v^oakened men'0 minds.
A minstrel sprang to his feet and cried, " OSie love you sing 
is falsel We will not hear it ifi silence, I challenge you-to mortal, combat I ” 
The hall was in on uproar. The king arose and commanded silence. Wolfram 
arose and in tlndly words rebuked TannhauSer then touched again his hhrp 
strings and sang of the love to which they all aspired. But TannhauSer 
rudely interrupted him, and sang in wild reckless fashion of the life 
he had led during the past year. He told of the grotto, its music, its 
perfumes, its exquisite scenes and round of delights presided over'by 
Venus herself. ** Your hfroio self-Saorifice," he ended, sneeringly, *•
Is cold and tame in comparison with thlsj, ijid the-^fairest of women 
of earth pale-into insignificance beside this wonderful, goddess. Ah,
Venus.,. I have kept my promise! Thine be the praise! “ -He ended, as, 
one in a trance. His harp fell clattering to the floor» The minstrels 
surged forwa^ tumoltuously crying|« He has been to the Venusberg!? and 
would have slain him^ but quick as a thought a slender white-robed figure 
stood between them and the misguided knight, and held put her hands en- 
treatingly. She saw how unv/orthy was the one to vdxom she had given her 
heart but once given she could not recall it in a nwment.. She would 
pray for him, and .live in hope that he might yet prove worthy, *• Stop,^ 
she cried, ® would you Slay him with-all Ms sins ripe upon Ms head.
Give him another opportunity, 0 my ging! -Perchance in the doing of some 
penance or gracious act iie will see how he has wounded all our hearts 
today.** The penitent knight was at her feet. He kissed the hem of her 
garment ^ile tears flowed fast. Then the voice of the king came to him,
** One path alone can save you from perdition and everlasting woe, abandoued 
man! Today a band pf pilgrims are Setting forth on their way to Home.
Depart with them and seek pardon for yout sins. **.
Even as the icing spoke, a chant was ’heard,. Hannhauser recog­
nized it a^ the same sweet strain he had heard that morning "by the way— 
s'ide cross. Again he’kissed the hem of Elizaheth’^ rohe, dared to look 
into her eyes, then sprang qnlckly to his feet "and addressed the king 
in two wild words of hope ; -^-To he cried and hurried from the
hall to join the pil^'im haidi
One year pass'ed. Again it was springtime, fragrant with 
hursting hTids and melodious with the soi^ of nesting birds. The return 
of the pilgrims was anxiously expected at Warthurg, ITo heart was mpre 
anxious than Elizabeth* s. Day after day she Had sat-in the casement
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overlooking the valley, Hight aftgr nfg^t she had* knelt in fervent 
grayer for the safety' one 'who waS a wanderer over- the face of the earth. 
And daily 'she would go to the -little wayside' cress v/here Tannhaus^ had 
knelt when the pilgrims passed by. Her pr^er was* only that her loved one 
might be forgiven, and that she might' see his face again. One afternoon 
Wolfram found her here. His love for her waS'Still as noble and as un­
selfish as in former days, ” Health to ny Princess,** he said, ** Methinks 
it is about time our pilgrim band should return,^ • East heard any 
news? she asked i “ Distent Do you nbt hear it? It is their songl “
Soon the little -company filed slov/ly by, Taiihhauser was not among them,
** He will never retumt ^ said Elizabeth q.uietly, a^id fell upon her knees 
and made a’ last pitiful little pr^er, then walked slowly toward the 
castle. Wolfram looked after her^ QJhe sun had long sunk and the the 
twilight wab deepening, but'Wolfram lingered by the little cross made 
sacred by ‘her presence. As he tarried, the evening star rose above the 
rim of hills and began to glow with peaceful brilliancy. It seemed to 
Wolft-am as 'thou^ the soul of Ell^beth were there, shining in that 
far off sky. He began to sing a beautiful measure filled with this thought
and "beglnnii^, ^ 0 thou ffiiblime, sweet evening stairl *• Scarcely were 
the last notes silent when a pilgrim drew neap,r 5e was tattered, foot­
sore and dejected, ^ahnhauSer’^texolalmed Wolfram, Show me the 
way to the Veimsherg. I have_los$ my way,” .Indeed you. have-lost 
your way, unhappy man, if you would return tp„ that evil place*-, tell me, 
have you heen to Rome? * ^ Aye, every paii} and penanca set forth in 
the Qalen^r J, did faithfully perform, I afflicted ny "body with grievous 
hlows, I gave all izy substance to the poor, I ministered td the ^ich,
X prayed night and morning before every shrine* I asked forgiveness 
continually, yet my soxil felt heavy and oppressed, ^en 1 went before 
the Holy Rathe?: and. confessed all. ny When he heard that I had .lived
a ye^ at the Venusberg hS was filled with, horror and indig^tion# ’^t 
of my sight I * he exclaimed* *There is no mercy for such as youl ^s soon 
v/ould I expect this staff in my hand to bud and bring forth green ieaves| 
Thus am I for all time accursed* There is but one thing left for me to 
do. enchantress told ioe that all men would renopt^ce me and that when 
I was driven from the world I. could find refuge again in her grotto* I 
must turn to her#** ’•Ah, do not gol ” said YZolfram, but live a life of 
good deeds and sacrifice! There was one who loielt at this cross only
this evening and prayed t6 heaven for your pardon. Such prayers do not
^ *
go unheededl An angel is even now pleading your cause in heaven. It is 
the soul of Elizabethl ^ej”
4 group of mourners bearing torches and chanting a sol^nn 
refrain drew near. On the bier lay the lifeless foim of the Princess*
** Elizabeth! Ah dear Lord have pltyl said Tannhauserl Have pity awd 
save me from the power of the evil onet At a gesture from Wolfram 
the procession halted, Tannhauser came with reverent step to the side 
^f the bier. As he sank upon his knees his strength suddenly left him,
"but with it went his hnrden of 9in' and sorrow^ leaving behind a blessed 
peace such as he had never known befoVo.' Elizabeth, dear saint in 
heaven - pray for meJ ” he" murniuri^i' His head sank down until hiS folr- 
head touched her hand. Suddenly the intense stillness was broken by a 
thrilling cry from tHe outer edge of the circle. ** A iniraclel a miraclel** 
said a voice* Wolfram pushed his way to the man’s side. In his hand 
was the Pope's staff , it had budded and br'ou^t forth green leaves!
^ See, the sign which CiOd hath dent! he daid in hushed tones. It is 
a token that all your sins are forgiven*® 'Paimhauser * s face brightened 
» into a glorious smile, but he uttered no bnd^* Instead his head fell 
forward again until it was pillowed by BlizabethTs white arm*- The way- 
worn pilgrim had end^ hi's journey* The ^ight of Song had heard the 
harmony of t'rue love sung by a celestial' choir,'*■ His waniering steps
had been guided by the faith of one steadfast soul into the ways of peace*
- Mac -Spadden, Joseph W, - Stories from Wagner,
Evmn! 0 Love That-Wilt Hot Let Me Go.
- Hymnal For American Youth, Ho. t64,
George Matheson, t88Z 
Albert Peacet885-t912 -
Prayer* To Kiee, our Father, Giver or the gift of love we look with 
gratitude, asking that this celestial object of beauty 
be to all youth a constant reminder of that noble love which 
leads to insjortality, in Jesus name wb pray. Amen*
”*Phe Bova.! Family^**
Occagion! Week •^L&y school of religion,
Groups ' Young People, from fifteen to eighteen years of age.
Purposes Educational: to stimulatf an interest in the origin
aM history of the influenpe of this celestial pageant 
upon human thought and fancy*
Methods Individual reports on assigned topics.
Previous assignmentss
Topics s 1. Oeiheus,
2, Cassiopeia,
.Andromed^,
4, Perseus, and Pegasus,
Eeferencess Allenj^-Elchard Hinckley.- Star gamea-and their'Meanings,
, PP. *Serviss, G.P,, Astronomy with the haked Eve,- pp.14.1-1474
t50-t55. ■ '
OlcottJ Tyler, StarLdre of All Ages, p. 2tff,
r-
Upton', Wi, Star Atlas,
General outline for individual reports 
t. Location and description,
2* Hames and characteristics of individual stars,
5. IRunes of tlie constellations as found among different 
peoples and associated stories.
The Becitatyn.
Introductions A constellation is an area in the sky. In early days 
only the stars in the outline of the figure were considered a part of 
the constellation; now every star in the sky is in a constellation. ^
For convenience in study astronomers from the earliest ages, have grouped 
together certain stars between which they could trace some rude outline
cePHEus
of some knom thiiig, such as a ch^ir^ a dipper, or a crom, or they woxild 
baraeamdi for some deity or hero vihom .they desired to mala inmortal. Stars 
in a consteliatioh may have ijo relationship, n6 he^^niess, except that 
vdxich we have made for th^^ !I?he older constellations were those around 
the Korth Pole and the Zodiac, In early days people ipiho wanted to study 
astronomy learned the poem of Aratos, who versified the *? Phainomem"' of 
Eudoxus, about 270 B«C,, and thus described the healths as they were 
in 2084 BfCi He mentions forty-four constellations, Uhe heavens hate 
changed little but the equinoxes and solstices have changed,tdue to pre­
cession, All inap-<iiakers follow the description pf the heavens given by 
Eudoxus and Aratos,
CeTJheus; Cepheus, the first of a series of Autumn constellations, 
sometimes called the Eoyal Family, lies between Lacerta and the pole, 
lahlle this constellation contains no star much above the third mag­
nitude, it has, nevertheless, attracted attention from the beginning 
of recorded history, Cepheus, the king of Ethiopia, is supposed to h^ve 
descended from lasion, son of Zeas and Electra. An association has 
been suggested, through the similarity of names, between Cepheus and 
Cheops, the builder of the Great I^ramid, ** Allen says that in China 
the Inner Ihro^ pf the Five Bnperprs was located somewhere in this 
constellation,'* Ihe individual stars afe of ..many colprst Alpha,- 
Alderamin,^will be the north-pole abdut 56OO years hence; Beta,- Alfirfc, 
is a double, one vdiite, the other blue; Delta, also a doublp,-colors 
fellow aM cerulean blue; Xi, a double,-colors vhite and blue or lilac;
Ml, Herschel’s famous "garnet star**, - a variablp changing from fourth 
to sixth nSagnitude in a period of five pr six years,” Many small meteors 
radiate from Cepheus during the middle and latter part of Jude,**- Serviss,
}
Ca33lOT?elas One of the oldest and most popoiar constellatidns J.S Cassio- 
peia^s Chair, Owing to-the stress-laid upon the throne'^-the *Queen seated 
upon it is lost si^t of. It is conspicuously m^rlced "by five-hright stars 
forming an irregular lettef with the open part turned-towards- the pole. 
It is on the opposite side o,£ the pole from the Great Dipper, QThess stars 
are Alpha, Beta, Ganma, Delta, and ^silon, A straight line drawn from 
Zeta Ursae Kajoris through Polaris hits Delta Cassio^iae, The true pole is 
situated about a degree and a quarter from Polaris 6n the side towards 
Ursa lEajor and can thus be ascertained with approximate accuracy at axty 
hour of the night. CepheuS'crosses the meridian in'October'and Cassiopeia 
and Andromeda in November.
The constellation Cassiopeia is a go'pd example of the fertile 
imagination of the early Oriental star-gazers,- and -a curious'combination 
of objects assigned to a group of stars that is not especially conspicuous. 
Some of these areas followst the Arabs called it The Lady in the Chair”-;' 
early Arabs ” the large'hand stained with hehna** of ’♦the tinted hand* , the 
bri^t stars markihg the finger tips; they also called Ceiiheus and Cassio­
peia the two dogs^i and' sometimes referred to Cassiopeia as ^ the kneeling 
camel**. As they revolve around the pole the slightly distorted *♦ H** ^en 
below it becomes the celestial when above it. Aratos refers to it
as ** the Greecian Key**;
Not many- are the stars nor thickly set
That, ranged In line, mark/her ^^le figure out.
But like a key that forces back the bolts,
They shine in single zig-zag row.
Several of the stars in the ’'W* have individual names. Kappa, 
the foxirthwnagnitude star appears about one degree south of the place in 
the sl^ ^ere the ‘famous new star of l^cho Brahe blazed, out in the year 
1572. This was one or the most JJrUHaut temporary stars on record, apd
attempts have h^en ftade to associate it with the Star of Bethlehem, on 
the supposition that it appeared in 9^5 1264-, and has a period ezceeding
three centuries, so that one of its epochs of visihility v/ould fall ah^t 
the time of the "birth of Christ*' But it has not been seen since !I^oho*s 
day, althou^jh a small telescopic star near the place which it occupied 
has been suspected of identily with it* Ohat wonderful twmporary star 
was visible in full dayli^t and brighter than "Venus, Cassiopeia con­
tains two stars of the second magnitude, three of the third, six of the 
fourth, and,twenty-^ne of the fifth, or near. Sigma consists of two 
stars, one blue, the other greenishEta - one vdiite the other puipife; 
igta is a beautiful triple.
In literature we find many references to this constellation!
lodk "but aside a little,
Just by the first coil of the crooked ^IragOn 
There rolls unhappy, not conspicuous 
When the full moon Is shining, Cassiopeia,
-- Aratos,
A ;place wh^rc Cassiopeia sits within
Inferior light, for"^ll her daughter’s sake,
- Mrs; Browning’s^ "Paraphrases on Nonnus**,
"the ghiiiie Casseiopeia’s chair"
. ^ "Spencer’s !* Paeri© Que^",
Syginus describes her *» as bound to h.er seat, and thus Secured from falling 
out of it in goir^ round the pole head ddTOiwqrd.*^ Euripides and Sophocles 
of the fifth century B^C# wrote of'her. The Eomans transliterated the 
Creek proper name; the Celts fixed upon it as their *• Home of Boi^^, their 
king of the fairies and father of the mythical character Cwydyon, Schiller’s 
Wallenstein, as versified by Coleridge, has
That .one
White star of light, that single glinmering yonder.
Is from Cassiopeia, and therein ( should be besidnd)
Is Jupiter,









T^t starry* Ethiop ^ueen that strove 
To set her hesuty’s praise ahov^
The gea'^ymihi
Cassiopeia* wife of Cepheus, kin^ of Ethiopia* pio’ther of
i^dromeda ms a queen of matchless heauty. Infact that is vdiat her name
is said to mean - *T)eauty" or ^ rosy*?fac6d"i But she ms cognizant 6f
her heauty and boasted that she was fairer than Juno or the UeieideSi
Sea-JTymp^s, The provoked ladies complained to Eeptune who sent a
frightful monster to ravage her coast. Her particular location in the
sky was selected hy her enemies, the Sea-H^phs* to give her an effectual
lesson in humility* fQr a’location neahdr the equator would have Isept
her nearly upri^t. e*^e head formost Jtfce a tuBibler sits,-**
- Aratos,
She has been called, the'heaven troubled ^qudiKi^ and *hitihappy Uassiopeia** - 
appropriate names in view qf the giddy vdiirl she is subjected to*
It has been .suggested that* the constellation Cassiopeia makes an ex- 
celiqnt illuminate^-'time piece,. l/Then Beta Caosippeiae* the, hour hand* 
is abo^e Polaris it is noon* when in the-West at right angles to the 
first-position* it is-six P^M. , at raidni^t it is on the northern 
horii^on; and at six A*M. it is due East* thxis making a perpetual clock. 
Sidereal time differs, from civil time in that the day begins at noon 'in­
stead of at midnl^t,- The sidereal clock agrees.-wij;h the mean solar 
clock-on 1/^ch 22 or theraboutff.and gains at the ifeite of two hours per 
month. This is the simplest way to tell time by looking at "the stars^ 
ii^romedat- Andromeda is the most romantic of the constellations. It 
is centrally on the^merldlan at nine o'clock in the middle of Hoveznber* , 
Kingsley's'Andromeda well describes her place:
I set thpe
' High for a star in the heavens, a -sign and a hope for the
seamen*
Spreading' thy long white aims all ni^t in the Height's of
T42
th^ aether^
Hardly thy 3ire and the hero, thy spouse, whij-e near thee
thy mother
Sits in her ivory chair, as she plaits ambrosial tresses;
All ni^t long thou wilt shine |., ^
ache star'Ali^ratz, in the northes-stem eomer of the-^(jr^t: Sa'oare of 
Pegasus, indicates the head of Ahdroi^da. Hiree other conspicu^ stars, 
the first of the thinl magnitrule -and the other two of the seoia^O-f Stretch­
ing in a long row northeastward from Alph^rat2> -inarlc-the s^ontral line 
of the constellation, a?he first of th^se-^tars, Deltav the left
hreast; the second, Beta> or Marach, is in the girdlg; and-the thlr^ ^ 
Gamna or Almaak’, marks'th^.J.eft'fpot ^r ,left= ^e© according to the drawing
- *p
of the figure. 4 grdup Of three fourth-^uagnitaA^ stars and one of the 
fifth magnitude about fifteen degrees .north pf thg star Alpheritz shows 
the ri^t hand chained to the roc^, vdiileL the .left elhQW let indicated- 
by a fourth-magnitude star about, eight degrees b.eloj^ PQlta* Northwest 
Of Mi*rach are the twa :star3 JLn the girdle viftiiph. serr© pointers to 
the glorious- Andromeda nebula which iw "iJ© oanght as a mere vleisp of 
light by the naked' eye* The nebula Andrompdae consists of a vast oblong 
central’mass, vdiile all around are ranged, ring within ring, great luminous 
ellipses, Thifr-nebula consists of small stars not^ses. The star Gara^p 
in the maiden’s foot,^ is perhaps the jnost beautiful tr'iple star in the 
heavens* It consists of a.golden yellow and a deep blue star and the 
smallest star is described as green,
,Androireda is the central character of this drama. After 
Neptune despatched a monster of the deep to ravage the .sea-<oast, Cas— 
slopeia became terrified at the prospect and besought the aid of the
—I • «» „ <5
all-powerful Zeus, v&o ruled that AndroD»da must be sacrificed to appease 
the vrrath of the sea-god, Amid great lamentation Andromeda was chained 
to a wave-^shed rock, there to await the coming of the sea monster to
t43
devour her* Accordingly we find the constellation Andromeda depicted ii;
the old star atlases as a heautiful maiden chained to a rook with CetUS
the T^oale near at hand about to devour her. 0316 location is uncertain
but Josepbxis declared that in his time the marks of Ax;dromeda*s r»hA.^r>fl
were to be seen on the rocks near Joppa, and that nearby on tlie shore
the bones of the sea-monstef* were still shown, Awaiting her fate
and abandoned by her royal relatives, Andromeda remained by the shore
until a rushing sound and the. flight of frightened birds told her the,t
the monster was approaching. She hid her eye3,tremblii:g, when suddenly 
Like peal of thunder from unclouded sl^rj 
A sudden neighing rolls and echoes nigh.
Her eyes unclose; horror and. ^oy are one,
Por she beholdsi in ijdiirling flight and free,
The winged 2iorse .upbearing Zeus's Sgn,
Thxo’vi his vast Shade of azure on the sea*
It ms Ferseua, mounted on'Pegasust^tuming from the oox^uest of the
Gorgon Ifedusa. His diaino.n4^Li}.ted swgrd glittered as he darted upon
the monstpr and transfixed him* Some say that he only gained the victory
by holding before the moiister the^ bleeding head of the Medusa, the sight
of whioh,with its snaky locks, froze all vho looked upon It into stone,!?
Perseus then unchained the maiden, conducted her back to her-father’s
court and was rewarded by receiving hdr hand in marriage. At the end of
their lives Zeus translated them to the slsy:-
And ther^,a wOelU- statue form, is seen •
Andromeda, parted from her mother’s side^, Long, I trow,
Thou wilt not seek her in the nightly slsy.
So bri^t her head, do bright her shoulders, feet and girdle 
Yet even there she has her arms extended.
And shielded, even in hSaveni uplifted.
Outspread eternally, are those fair lianda,
- Ar^tos,
Other poets assert that Andromeda and Perseus had the peculiar happii^ss 
of seeing their new-made constellations blazing overhead, as on Pegasus 
back they flew away from the scene of encounter, and retired to the queen’s 
cojurt* To their firstborn was given the name Perses, from vdiom the
Head of /ierfusi
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proud Persian-kings, many centuries afterwards, "boasted their desceUt. 
tPhe story of Andromeda shines hy reflection in all literatures, The 
Hindus have almost the same story in their astronomical mythology and 
almost the same namesl They call the constellhtibi} ** Antamada", Sapih6, 
the Greek poetess of the seventh century B.C; refers to Andromeda, Eu­
ripides and Sophocles "bothcwrote dramas about ^r, "but there is little
• ,doubt that the constellation originated f^ ba^qk of classical times in 
the valley of the Euphrates,
Perseus, the Chamniont
Perseus 'Seeks fBr.’byuhereSkstfov 
V/hichever at his shoulder are revolving,
Tallest of all his compeers at the ISTorth
He towers. His right hand stretches toward the chair
Of his bride’s mother,
- Asatos,
We can never be sure whether thb constellation suggested the legend, -or 
the legend the constellation. Perseus, rising before Andromeda,seems
to deliver it from the nighty'which might well be depicted as a monster,
■€
It may suggest the conflict bewte'enjr^ ^d bea^, ^with a human sacrifice 
at stake and the eventual triumph of man; Perseus, because of his bravery, 
is known as"the knight errant of mythology” - ^on of Jupiter and and Panae, 
His successful encounter vdth the' Ifedusa rendered his name immortal and 
he was transplanted to the starry skies, vhere he appears with upaalsed 
sword, holding the severed head of the M^usa, up to the gaze of all 
mankind, for all time.
According to Hesiod Pegasus received his name from being 
bom near the sources of the ocean - spring of the ocean, Ovid claims 
Mt. Helicon as the home of Pegasus; Bryant and Longfellow refer to 
this constellation, Pegasus was tamed by Neptune or MnervaJ? ^ 




to aid hjm in conq.ueriiig the Chimaera* After destroying the monster
lie attempted "to fly up to heaven on his winged steed- .Jupiter angered
hy his presumption "caused an insect to sting Pegasus which hrought about
the fall of his rider of which Wordsworth says
Bold Bellerophon ( so Jove decreed
In wrath) fell headlong from the fields of air.
Jupiter placed him, among the constellations. It is said that Pegasus*,
■tears for Jupiter the lightning and thunder.
How heavftn his farther wandering flight confines.
Where splendid with his numftrous stars, he shines- Ovid*s FaSti,
The fact that Pegasus was especially favored 'by the Muses has given rise
i
to the expression " to mount Pegasus",
Six Of the constellations are found in t& .Old’Testament: 
That maketh the Bear, Orion, and the Pl^l.iades,
And the chambers of t^e south:
-’^Job. 9:9 '
Canst thou bind the cluster of the Pleiades,
Or loose the 'bands of Orion?
Canst thou lead forth the'l&szaroth in their season? 
Or canst thou guide the Bear *with her train?
JoB 58:31,52*
For the stafs of heaven .and the constellations thereof shall not 
give their ll^t; the^sun shall darkened In its going forth, 




Sunriae Service "by the Lakeside. 
Theme: "Light of th"e World."
Mmj. ito arouse a deeper reverence for Qod, ty contemplation of tlie 
wondersof sunrise.
Prelude; Pi^pa's Song
The yedr*S at the 'Spring,
And day*s at the-'mofn;
“Homing's at seven;'
The hlll—slde's dew—pearled.
The lark's on the ^ving;
The ^il's on the thorn;
^d's in his heaven- ,
All's right witn tne world:.
- Roher-c Browning
fell to Worsliipj, ( Sung "by the groups Bymnal fbr American Youth, Ho.?’
Trumpet nnfslc - truS^eters in costume).
Corn's*, n^r'Soul, *thou mast ‘he ^mklug;
Rov;. “is "breaking 
O'er the earth another day.
Come to nim who made tula splendor,
-See tnou render 
'All thy fee'ble’ powers can -pay.
Pray tnat he inay prosper ever 
Each ehdeavor.
When tiiine aim is good and tru^j 
But that he may ever' thvsrt thee,
And convert thee*.
When thou evi). wouldst pursue.
Only God’s free, gifts-abuSe not^
Light refuse not,
But his Spirit's voice ohey;
■Thou-with him Shalt-dwell / "tiehOlding 
. Light enfolding 
All things in unclouded day,-
- F.E.L, von Canita, I654rt699 
Translated hy H,j; Buckoll, 1841 
Haydn, arranged from Prana J, Haydn, 1791
_S6ripture; ( Bead responsively)
Leader: The Psalmist proclaims the sunlit heavenSA universal and
unceasing testimony to thei^rCrfeatofi
The heavens declare the glory of God;
And the flrmamont showeth his handiwork,
- Ps. 19:1
Group:
Leader: The proclamation ig imceaeing; each day each ntght hands on 
the message and each hag ’a special message: day tells of 
the splendor, pdwer, 'beneficence; night tellg. of vastnqss,- 
order, niysteiy, beauty, rqpoge. The sphere of'the message 
of the heavens is the i/diole earthj
CrrouJ): Day nnto day uttereth speech^
night unto night 'sheweth knowledge.
There is n© Speech nor language;
Their voice is not heard.
Their line is ^ne out-throu^ all the earth,
Ahd their words* to the end of the vjprlda ***
- Pg. 19:2-^
Leader: The Sun is singled out as the chief v/itness of aod*g glory 
by day. The sun is personified but back of it is the 
Creator vho has fixed a tent in the heavens for it, jfhe 
beneficent influences of Its light and heat are universally
In them hath he set a^ tabernacle for the, sun, '' 
Which is as a bridegroom coming Out of his chamber. 
And re-jpiceth as a strong man‘ to run his' course.
His going forth is frpm the end of the heavens^
And his circuit unto the ends Of it;
And there is nothing hid' from the heaj: thereof,"
- Ps. 19: 4b - 6
Awake up, my glory; awake, psaltry and harp:
I nyself will awake ri^t early, ^
- Ps, 57:8
0 give thanks imto Jehovah; for he is good;
To him that Spread forth the earth above the watersj 
To him" that made great li^ts;
The sun to lule by day;
The moon and stars to rule by night;
For his loving^ kindness endureth forever.
^ Ps, 156: 8,9
(Bjonn sung as a prayer!]3y the group- i^rmns for the Living Age,lb ,
Lord of ail being, throned afar.
Thy glory flames from sun and star;
Center and soul, of every sphere.
Yet to each 'lovi^ heart hpw nearl
■Sun of Quf life, thy quickening ray 
Shpd^s on our path the glow of day;
Star'of our hopq, thy softened li^t :
Cheers the long watches of the night.
Croup:
All:
Our midnight is thy smii^' withdravm;
Our noontide is thy gracious dam;
Our rainbow arch> thy mercy’s sign; :
All, save the clouds of sin^ are thine*
Lord of all life, below, above,^
Whose ll^t Is truth, vhose mrnth is love.Before thy everblazi^ throne 
We ask nd iudter of our omi”
Grant u8 thy truth, to make us‘free,
J^d kindling hearts that bum for thee,
Till all thy living altars claim 
One holy li^t, ©ne heavenly flame,
- Oliver Wendell Holmes, 1848
- Louvan, L,M. Virgil C, Taylor,1847
Special feature; The mystery'of the source ai^ dwelling place of light.
Leaders Where is the way to the dwelling, of light?
And as for darkness, where is the place thereof.
That thou should^t take it to. the bound thereof
And that thou shouldst. discern the 'paths to the house thereof?r ' ♦
By vhat wdy “Is the light panted,
Or the east wind scattered upon the earth?
- jQb 58s 19,20, 24
HjTm; (30310tV^rmnsi-for the Living Age, No, ?85)
Light of the world, we hail thee.
Flushing the eastern skieS;
Never shall darlmess veil thee 
Again from human eyes;
Too long, .alas vdthholden.
Now spread rrdm shore to shore;
Thy light so glad and golden.
Shall set on earth n6 mOre,




Not slov^er than Majesty moves, for a mean and a measure 
Of motion,- not faster than dateless 
• Olympian leisure
Mi^t pape v/ith unblown ample garments 
from pleasure to pleasurei,.- 
The wave-serrate sea-o:lm sinks unjarring, 
unreeling.
Forever revealing, revealing, revealing,
Edgev/ise, bladevdse, halfwise, wholevTise,
-’tis ‘done I
Good^orrow, l"ord Sun|
33aTOi in the -Deaert
Dy
Olintan Scollard. ''
Mien tlie first opal presage of tlie mom 
^iilckeued tlie’ ea^t^ the ^od Merwan aro^e,
And hy his open tent door knelt and prayed.
N6w in that pilgrim carQ,Taii ms one 
MioSe heart ms hea-vy^'v/ith dtunh doubts, whose eyep 
Drew little bairn from slumber. Up and down 
UJ-ght^ong he paced the avenues of sand 
* Twixt tent hnd tent, and heard the jackals snarl, 
{The camels mdan for vnter, [Chis one came 
Oh Merv/an praying, and to' him outcried- 
(Ihe tortured spiri-c bursting its sealed fount 
As dbth the brook-oh‘b^evmd in spring) —
”How knowest thou that any Allah
SwifT: fr9i5 thd sand' did Merwan lift his 'face.
Flung toward the east an arm of knotted bronze,
■And said, as upvfl^rd shot h shaft of gold,
” Dpst need a torch to show to thee the dam?”
Then prayed again,
Mien on the desert’s rim 
In sudden, uwful splendor stood the sun’.
Through all that caravan there I’^/as no knee 
But bowed to Alla^«
gymn to the gun
■by
JU-fred Lord Tennyson,
Once again thou flamest heavenward, once 
again we see thee rise.
Every morning is thy birthday, gladdening hu­
man hearts and eyes..
Every momihg here We greet it; bowing lov/ly 
down before‘thee.
Thee,the God-like, thee the changeless in thine 
ever-changing skies, •
Shadovz-cjaker, shadpw-slayer, arrowing light 
from,clime to clime.
Hear thy nyriad laureates .hail thee monarch in 
their woodland rhyme.
Warble bird, and open flower, and men^ beio^ ^ 
low the dome of azure
Kneel adoring Him the Timeless in the flame 
that-measures Timel
Solo: Li^i of the v/orld, thy ^beauty
Steals into every hearth
T^2
And glorifies \7ith duty 
Life’s poorest,humblest part; 
iPhou-ro'best in thy splendor 
-©le simplest ^ways of men,*^
And helpest them to render 
Light haofe -to thee again,"^
Sunrise gs^the artist see's it; ( Given hy an individual^)
- hy Guido Reni,
ROm, Palazzo Hospigliosi*
( Small picture “before each mem'ber of the group)
Guido pictures the “bringers of davn gliding over clouds still
tinted, with the fading shadows of ni^t. About the advancing
car of the sun-god, Apollo, the Hotirs dance; “before it sails
- - • ^ -s
Aurora herself on golden clouds, showering roses upon the 
sleeping earth and above a youthful cherub bearing a flaming
torch personifies the morning star# Below are seen the sea
'1
and land, still obscured by shadows# Xhe twining arms', the
flying draperies, the galloping horses seem to accelerate the
forv;ard movement of the ’’Hours”.
-iilasters in Art, September,l$03r
Solos Li^t of the world,before thee
Our spirits prostrate fall; ‘
We worship, we adore thee, 
llhdu light, the’ life of all;
With thee is jio forgetting 
Of all thine hand hath made;
Thy rising hath no settjngj 
Thy Sunshine hath no Shade#
Sunrise as the scientist sees iti ( Given by an individual)
” Among the various branches of physical science there is no 
other vAiich in its historical development so closely reflects 
the general progress of civilization as the’ doctrine .Of the 
position of the earth in space and its relation to the plane­
tary system# In this we may follow man’s gradual emancipa- 
ticn from primitive ideas during the rise of Greek philo—
f
Earth attracts a ston©* If the Sun ceased to attract the planets 
"they v/oidd fly off interspace in all directions and there>/ould 
he an end of the Solar ^st^. We depend'upon the Son not only 
for light and heat - hence food and continued life, hut for 
mechanical power, whether from the steam engine, from the v^ater- 
fall, or from the wind, and in fact for all our human activities,
” We should- remenibep,also, that all of the aesthetic teauty of 
color on the petals ef-a frower,or the win^ of a bird is hut 
the reflected glory of the solar rays,
Ihe sun, our star, is a gaseax)us sphere about 864,000 miles in
diameter.... It turns on an axis inclined about 7 degrees to
the ecliptic, in a period of 25,4 days, as determined from the
observations of the passage of spots across its surfaise. It
contains about 550,000 times aS much matter as th§ earth, and
its volume or buik, is about 1,500,000 times that of the earth.
Consequently, its average density, ^^ftiich is its mass divided by
-.its volume, both taken with respect to the earth, is about one-
fourth that of the earth's average density. ^1.4 time© the density
of water.” ( Frost, E.B.,'”Ihe Structure of’.the Co^o3,”inG®e 
Contributions of Science to Hellgion, by* Sbailer Mathews).
The sun is the central governing b^^ of the solar sys-cem. Its 
meap distance froig-the earth Ig 92,950,000 miles, Oto help us 
appreciate how eniirmous this distance is Dr, Frost, Director of 
Yerkes Ctbservatory, Universl-cy or Chicago, uses a modem Illus­
tration; ^pposje that sCme tireless aviator in a machine carrying 
an inexhaustible sp-pply or fuel -could fly without stop at the noi 
uncommon speed pr 100 miles an hour across the vast airless space 
beyond the earth’s atmosphere, he v/ould reach the moon, the 
earth’s little brother, in 100 days; but to arrive at the sun he
phy and science, his relapse into those ideas during the ages 
following ihe d^struptlon of tne geats .of Greek culture, and 
the rapid advance of ki^vdedge after the retival of Greek 
learning at tne end, 6f the JiSiddle Ages,”—( Dreyer, History 
of Planetary ^sterns, Preface), ^e great planetary syst^s 
of earth have "been "based upon the geocentric or the helio­
centric ijiterpretatlon of the universe, Ar^ong the ancients 
Aristarchus,'94Dic.v850 believed, that the sun was the
fixed center of tne celestial sphere, hut he did not receive 
a following. It ms not until the time of Copemious, I475- 
J543,# the autnor 6f the modern theory pr the universe, that 
leaders or ^nought hecame convinced that the heliocentric 
tneory explains in the simplest possible all the obser­
ved phenomena, Ihe conservatlye Scholars and churchmen broke 
with.Copernicus, ,Prom time immemorial all responsible thinkers
•r
had believed the earth to be the center of the universe,— the 
end and aim of creation : tnat only the earth was inhabited 
and for the eartn's inhabitants the other bodies ,in the universe 
had been created- ” Ohe sun to lUle by day... the moon-and 
stars to rule by night
Ihus v/e pee that as far as the Solar System is 
concerned, the Sim ^3 a b'o^ of utmost importance. It is 
the great sdurce gf light ^d heat, without vihich there would 
be no animal nor ve^thble life on the Earth, If there is 
life oh some of the other planets and if that life iS *ht all 
like the life on the Barth it must be'dependent upon the Sun 
for its very existence. Another important function of the 
Sun is to control the planetsj v^ich it attrs-cts just as the
would need also tlie gift of per^tual youth, for at this con­
stant speed of too miles an hour,- 106 years would he required 
to reach the~sun.r("2lLe Heavens Are Telling!'p. §), A sin^ 
of the spectrum of the ^un reveals many of the sdme chemical 
constituents as tho^e of the earth. As the scientist ponders 
upon our universe with the sun as the center of our solar 
system kept poised in space and in its motion hy that delicate 
balance between centrifugal fo'rce.^blletifendenGy of’these whirling 
bodies to fly avray from the center of force about which they 
3pin,» and the, force -Of ^gravitation — the tendency of the sun 
to attract these planets, to Itself end Of the planets to attract- 
each other, then realizes that every star in the firraameirt is 
probably another sun and the center of another solar system , 
he marvels more ana more; in fact could he**think v/ithout emotion, 
V/hat mast thy Creator be"J Whereas the primitive mind marveled 
at vdiat seemed to be disorder, and called it a miracle, .the 
modem scientist vAlo regards sciende as the description of the 
process according to which the ^egitor realizes the purpose 
of the universe , marvels more and more at the matchless order 
> of the universe* His only explanation of izs cause is God,
* e*
Solo; Light of the world, illumine 
®iis darkened earth of thine^
Till everything that’s hurattn 
Be filled vdth tne divine;
Till every tongue ^a nation.
From sin’s dominion free.
Rise in the new creation 
Which springs from love and thee,
- John S,B, Monsell, 186?
- Salve Doralne, Lav/rence W, Watson, 1909
"Light” used as a religious symbol;
Old Testament; Jehovah is my light and my salvation;
Whom sliall I fear?
Jehovah is the strength of ny life;
Of vAiom shall I he afraid?
- ?s. 27:t
New Testament: Again therefore spake Jesus unto them, saying# I am 
the li^t Of ■til© vrarid: he that followeth me shall 
not walk in the darkness, "but shall have the li^t^ 
of life*
^ Jn# 8:12#
As the Sun is the center of the solar system and from it £^11 the 
planets receive their light, so God As tavealndcAnoJesus is the
source of the spiritual light of the world, and"we are "but ‘broken rays
of Thee"i as Tennyson has saidi
Hymn; ( Sung "by the group)
0 Light that follovrest all my way, 
r yield ray flickering torch to thee} My heart restore? its borrowed ray,' 
Q?hat in thy sunshine’s:‘blaze its d^ 
May "brighter,fairer "be.
"0 Love That Will Not Let Me Go”, George ISathesoi^
1882
St, Margaret, Albert Peace, 1885“^912 
Hymnal for American Youth, No, t64.
Prayer:
"Father of Light, in vhom there is no shadow”, may the rays of Thy 
light, Thy love, shine into cnp hearts this day, that yre raay see 
clearly, may avoid evil, may do good, Enli^ten our minds, purify 
our affections, nourish our deSires, Help us to seek the true 
Light through"the land of the silence of things" vdiere light‘dwells - 
throu^ closer fellowship with Thee, and as the Earth and planets
V
reflect the rays of light received frdm their Sun, so may we be 
reflectors of Thy light, we ask in the name of him who is the Li^t 
of the worldi Amen,





0 JehOTSil, how manifold are thy v/orksj 
In wisdom ^st thou made them all;
The earth is full of thy ric^es,^
'i04.:24^"
f * •Hdlyi holy> holy is the Lord Of hosts; 
the vdiqlO earth, is filled vdth thy glory,
- Isa. 6;3
. VAiat field of study has a richer contribution to make to 
the develojiment of the religioug impulse in youth than that of astrononyl 
the beauty, constancy, and abiding presence of. its objects, the infinity 
of time and space,w the interdependence of thetgnfimhbgg of the solar system
r , *and of thehdifferent solar systans of the universe,n the wonders of earth, 
sea,and siy vSiich are its objects of- study*,- the comparative insignificance 
yet divinenes.3 of man viiio is able to, comprehend these woi;dors,- all these 
speak of the infinite beauty, wisdom, majesty^ .and power of the Creatorj 
The heavenly bodies have ever had a tremendous influence ppon the thou^t— 
life and the religi'dus life of mankind; the names of at least .some of 
the constellations were established before'iihe Siting'of Hebrew Scrip­
tures, and all attempts to change these and-attach-associations with sacred 
history have been futiie. The aim of such a program would be npt Only 
to develop friendship vdth these”etemal friend's" s6 that they would ever 
be as a beautiful ^storical pageant*before the eySs of the beholder, 
but at the same time vrould ever speak of God. Olils would be accomplished 
by the use of scientific facts^ legends, poems;'pictures. Scripture, hymns, 
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